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Men's basketball looks to win it all in
the A-Sun tournament this weekend.
- SEE SPORTS, 81

Join the indie as it visits the Rainbow
Gathering travelling commune.

HIPPIES

-SEE the indie, i1

•

TRINA PRIORE

JOSSIE GARCIA

Contributing Writer

Contributing Writer

Witfi Spring desire to go anywhere else," Theresa .
Break around Conway, an English professpr, 'said.
the comer, pro· .
Not unlike. many students, :~op·
fessors
are way finds that Spring Break is '.'just
· flocking to the . that, a break." This year h,er holiday
nearest beaches will be low-key - a time to hang out
to perfect their • with friend~~ watch TV, read, grade
.
i .
tans and search- papers and clean.
ing" . · for
the
"Usually .
y0Wi~st "" sister
j}~t clubs to comes down here)br Spring 'B reak
~e week from Illinois. Bust she graduated last
awly: ; "'i' •1·
May and has a 'real' job now, so her
N'otl -.exactly Spring Break days are over," Cqnway
what you would said.
,
picture, is it?
Getting away from students is not
While students Conway's prerogative; in fact, she hit
look forward to a a few Orlando hot spots last year.
week of fun and "When my sister came down, my
elaJcation, so do husband and I took her and her three
~
· instructors. friends downtown to the clubs," she
:. *..Jll-ea · Hat said. 1"\V~at I learned from this expetea~ itlso enjoy rience is that I'm not 21 anymore, and
Spr.Wg ~11.k.~ an""'-'s)lrpri,sjJ}.gly, don't :teally w: t to
afterthought"
to be."
"""4!beir ~~~
Catherine Baltunis, a speech proWhat d:o tea~hers fessor, likes to hit ilie road.
do during Spdng
"I love to travel, and every. ~pring
Break? Do the}[ l~t ·Break I plan a great trip to see family
loose, or just catch 'lip ·o n.. . f' explore a new place," she said.
gra<;ling papers?
."!'ff
"Last. year, I spent the break in a
Most · cfo• neitl}e'r,. ·c~bin in the Smoky Mountain
Alll~'-"",..gh it is ~ikely thaf~ National Park with some friends."
dine will use their time to ~ Not this year, howew,:r. "This will
ore their students' work. be otte of the. first semesters ever
e students, most teachers that I won't pe taking an out-of-state
just want to relax and enjoy the vacation," she said. Instead, she'll be
break from their usual schedules. planning,a-t suinmer trip to Europe.
"I have a lot of stuff around the "Over t.ll,e break I'll be able to take
house to catch up on, along with
·•
108 essays to grade, and ho real
PLEASE SEE TEACHERS ON A5

Stockpiling sunscreen, collecting
"To lose the
roadmaps -and oogling brochures touting weight, you
tropical locations are only a part of the [must] consume
preparations undertaken by students less calories thali
readying for next week's Spring Break.
you're expending. When
But those tasks take a back seat to the · you dramatic'ally restrict the
most pressing project for many: getting caloric intake, your body tries.to bold
the body in shape.
on, and you end up iuat los~ ~ater
!'. ~tper ~ta~,in Fl~ri<!~ 9r ~vel- we!gbt. This slow~ down y,our nie~'
ing afai, snfdents on:sprmg Break pften lisfu. When fbu ¥et-e... ~e}iet, and
_,..~Ian.to ~pend t:Jl.ajr p~ys in w.¥Ill·W$ather . you go bas!c to )pW_91Q..•eaang &b~
wear'.'Tiial meim! a.bathing suit. And that and calorie intake, your nietaboUsm is
means a: scraIQble, ,t o embrace fad diets now slower, causing you to"gattl'hiore
and frantic ·exercise schedules.'
· . poUI).dS than your original weight."
Junior Gigi Santiago'nas. lJltch~d ont0- ...., Saia' Santiago: "People have !ijlid
the Special K diet and is exercising fre- that I look thinner, but I've atso been
.. quen~y 'it} ail efforfto slim down and look working out a lot. I thihk I'm ju~t going
,/k ~rfect.ift fret.new bathing suit.·
to try eating a well-balariced diet from_. _
. "I'those' (o go on the Special K diet to now on, though, because I am sd"'slt:k. ·see if I could really lose six pounds before ,<>feating the same thing eve1' day •
Spring.Break, but I find myself hungry il's not worth it!"
,top wuch, .with a lot 2f headaches;' the
females are not~ only ones who
20-year..old ~izationa1 communrca- have-body image on the brain. .
tions major said.
_
.
David Qyinones, 20, a marketThe Special K diet is just as it sounds; mg major, took his usual workout
Santiago eats one cup of the cereal for schedule to a new level when
breakfast and one cup for lunch. Howev· he realized Spring Break was
er, if it's Vanilla Almond Special K, she is only a few weeks away. "I
only allowed to eat three-fourths of a cup. won't be wearing a shirt
She can eat a sensible dinner and have ·too often during the ·
fruits .?Jld liquids as snacks througbqut
theda~
·
Student Health Educator Melissa Day
said sborMerm diets, no matter what
they are, are not a good idea "Yo-yo dieting is a fad diet. When you get off the
diet, you gain all your weight
back, plus at least five more
pounds than what you started
with," she said.
·
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Kerry toms to Florida
ALEX BABCOCK
Managing Editor

,..,,

MATTHEW WRIGHT I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE
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Democratic presidential candidate John Kerry fields a question at a town hall meeting
yesterday in Orlando. His top rival, John Edwards, left the race after Tuesday's losses.

Central Florida greeted
John Kerry at a rally near
downtown Orlando today, following a night of campaign
victories that ended rival John
Edwards' campaign.
Kerry, now all but certain to
win the Democratic presidential nomination, launched an
offensive against the Bush
administration in a speech
grounded in national defense
issues. The Massachusetts
senator accused President
Bush of ignoring the needs of
firefighters and police while
cutting taxes for the weljlthf.
"Two thirds of the firehouses in the United States of·
America are understaffed,;' he
said. "This is a simple principle. We should not be opening,
firehouses in Baghdad and
shutting them in the United
States."
Kerry, who goes into Florida's March 9 Democratic primary essentially as the last
man ~tanding, said Bush has
left the country open to attack
while he has settled a "personal score" with Saddam Hussein.
He also attacked Bush for
reducing veterans' benefits,
something he said tlie administration has done while subsequently increasing its
reliance on the military.
"There was a $1.8 billion
cut in the [Veterans' Affairs]
budget, and we've got veterans waiting - maybe 40,000
strong, waiting months to see
a doctor for the first time, just

to get prescription drugs, let ·
alone the several hundred
thousand who have been
denied coverage altogether,"
he said. "I'll tell you, the first
definition of patriotism is
keeping the faith of the men
and women in uniform."
UCF College Democrats
President Chris Kintner, 20,
said the speech was an offen·
sive following · Republican
attacks that Kerry is soft on
national defense.
"You have lot of Republi- .
cans calling us unpatriotic,'' he
said. "I thihk this is characteristic of Kerry - he's not going
to be pushed · around on
national defense. He's not.
going to be pushed around by
people who say he's not patriotic."
Kerry spoke for 15 minutes
to about 200 supporters
packed into the Plaza Theatre
on Bumby Avenue before
fielding audience questions.
Kerry was joined on stage by
fellow ·Democratic Sens. Bob
Graham and Bill Nelson, both
of Florida The two endorsed
Kerry Tuesday.
Kerry spent 45 minutes
answering questions from the
audience on topics from
health care to immigration. A
middle-aged man asked about
education and how Kerry
plans to get more funding for
schools. "This no child left
behind - has kinda left my
child behind," the man said.
Kerry said the school system in this country allows
adult abandonment, creating

a
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Hitt: UCF on track to

be bigger and better
ANDRES HEALY
Senior Staff Writer

UCF is on track to become
one of the ·biggest and most
well-regarded universities in
the nation, President John Hitt
told a packed Pegasus Ballroom
Monday.
Hitt made the pledge durin'g
his State of the University
address, in which be told attendees how UCF bas been coping
with its growth. He also
explained how UCF is increasingly growing more divE:rse.
"The state of the university
is great," Hitt said. "Look bow
far we've come in 40 short
years. We are working toward a

status as one of the biggest and
grandest universities in the
nation, while striving to make
sure that quality keeps pace
. "?th our ~creased growth and
SIZe.
.
"It's a daunting process
ahead of us,'' he continued.
"We are working to build an
internati9nally recognized · ·
university."
Hitt outlined some of his
plans to acconimodate future
growth, as well as listing some
of the things that UCF already
is doing to meet students'
needs.
"UCF is steadily growing in
PLEASE SEE

HITT ON A4

JAN SVOBODA i CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
President John Hitt promised a brighter future for UCF in his State of the University speech.
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Are we aione?
·~e We Alone?" is the
topic of a speech by Wesley
Traub, senior physicist at the
Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory, from 12 p.m. to
1:30 p.m. today '' in CREOL
Rooms 102 and 103. Also to be
discussed is the Terrestrial
Planet Finder, which should
launch in 2012 in an attempt
to detect Earth-like planets
near stars up to 45 light.years
away.
The speech is sponsored
by the CREOL Association of
Optics Students.
Contad Weiyao Zou at
zou@odalab.ucf.edu for more
information.

White-only award
forces affinnative
action issue
ANDRES HEALY
Senior Staff Writer

·'Race and Democracy' address
Famed racial issues speaker Cornel West will speak .
about "Race and Democracy
in America: 50 Years Since
Brown v. Board" at 7 p.m.
today in the Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom.
His appearance is part of
UCF's observance of the 50th
anniversary of the Supreme
Court's. decision in the Brown'
v. Board of Education case,
which led to desegregation of
schools.
Visit http://www.brown
blackandwhite.org for more
information, or call 407-8230035.

Study Abroad deadline changed
The. application deadline
' for the summer Study Abroad
Program has been extended
to March 19. A completed
application and deposit
secure a place in the program.
Exceptions to the extension
are programs m Honduras
and Russia.
.
The application deadline
for Study Abroad scholarships is tomorrow. Students
must have a completed application and paid deposit
before applying for scholarships administered by the
Office of International Studies.
. Visit http:/!international.
ucf.edu for more information.

WANTED: Degree-seeking
college students interested in
applying for a partial s~holar
ship. Applicants must be fulltime students in good academic standing and most
importantly, be white.
To be consider~d, applicants must be of non-color
and "must attach. recent picture to confirm whiteness. Evidence of bleaching will disqualify applicants."
In addition, applicants must
"write why you are proud of
your white heritage and
explain what being .white
means to you ... in 100 words
or less."
Sound odd? Well, this
wlµte-only scholarship, created and sponsored by the Col' lege Republicans at Roger
Williams University, has created a whirlwind of national
controversy.
As a result, the club, and its
president, Jason Mattera, have
been thrust into the national
spotlight and have faced criticism from liberals and conservatives alike.
Ed· Gillespie, chairman of
the Republican National Committee, recently expi;essed to
Mattera his disapproval of the
scholars:P,ip, saying that "the
RNC does not support the
'exclu~i(m·ary message' that

\

the white scholarship con- said. "When a white person
veys.''
speaksoutagainstafiinnative
Mattera has argued that the action practices or race-based
scholarship's intent is not scholarships, they are just
racist, but rather to point .out labeled a racist.''
the injustices of affirmative
He,added, "I don't like afiiraction on university campus- mative action because I would
es.
like to see a color-blind socieKevin Buck, president of ty. I think [college] admissions
UCF's College Republicans, should be based on merit ... I
agreed. "While I would never would lil.<e to believe I was
sponsor something like this, I admitted because I earned it,
do think it is being done to not because of my gender or
make a point,'' he said.
my skin.''
·
"It brings· attention to how
Jackie Townsend, president
it is for the white male,'' Buck of UCF's African American
said. ''When I was applying for Student Union, said she wasn't
college and looking for schol- aware .o f the national "whitearships, I couldn't apply for scliolarship" debate. However,
most of them because they the AASU forwarded queswere specifically set aside for tion~ frc;>m the Future to Sadat
minorities or women.'' .
Smith, a local business owner.
Smith said, "This scholar· · No one fi:om the Roger
Williams club ·would respond .ship is a farce and a mockery
to questio,ns from the Future. of the minority stniggle. HonHowever, Mattera outlined the estly, anyone can give money
group's position on its official as a scholarship to anybody
Web
site,
found
at they choose to. No one can
have a problem with that ...
http://www.rwurc.com.
"If there are so many l)On- Just don't make ·a mockery of
white ethnic scholarships, 400 years of oppression:
why shouldn't there be a white · That's why this white scholarscholarship?" he says. "White ship is very different.''
kids are at a handicap. HandOn his site, Mattera stresses
ing out scholitrships based on that he "fully supports private
someone's color-is absurd."
organizations, such as the HisStill, many people have . panic College Fund, The Unitaccused Mattera of betraying ed Negro :fund, and other pri-.
his own people, because, he is vately funded, ethnically
of Hispanic descent. Further- based organizations that wish
more, he receives a $5,000 to award scholarship~ to
scholarship because of his achiever's in their ·own comminority status.
munity, a stance corollary with
Still, Buck believes that the-concept of private properMattera's ethnicity actually ty and freedom of association."
His gfoup is . strictly
strengthens his case. "I think a
minority speaking out against opposed to federally subsiaffirmative action makes the dized · institutions of higher
argument more credible,'' he education treating two classes.
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FDA approves drug that
attacks spread of cancer
The .U.S. Food and
· Drug Administration has ,
approved Avastin as a ·
first-line treatment for .
patients with metastatic
colorectal cancer - cancer that has spread to
other parts of the body.
A\.<astin, a monoclonal
antibody, is the first product to be approved that
works by preventing the
formation of new blood
vessels, a process known
as angiogenesis. The drug •
has shown to extend
patients' lives by about :
five months when com- .
bined with ~tandard
chemotherapy. Ayastin is a
genetically engineered .
version of a mouse ·a ntibody that contains both.
human and mouse com- .
ponents. ·

Cells found in fat may ·
have a beneficial effect .
Cells in human fat actu- · .
ally may help the b~dy :
grow new blood vessels to
repair both· muscle and •
heart tissue, researchers at '
the Indiana University
School of Medicine found.
These cells, which are
called the stromal cells,
are immature fat cells that
may ·be <:l- renewable
resource for individuals
with poor circulation. Scientists hope that people
· who cannot grow blood
vessels, those with legs
cramps, or those who are
facing leg aqiputations
due to poor circulation
can benefit from this fmd- ,
ing.

BLACKS ON AS

Chronic cough impacts
women more than man

•

Chronic cough affects .
women more severely ,
than men, a study at the ·
University of Massachusetts Medical ' School
found. Women with : .
chronic cough who seek :
medical treatment for it •
also are more likely than ;
their male counterparts to ·
suffer from urinary incon- ;
tinence and consequent
feelings - of embarrass- ;
ment. Other side effects t
for women included ·;.
headache, painful breath- ;
ing and nausea The most ·
common cause of chronic '.
cough is post-nasal drip
from nose and sinus diseases, asthma and gastroesophageal reflux disease.

Beer, drugs and Mountaill Dew yield arrest

";~ driver balance herself on
~~ the car's door as she slowly
Learn to write a resume
~~,~~\, got out.
As officer Allan '!fl/(. ,f{!/f!J~I
When he approached the
· A resume-writing workshop from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Darcey approached a " .{fj,J/11 driver to see if she 'was all
tomo.r~w . i? the Bu.s~ess
green Pontiac Sunfire
"
right, he said she slurred her
, Admimsti;at~on
Buildmg,
parked in a wooded ·area on speech. Smelling alcohol as he
· Roo~ 21;2, ·will_.fo~"'.~~:l\9~
· · UCR'l:pfe.Reey Sµnday afterp talked to her, he asked where
to high:hght skil}~,,,_~~e,~. . ,,,.w,..eD, ~on;- he;'saiq be saw furtive she'd been. Spe answered "a
education and ~i~ll!~nc~: ll!.F""move:fuents by the. c!river. Sec- friend's" while holding a
··..ori_
a-s·later, smoke woul<l billow McDonald's bag in her hand
Refere?ces and f;?V~r .letters \
also will al~~ be discussecl. ~Ii:, : .. out 'bf the ' car's window as it .
He asked for her license aE.d
Call Jessica Draluck at 4.0?rolled do\>vn in front of the offi- registration, and noticed that,
823-2328 . to RSVP or VlSlt
cer.
,
.
· after finding a license and
http://www.crc.ucf.edu.
According' to the police holding it in her hand, she negieport filed by Darcey, he lected to give it to him. He said
Learn to relax
immediately saw a bag of mar- he informed her . of this, at
A meditation workshop
ijuana on 'the passenger seat, which point she dropped the
from noon to 1 p.m. on March
along with a pipe that was still license back into her purse.
15 in the Student Union Room
warni, and a Mountain Dew Lupo eventually · , got the·
218A will help those returncan that Darcey said had been license, only to discover that it
ing from Spring Break to preconverted' into a 'pipe, smelling wasn't the driver's. According
serve their relaxation. The
of residue and exhibiting burn to the woman, it belonged to a
weekly sessions t3.ke place
marks. He arrested the car's friend named "Blair". He then
every Monday and Wednesdriver, William Tinsley, on noticed, though she would
day. Call the Campus Well· charges of possession of less later turn out to be 19 years old,
ness Center at 407-823-5841 or
than 20 grams of cannabis and she had a stamp on her hand
visit http://www.shs.ucf.edu/
possession of drug parapher- from a club indicating she was
wellness.htm
forrmore infornalia' ·
21. Asked if she'd been to a
.
mation.
t;· ::,,;_.~,
club, the woman said no.
·'Curb.hopping parking . _
Asked again, she said she'd
·problems al .15 BAC
been at Chiller's, admitting
When officer Anthony she'd .had a couple of beers,
Lupo saw ·a car . in Pegasus Lupo said.
As he administered DUI ·
Po~te back over a s:urb while
·
attempting
to
park
last
Thurstests,
he noticed she swayed
· The Future wants to hear
day
monilng,
he
got
suspi.:.
during
all tests, and failed them
from y_ou! If you have a club,
He arrested Jennifer
cious, but let the driver finish all.
organiz~tion or event ap.d
her business. Lupo Saw the McVey for driving while under
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send an email to editor@UCFnews.
com or sep.d a fax to 407-447\
,4556. Deadlines are 5 p.m.
Monday for the Thursday edi).
1 The Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968
tion, and 5 p.m. Friday for the
11

Senior Staff Writer

of people with two different
standards.
"Universities should either
compile race-based scholarships for all students, or racebased scholarships should be
eliniinated and scholarships
should be on a meritorious
basis, which is the ideal," he
says.
Smith feels that Mattera is
missing the point. ·~s a
Republican, he is ·l ooking
through a window with blinders on,'' he said. "He sees an
individual who works· hard,
not getting the justified
reward due to someone 'less
qualified' taking his spot.
"What he doesn't realize,
and this may be an issue with
today's youth who think it is a
level playing field, is [that the]
social injustice and racial
[and] sexual prejudice of yesterday [have] severely . hindered thei,r <,lescendants
today."
In any case, . Mattera
announced the winner of the
$250 scholarship on Feb. 18.
Roger Williams University
had to provide a police escort .
and hire private security to
protect·Mattera because of the
amount of death threats he
had received.
The winner, Adam Noska,
· promptly donated the entire
award to a fund set up to help
the families of the victims of
the Rhode Island club fire, but
still reports beil)g regularly
harassed because·of it.
, Buck feels that the award
should not have stayed limited
to only white students. "The

,,1-, -

.

NASEEM SOWTI

Police Beat

.

News Editor

Monday edition. ·

Week in Health -

Scholarship fuels controVersy

Around Cfilnpus

the influence, and took her Blown tires and
downtown. After telling Lupo the reach-around foul
she "couldn't wait to urinate," · .As Officer C . .Punter pulled
she later tested over .15 BAC on up to the intersection of Greek
Park Drive and South Gemini
a breath test.
J 'Boulevard ·Friday morning, he
.053 is drunk eno.ugh ·
., . - notiq~d a,green se~an listing to
to get arresJcd
. •,-M; ,J' tii~'"sid~---w4ile driving down
1
As ~ 200HD'fuilfy SUV spe<;k. Gemini. The car's crooked pospast hi.In 'n ear the intersection · ture came from a tire that was
of Gemini, Boulevard and . nearly flat; bald and showing
Gree~ Park Drive last Tuesd:i-y / t~fough .· to the belts. The
mormng, officer Sean Penvose license tag light was also blown
decided to give chase. Having oue and the car was swerving
clocked it at 38 mph in a 25 in.its lane, so Punter decided to
mph zone, h~ pulled the SUV stop the car.
.
over and immediately noted a
Hitting the flashing lights,
strong of.or of alcohol from the Punter noticed the front pasdriver's breath. He ,had Justin senger reach behind his seat to
Cook exit the vehicle, and his cover up something. That
glassy, watery1 bloodshot eyes would be a box of Budweiser.
and unsteady balance gave
When h,e approached the
,P envose reason to suspect ·a car, the driver, Kyle Whelan,
DUI.
spoke with slightly slurred
After failing standard tests, speech, according to Punter.
swaying his way through the He said he'd had three or four
balance test, Cook was arrest- beers 45 minutes before. When
ed DUI and would later test asked about the ownership of
just over .05 BAC.
·
. . the beers, Whelan denied posChecking the'vehicle, Pen- . session, and said he didn't
vose noticed some bl.u e pills know whose beers they were
which test~d positive for hero- - a smart move, considering
in. Cook claimed they came ' he was, 19 years old. The pasfrom his brother, who bought senger ·would later admit that
them at a nutrition store and . they'd both pitched in to buy
said they were "for the per- the beer.
Whelan was arrested for
formance of sex,'' Penvose said
Cook was not charged for DUI, and later tested over .17
heroin possession.
BAC.

Birth control pills
lower risk of arthritis

•

...

.

The use of birth control ·
pills lowers the risk of
developing rheumatoid .
arthritis, according to a
new report from the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minn.
The findings suggest a ·
dose-related effect, · as
estrogen drugs are typically one-sixth as potent .
as birth control pills. The ·
study also found that ·,
women who used birth .
· control pills had a 43 per- .
cent lower risk of having ,
.RA. No such relationship
was found in women who .
were.exposed to estrogen :
therapy.
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Discounts· for' OCF Students, Faculty, and Staff! -·

· 1'0°/o DISCOUNT·FOR
STUDENTS & FACULTY
Visit our new website at www.DoOrDyeSalon,com
Full Line of Quality Products from REDKEN AND PAUL MITCHELL

?lnoi~tments ?lccejtea • Wa(k-7ns Wefrome
[9_ WE ACCEPT VISA & MASTERCARD :'W'l

""'11111111111lll9!iMW!I

'comprehensive Exam•••• ~••••$38
Contact lens Exam•••••••••••••$65*

(reg. $48)
·(reg. $84)

(Includes trial contacts, instruction, care kit, case, follow-up visits)
*Torie, RGP, or other specialty lenses additional

10°/ OFF

Bob Yip, O.D. and Associ~tes, P.A.
Professional Eye Care

0

for st-udenl's
Featuring: Acuvue

2, lJ&L Optima,
'
Ciba Night & Day,
many others.
Full Optical with
hundreds of stylish,
high quality,
affordable frames

Waterford Lakes Town Center
325 N. Alafaya Trail

(407) 737-3580

/!'\ TARGET
· \:'J Opticae

haatherfijlt'> refuse to pey, cancelpaymen1 or be reintussl for:P3)merltb' Mrialhermvlce. e:anftaticwl
oftlip0fdng101heact..tbernonttctlhetree,di&counted.feeor
· ·leeex:amflallCllorlreatmEllt.
•

·~ I

• I
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NOW AVAILABLE·FOR UP TO 60 MONTHS!
INCLUDES ALL 03 MODELS EXCEPT NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLES, 20TH ANNIVERSARY GTl1
. WOLFSBURG JETTAS AND TOUAREG. HURRY LIMITED TIME OFFER
*l..9% financing ovoiloble through Volkswagen Bonk USA upon credit approval. Offer good through .3/31/04

2003 GOLF_ GL
p/Windows, p/locks, Side Airbags,
ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm .
&'Much More!

)

ta/ down Includes 1st payme~t,

.

are ~a/cu/ate« ,with ~~i~~nse. See Salesperson for detmls:
0 sec. deposit, tags, ttt e an
.
IV

* Leases
)

4Yri5D DOD Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warran
: 5Yr/&D:DDD Mlle Powertrain warraotv .
"

2004 JETTA GLS
. d . P/Locks Side Airbags,·
p/Win ows, . '-A\
ABS, Key,ess Remote, "' _arm
&Much More!

"'Gt

1
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Hitt: UCF on track for national spotlight.
FROM

A1

an environment ·of increasing
demand," he said. "That has
allowed us to be more selective in whom we admit to the
university."
Being able to be more selective has benefited UCF, he
said. "We now have a freshman
retention rate of nearly 84 percent. For a major university,
that's pretty darn good. It says
that many people, including
students, are doing something
good. It's a sign of the health of
our program."
With the increase in growth
has come a need for more
classes and teachers. Hitt
stressed that UCF has steadily
hired more teachers to meet
students' needs and has also
increased the number of available class seats to more than
184,000.
Referring to how the university determines the amount
of seats it needs, Hitt joked,
~'We know how many students
are here, and we hope a high
percentage of them are here to
take classes. Of course, we
know there's some who aren't. ·
They normatly . make that
apparent early on and aren't
here very long."
Hitt added that UCF was
working to develop a policy of
joint-use facilities with Valen-·
cia and Seminole community
colleges to increase the num- .
ber of classes it could offer
away from the main campus.

He also announced that .has a higher ratio of on-camUCF has been growing more pus beds to students than UF.
diverse. "I'm really pleased to
"I doubt many people
,see that our ratio ofblack grad- would refer to UF as a comuate students has grown from muter college," he said. "How5.3 percent in 1999 to 7.4 per- ever, if people say that [UCF]
cent this year. That's some- is, then they certainly are."
thing to be proud 0£"
Briefly touching on the university's recent budget woes,
Hitt said, "Budget-wise, this
year has been dramatically different. We went from $12.9
million to [zero dollars] in
enrollment growth funds.
That's been tough. Personally,
I don't know what the fix is.
Obviously more money would
be the quick ·fix. If that's not
forthcoming, we'll have to
research other avenues."
He concluded, "A large
mediocrity would be a terrible
embarrassment. As we grow
larger, everything about the
university must get better."
-JOHN HITT
UCF PRESIDENT
Hitt's presentation is posted
onliile at http://www.uc£edu/
president, under the St~te of
In the past five years, the the University link. .
percent of Hispanic underHitt, who became president
grad\J.ates has risen from 10.8 on March 1, 1992, received a
percent to 12.2 percent. The surprise award at the end of
amount of black undergradu- his presentation from Dick
ates has risen from 7.7 percent Nunis, chairman of UCF's
to 8.6 percent. Asian represen- Board of Trustees. Nunis told
ta! ion has grown the least, only Hitt that the award was to
0.3 percent, in the same period. commemorate his tenure as
Hitt pointed out that UCF is president.
quickly catc.hing up to the Uni"In your 12 years here, you
versity of Florida ii1 many have led the university 'from
regards. UCF is now second in promise to prominence,"'
the state behind UF in the Nunis said, quoting the theme
amount of Merit Scholars who of UCF's year-,long 40th
attend the university, and now anniversaty observance. ·

Nation and World

"We know how
many students
are here, and we
hope a high
percentage of
them are here to
take classes."

CARL JUSTE I MIAMI HERALD

Students embrace, rejoice, and celebrate in front ofthe National Palace in Port-Au-Prince, Haiti, on Monday.The arrival of Guy Philippe and liis
rebels brought many supporters to the streets to celebrate the departure of Haitian President Jean Bertrand Aristide.

Texas panel advances
'instant' teacher proposal

AUSTIN, Texas - Thousands of college graduates
with no teacher training are
· expected to be put in charge
of classrooms this fall under a
controversial plan approved
Friday to ease Texas' teacher
shortage.
·
The plan creates a new
The patch prevents the ovaries scenarios occur, follow the
two-year teacl:rlng certificate
from .releasing an egg. It can directions in your package
that allows college graduates
also thicken the cervical insert and call your clinician.
to become instant teachers in
mucus, which prevents sperm
grades eight through 12 if they
from joining with an egg. The Are there any risks associated with
pass a state test and their
third way it can prevent preg- using the contraceptive patch?
' degree is related to the sub"'
nancy is it prevents the fertilThe contraceptive patch
, jects they would teach. · .
ized egg from implanting in the contains hormones similar to
Texas State Board of Eduuterus. The patch works best those in birth control pills. Hor.cation members cleared the
when it is changed on the same monal contraceptives are not
plan on Friday even though a
day ofthe week for three weeks for everybody. Most side effects
bare majority was against it.
in a row.
of the contraceptive patch are
Opponents on the 15-member
not serious and those that are
board were two votes short of
How well does the contraceptive
occur infrequently. Serious
the 10 needed to kill the pJan,
patch prevent pregnancy?
risks, which can be life threatwhich was devised by the
The contraceptiye patch is ening, indude blood clots,
state agency that licenses
99 percent effective when used strokes or heart attacks, and are
teachers.
correctly. Clinical·studies have increased if you smoke cigaThe eight opponents of the
PATTI STUART, ARNP
compared the contraceptive rettes. Cigarette smoking
plan included all five DemocUCF Health Services
patch with birth control pills increases the risk of serious
rats on the board and three
.a nd found it to be equally effec- · cardiovascular side effects,
· Republicans. While those critespecially if you are over 35.
ics blasted the idea during the
Some of my friends are using tive.
With
typical
use,
although
Women
who use hormonal
board meeting, none of the
the patch for birth control. Can
supporters spoke in favor of it.
you give me more information no studies have yet been pub- contraceptives are strongly
lished, it .is assumed that the advised not to sinoke. Some
"This is a sad day for chilon it?
patch will be more effective women should not use the condren," board member Alm~
than the pill - eight out of traceptive patch, including
· Allen, D-Houston, said after
What is the contraceptive patch?
the vote.
·
The birth control patch is a every 100 pill users become women who have blood clots,
Texas' four teacher.organi- .
highly effective, weekly hor- pregnant with typical use. certain cancer!;>, a history of
zations spearheaded opposimonal birth control patch that Fewf!r than one of every 100 heart attack or stroke, as well as
1 tion to the proposal, arguing it
is worn on the skin to prevent women who use the patch will those who are or may be pregwould put unqualified and
pregnancy. The patch is worn · become pr~gnant with perfect nant.
use.
The
'
c
ontraceptive
patch
untrained teachers in many
for one week and replaced on
Pregnancy can happen if an does not protect against HIV or
classrooms while doing little
the same day_of ·the week for
to ease the state's teacher
three consecutive weeks, with error is made in using the patch other sexually transmitted disshortage.
the fourth week patch-free. The - especially if it becomes eases. Therefore it is important
. Advocates, including Gov.
patch releases estrogen and loose or if the patch falls off for to use condoms if you are sexu'
Rick Perry, insisted the
progestin to protect against more than 24 hours. Pregnancy ally active.
can also occur if the same patch
change would allow districts
pregnancy for one month.
to reduce· their teaching
This combination of hor- is left on the skin for more than
E-mail your questions to
vacancies by hiring individumones works in three ways. one week. If either of the above
AskaDoc@mail.ucf.edu

Ask

a doc

als with command of the subject matter even . if they
haven't been trained to teach.
School districts would have to
offer some training to individuals hired with temporary
certificates, but the type and
amount of training is up to the
districts.

began returning to normal.
Roads once again were congested, many businesses
opened their doors, vendors
clogged their usual corners
and gas stations were busy as
residents resumed lives interrupted by an insurrection that
killed more than 100 Haitians.

Rebel leader declares himself ·
Haiti's 'military chief'

Rover finds evidence that
water once existed on Mars

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
- In a potentially ominous
turn of events, rebel leader
Guy Philippe declared himself
Haiti's "milita'!y chief" . on
Tuesday, asserting that his
force of former soldiers and
police officers would provide
security in the violencewracked nation.
"The country is in my
hands!" Philippe announced
on Radio· Signal FM. He later
said at a news·conference that
"we have the moral obligation
to help the people_of Haiti."
Philippe also reportedly
threatened to arrest Prime
Minister Yvon Neptune on
corruption charges, though he
took no immediate action.
U.S. officials swiftly rejected any role in Haiti for
Philippe, whose rebellions
forced the ouster of President
Jean-Bertrand Aristide. About
1,000 U.S. troops were in Haiti
by Tuesday night, augmented
by forces from ·canada and
France.
"The rebels have tq lay
down their arms and go
home," State Department
spokesman Richard Boucher
said in· Washington. He said
the rebels would have no
influence in the political
process to replace Aristide.
While Philippe and U.S.
officials sparred, the capital

WASHINGTON - Exuberant NASA scientists
annomiced Tuesday that their
little Mars rover Opportunity
has struck pay dirt: the first
solid evidence that at least
bne place on Mars once was
· soaking wet and therefore
could have supported microscopic life.
"We're at a ·place that at
one point in time was suitable
for life," said S~eve Squyres,
the principal investigator for
Opportunity and its twin,
Spirit, which is exploring the
other side of Mars.
"It's a stunning result," said
James Garvin, the space . •
agency's top Martian scientist.
"What an amazing time to be
alive and exploring Mars."
After years of hope and
specufation, the conclusive
proof of liqmd water - an
essential ingredient for life as
we know it - turned up in a
rock about 16 inches high,
called Capitan, that Opportunity came across two weeks
ago a few yards from its landing site.
Scientists said the clincher
was the discovery that the
rock was packed with salty
minerals, rich in sulfur, that
are created only in liquid
water. One of the minerals is
similar to the familiar home
remedy Epsom salts.
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Health expert: Quick Blacks say s~holarship is racist, insensitive
weight loss won't last
FROM A2

FROM

Al

''When guys feel like they
can never be big enough,
break, and I don't want to they could have 'bigorexia,'
'• scare anybody,'' he joked. or musde dysmorphia," she
"But seriously, since I'll be at said ·~ lot of guys feel they
the beach mostly, I definite- need to take tons of supplely want to make slire my six- ments and steroids to get
pack is back in full effect:"
l;>igger when they've already
Quinones usually hits the reached a decent size."
gym at le_a st twice a week
Freshman Megan Reis, 19,
re
and plays intramural basket- not only has worked out
ball. With Spring Break more often recently, but also
looming, however, he has has discovered a new home
increased those gym visits . away from home - the tanre
to four times a week, runs in ning bed
his neighborhood several
"My boyfriend from up
times a week, plays basket- north will be coming down
ball with his friends at least for the break, so I have to
twice a week and plays look like a real Florida girl,''
intramural football. Also, he she said.
substitutes his .,junk fopd
The nursing major had
cravings for · energizing never before been to a tan'- smoothies.
'
'ning salon, .but has gone 10
"I feel really good about ' times so far this semester to
,myself right now," he said. ensure a bronzed look. "The
!"' '~s long as I look and feel sun is so random _: if I have
this healthy, I'll try to keep time to lay out when· it's
exercising this much ~ter sunny, I go for it,'' she said
the break."
"But since it has been sunny
Day endorsed Quinones' at odd times, I make sure to
workout style. "Find things go to a tanning bed"
you like to do, like swimDay doesn't buy into the
r, ming or dancing, and step it superficial ·pre-break cram.up a notch,'' Day said. "Get- fest of diets, exercise and
ting into shape should be tanning, thougµ.
fun and refreshing."
"Society needs to take
_ Although
Quinones' emphasis off weight loss and
exercise patterns are fre- physical appearance and
quent, he doesn't go beyond onto healthiness,'' she
his limits or hold impossible stressed. "If you revolve
.,. goals for himself, which can . your "meals and workout
be a huge problem for many schedule around a healthy
of today's young men, Day lifestyle, I promise you, the
,1 said.
physical rewards will show."

r•

RWU College Republicans did
get their message across about
the unfairness of race-based
scholarships, but they should
open up the scholarship to
everybody,'' he said "The purpose is to stop race-based
scholarships, not continuing
the division."
How will this affect UCF's
policies toward race-based
scholarships?
Gordon Chavis, vice president of undergraduate admissions, which oversees UCF's
financial aid program, says that
UCF had begun "looking at our

policies about scholarships as
they relate to ethnic scholar.ships" before the issue at Roger
Williamseverbegan.
"We certainly don't want to
disadvantage any one group of
students," he said, but added
that many private donors
specifically designate who they
·want to be eligible for an award.
"For example, we ~ve
scholarships sponsored by
African Americans that' are
specifically geared toward
African American students,'' he
said. "Some scholarships, like
the one for women pursuing an
engineering
degree,
are
designed to encourage woi:iien

Florida's primacy still 'does matter'
FROM

. Teachers prepare to relax,
take their breaks at home ·
FROM
')
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tare of a lot of the details
and relax,'' she said. "Whenever I'm ncit working, I'm
traveling, and so I deci.d ed
this Spring Break would be
different."
Aside from that, Baltunis
said she plans to spend her
break "lounging by the pool
with a good book, maybe
[taking] a canoe trip down
the Wekiva, and a day at a
theme park." '
, She added, "I. certainly
see Spring Break not only as
a time to relax, but also a
greatly needed· week to
-rejuvenate ourselves for the
rest of the semester." 1
Most students would cite
the same need. Bµt for Baltunis, that doesn't necessarily mean she tries to stay
out of her students'·paths. '" I
don't feel I need to escape
from my students," she said.
"If they happen to be enjoying the same things I am,
·then great."

-Roxanne Petzold, a
chemistry professor, also is
using this Spring Break as a
. time to relax. Though she
has no specific plans, she .
will either "take day trips or
devote certain days . for
shopping
and
homeimprovement projects,'' she
said.
·
"One day trip I occasionally take is out to Webster
Flea Market · in , Sumter ·
County,'' PE;tzold said. "It's
only open on Mondays, and
I can go on an off day [providing] there's good weather." In addition, "I try to
catch some spring training
[baseball] or UCF baseball
games during-the break."
Most students would
share her sentiments about
the break. "It comes just at
the right time' in the school
year, and it is one of. my,
favorite breaks,'' she said "I
u~ually come back rejuvenated and excited about the
last six weeks of the semester."

to enter a field in which there is only."'
He ·s aid those scholarships
a 25-to-l ratio of men to
women."
are just limited to small geoHe added,"We haven't made graphic areas in which there
any final determination at?out are few . minority students,'
whether we are going to contin- which technically makes it
ue those opportunities at this harde,r for lninorities to receive them.
\
time."
Mattera and \iiis · campus
UCF has at least 20 scholarships for which only minority group had to d~fend itself
students are eligible, while , against the Roger Williams stu.there are none restricted to dent senate, which heard a bill
only white - students, Chavis to revoke their official club stasaid
tus, before the bill was
However, he added, "I'd be dropped. They are in the
surprised if we don't already process of raising funds for
have scholarships for which next semester's "non-color
only white students are eligible. scholarship,'' and have raised
They just don't say 'whites more than -$4,000.

ANGELA KATSARELIS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

caused him to quit the race yesterday. ,
· "The time now is to support
Kerry,'' Kintner said. "I'll support
him without a doubt."
Talk of a vice presidential candidate has centered on Edwards,
who avoided attacks on Kerry during the c~paign. Kintner said it
could make the ultimate combinatkm.
"He defines that opposition to
President Bush, the people versus
the powerful,'' Kintner said
At the Orlando rally, Kerry
picked up the endorsement of the
International Union of Police
Associations, announced by union
President Sam Cabral.
The Florida primary is decidedly less important to the process
now that Edwards has left the race,
UGF political science· teacher
Aubrey Jewett said '~s far as Kerry
taking his first steps to campaigning in Florida, I think it does matt~r,'' Jewett said. "Though it'll be
qpen to Democrats only, it will gain
Kercy solne publicity statewide."
As Kerry's time at the event
wound down, he took a final question from a woman who told him
to pick bigger venues for his rallies.
Indeed the vast majority of people
, who showed up didn't get in, as a
line wrapped around the block
even as the room filled to,capacity.
"Florida obviously is going to~
a critical battleground,'' Kerry said.
"I'll be back here a lot."

Al

delinquency ·that ultimately costs
the government more money in
correctional facilities than paying
for the edu,cation. "We have a separate b:ut equal school system in
the United States of America"
Kerry said he would spen9.
money for children in their early
years in school, because it's cheaper to pay to raise children properly
thari deal with problems later.
"We will .P.old this president
accountable for making a mockery
of no child left behind," he said
Kintner said the speech helped
to convince skeptical Democrats
that Kerry is the candidate to beat
Bush.
"In that room, there were former [Howard] Dean supporters
and former [John] Edwards supporters and former [Dick]
Gephardt supporters,'' Kintner
saicl. "For some people, he wasn't
their first choice, but I think people
can feel confident in him."
Kintner is among the converts,
starting as a.Dean supporter last
fall, and changing to an Edwards
fan when Dean announced in late
February that he would halt his
active campaign following a string
of primary losses.
Tuesday night Kintner was
rooting for Edwards as Super
Tuesday returns came ·in from 10
primaries and caucuses, of which
Kerry won nine. Edwards' defeats

MAITHEW WRIGHT I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Kerry signs an autograph, top, following a town hall meeting in Orlando. The candidate was joined on stage, above, by Florida Sens. Bob Graham and Bill Nelson, who endorsed him.
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OUR STANCE

A few simple rules
•

for Spring Break
S

pring Break is upon us.
After two months of hard
labor, students and teachers alike are getting a week to
forget what they've learned, or
what they've taught.
But a day in the sun ~d a
few too many mixed drinks can
compromise your .behavior.
Here's the Future's way of saying, "Be careful."
Following the worldwide
success of the Girls Gone Wild
series, there naturally followed
about 10.2 million copycat filmmakers with video cameras.•A
few of the girls on those videos
weren't happy with the fame
that followed after they doffed
their tops or maqe out with
• their best female friends.
The people who make these
videos are pornographers.
Before you submit to their
requests, consider two things:
1. Would you expose that
part of your body if there was
no camera to record it? Or
would you think the request
was incredibly creepy and
shout for police assistance?
2. Will your boyfriend, husband or parents buy the
excuse, "It was Spring Break"?
While we're on the subject
of propositions that are best
turned down, consider this
one: "Let's go to my hotel room

- just you, me and my three
buddies." Not every guy you
meet when you're roaring
drunk is a nice guy. Sexual
opportunists lurk everywhere.
No amount of beads, free
liquor or friendly faces should
make you do some.t hing you
would describe as stupid any
other week.
If you go off with somebody
yQu barely know, first tell your
friends exactly where you're
going. Make a pact with your
friends to write down the companion's name and address
from a driver's license. If youdon't end up where you told
your friends you would l;>e, you
shouldn't be there.
Drink if you feel like it. But
if you're under 21, you'd better
not be on a beach, pool deck,
bar, or any place but the confines of your room. Don't show
the world how stupid you are
to defy drinking laws.
Don't drink if you're not
with friends unless you know
when to say when, even if the
alcohol is cheap or free. Some
stranger undoubtedly will
notice you're drunk, and this
will make you embarrassed, an
easy target, or both.
Only drink near your hotel,
rented condo, or wherever
your designated sleeping place

is. Do not drive. If you have a
car; park it in a place where it
can legally remain overnight before the drinking starts.
Don't let the sun hurt 'you~
Bring your brain to the pool or
beach. If you're too hot, cool
off. If you're dizzy, get inside,
get water, and think about getting a life guard or paramedic.
Nobody likes a lobster. Use
sunscreen. It's good for you,
regardless of how greasy it is.
SPF 15 is the recommended
starting point. If you've never
had a tan in. your life, use a
suns~reen with the highest SPF
you can find.
If you haven't thought about
bringing a camera, do it. If you
haven't thought about bringing
a journal, do that too. You may
do something worth remembering. By the way, e-mail us a
note at editor@ucfnews.coin
so we can publish your "guess
what I saw" anecdote.
If you have homework, 4o it
before you leave, or do it when
you come back. Don't think .
you'll do it while you're in Cancun. It doesn't work that way.
Have fun. You've earned a
break. Coifie back and see us
when you're tanned, refreshed
and ready to skip school Monday while nursing that hangover.
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demand. The law is underfundegregation is alive and well Seminole County, which has a
ed by an estimated $9 billion.
higher per capita income than
in American schools. But
It's stressing out a lot of
this time it's economic seg- Orange County, has better
people in the school systems,
schools than its neighbor. Last
regation, and nobody is block1
year, all but two of the 59 Semi- too. The law is laced with
ing the front doors of a school
nole County schools that
thteats to administrators who
to draw attention to it.
could lose their jobs if their
reported FCAT scores were
A study just released by the
schools don't meet yearly
Urban Institute, a non-partisan · ranked by the state as A or B
improvement standards schools. In Orange County,
research organization, shows
standards that are difficult to
with almost twice as many
that only 50 percent of black,
meet with no extra resources
Hispanic and American Indian schools reporting, more" than
than those that got the schools
40 schools received a grade of
students in America graduate
wearing a dunce cap in the
from high school. That number C or lower.
first place. That means a lot of
It stands to reason that
contrasts with the 75 percent to
pressure that isn't doing a lot
schools in affluent areas get
77 percent graduation rate of
more community support than of good, and that's just stupid.
whites and Asians, the study
those in poor areas. Donations
Expecting schools to
says.
Fixing the gap may involve
from parents and other groups improve immediately when
the kind of s.ocial upheaval not are freer flowing if those peothey're so far behind is an
entreaty to failure. What needs
ple have money to give.
seen since the civil rights
movement of the 1960s.
In communities where there to be implemented first are
programs to bring teachers up
The first step is to identify
is no extra money, the governto code, through education and
the usual suspects. Urban
ment has failed to step in and
level the playing field, and
schools, with higher percentevaluation. Poorer urban
that's where the problem lies.
ages of disadvantaged minorischools have poorer teachers
A plan to raise education stanties and fewer resources to
who, in turn, are less likely to
devote to them, tend to gradube motivated to push kids to
dards by raising the FCAT
scores is a good idea, but only · excel.
.
ate fewer s~dents. UnfortuAmerica spends more on
if struggling schools receive
nately, the kids hurt the most
.education than any other
extra help. They need to be
in those situations tend to live
nation in the world, but still
able to compete with better,
in ,P.Oorer areas.
lags behind other countries in
It has long been known that richer schools before they
the percentage of students who
educational funding in Ameri- · should be forced to raise their
standards to a level they can't
graduate from high school. The
ca isn't optimal. Teachers are
quality of teachers needs to
meet.
underpaid, overworked and
increase. Here's a crazy idea:
That means more money.
overwhelmed by schools that
Hire better teachers and pay
Unfortunately, the current fedcram in more students with
them what they're worth.
eral education budget doesn't
each new school year. Apsent
In the end, getting schools
provide enough to dig those
enough money to buy texton track through better fundbooks and learning materials,
poor schools out of the gutter.
ing and real improvement
most schools are climbing
The No Child Left Behind Act
strat~gies will pay off better
is doing its job in demanding
uphill already.
than cheating the education
Yet funding in some states
that schools do better, but it
and school districts is better
doesn't provide the extra fund~ system out of much-needed
money. ·
ing required to meet_that
than in others. For example,
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Tract-bashing missed context.

Recent articles in the Future ["Star Tract:
Deep Space Christ,'' the indie, Feb. 26] were
very critical of language and mediums that
Christianity uses to mobilize and excite
members of the church.
The writers will probably say, "I am a
Christian so I can say certain things about
it." Regardless, the truth is that .t he writings
are slanted and poorly researched. They fail
to recognize that the landscape of religion is
changing, that there is a considerable social
· element involved.
The articles don't reference sites like
JewLo that mobilize young Jewish people by
saying that being cool and being Jewish
aren't incompatibie. The articles don't mention violent recruiting raps by radical Islamic factions like Al-Qaeda Simply put down
your pens and do some research about the
entire landscape. Please attempt to be fair.

1·
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- MIKAEL FOSTER"'

.,, J It seems strange to me that in our Democratic and politically correct culture, it's OK
Eauali!Y in the law; please ·
• il
to only present one side of the story and
1rhis letter is in response to the two
slander a religion outwardly [the indie, Feb.
f
26]. I don't speak in anger. For a Christian, to responses I received from my last letter
["Feeling harassed, not protected," Feb. 26]. "!
be persecuted is to live in the faith. Jesus
I would like to ask both of you something. ·:
said in John 15:18: "If the world hates you,
Do
you download music? Do you drive over .: <c
you know that it has hated me before it has
:
hated you." All I pray for is the open-minded the speed limit? Have you ever rolled
through
a
stop
sign
when
you
were
st1re
it
:
attitude that is expected in every other
was
clear?
I'm
almost
positive
you
answered
•
aspect of life.
: '1
When Jerrod Rockhill wrote that he was . . . yes to at least a few of these questions,
hence, I'm also almost positive you break the :
annoyed at Christian rock, where "every
law.at least once a day. So tell me why you }
song'is about salvation,'' maybe he didn't
don't deserve to have cops in your apart- • :·
think about the music he listens to. When
ment investigating your computer and
: -t
you focus your music on a feeling or idea,
pulling
you
over
every
time
you
drive
just
a
:
you sing about what's important. To a Chris-··
per
hour
over
the
speed
limit.
11
few
miles
· tian, salvation isn't a fleeting moment, it's an
.
Yes,
smoking
marijuana
is
against
the
law.
•
ongoing part of your life, like .breathing.
I realize that. I also realize that jaywalking is ·: 4.J
And to Nicole Prezioso, I would ask,
against
the law and I probably do that once a :
''Why are church tracts any different from
the ads you find on your car for bars?" They day. To me there is no difference in severity, ':
so why should police enforce these laws any : ·Yi
• "rely on your emotions,'' presenting "exagdifferently?
•..
gerated," scantily clad women that lure you
. ·I was told by you that I "should be thank- •
into their religion of the beer keg. To say I
ing the cop that he didn't fine you or haul
~
·find that laughable wouldn't matter, though.
you
off
to
jail,
which
he
easily
could
have."
It's not an idea people base theit hope for
•
So I should be thanking him now? What
life on.
gives
him
the
right
to
arrest
me?
His
badge?
•:
Yeah, we're not perfect. Tracts are outdatAll
humans
are
created
equal,
are
they
not?
ed, songs are filled with Jesus slang and
:. «:"
churches like to offer "X-trem~" youth a way So what gives one the right to have any
·
power,
whatsoever,
over
another?
The
to express their faith in a technological
•
world. But why an entire section of newspa- answer is nothing. Nothing gives anybody
that special right.
per to rage at 'a group that's never given a
· You asked if I consider the feelings of.my
voice?
dorm-mates
when I smoke, and the answer :
What about the Christians tha~ you sit
is
yes.
I'm
sure
S}lat if they had a problem
. next to in class? Do they shove God in your
with marijuana, they wouldn't smoke with
face? Ifthey do, be honest, not cruel. Who
•
was it that said, "Prick us, do we not bleed?" me. ·
The
other
reason
I
had
such
a
big
prob•
It seems shadowy figure of the hateful
Christian hangs over UCF. Maybe that's cre- lem with this incident is the fact that the res- ~
: • C<>
ated by a fear that Christians on campus are ident assistant who reported me to the
police
was
the
same
resident
assistant
who
:
but to judge. I hope I'm not the first one to
was
in
my
apartment
a
few
weeks
earlier,
•:
convey that we're here to love. I ask that
supplying
my
underage
roommate
with
• · -;,
before you criticize, talk and listen. Not to
alcohol.
Maybe
next
time
he's
inclined
to
•
·
convert, but to understand.
provide a minor with alcohol, he won't be so :
- CHRISTIE HUDOCK ignorant of the law. He just m1ght get caught. : ·

a

.

SENIOR, ENGLISH MAJOR

- SEAN BOULANGER :

Candidates made Union intolerable Facts overlooked
'
Dear SGA presidential candidates and
p~esidential

campaign workers:
There is a line between practical and
obnoxious. This is not a fine line. This line is
.
very fat.
, I, as a junior, am accustomed to the flier
gauntlet awaiting me outside of the Student
Union during normal episodes of the year.
Being hounded every few days to give blood
is something I can deal with. However, there
are two weeks out of the spring semester
during which the convenience of the Student Union is rendered null by the vulturelike mentality of students and their cam- paigns.
.
For instance, sometimes I like to listen tO'
music using headphones. This means that I
am so engrossed in the concept of listening
to music and walking that I feel the need to
devote an entire sense to it, This does not

I would like to commend the Future for
continuing its policy of providing the student body with false information.
The March 1 editorial, "Republican stance
is hypocritical,'' continues in the Future's
grand tradition of disinformation and is a
masterpiece. The opinion on whether or not
Clinton's indiscretions affected his ability to
serve as president is just that - an opinion.
It is awesome you can attribute economic
prosperity to ope individual or even solely
to his economic policy. My main point,
though, is how fantastic it is that the editing
staff has absolutely no knowledge of a John
Calhoun, a retired officer in the Alabama Air
National Guard. Again, researching the facts
to find that there is art individual speaking
PLEASE SEE
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mean.that there is enough room in my ear
canal to let in even a little bit of political.
· blabber.
.., .
Furthermore, if I dismiss you with a curt : . "
reply and continue on my way to class to,
.,
like, learn, don't act as if I am rude. It was
you who felt the need to physically stop and ; •
harass me with the same crud you qied to
tell me the day before when I dismissed you.
This sounds like art isolated incident, but
the same spiel happened numerous times " .,,
throughout the two weeks.
.
· If you literally stop me, I am not voting
for you. If you show up at pivotal moments ...
during baseball games to bug people trying u •
to enjoy the game, I am not voting for you. If ~
all your volunteers previously were
~
employed by CUTCO, I am not voting for --' . •
you. If you c;aused so much damage to a rain ..,. .
·forest printing fliers that we missed out on a ·,
cure for cancer like in the Sean Connery
"'
movie, I am not voting for you.
•l
Shallow? Yes, but you people annoy the
feculence out of me. ·
,.

Cruel attack on Christianity ·

.Broke·schools can't
improve themselves
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out to [verify] President Bush's service record
would have worked against the goal of the
!'Uture to. present the student body with only
information that has no factual basis. Calhoun's
defense of the president's service record dates
back to, at the very least, Feb. 13.
Kudos to the editorial staff at the Future for
~taining ~ impec~able disregard for gathenng factual information and a commitment to
~ulting the intelligence of their readership.

sin, and r~peatedly instructed and aided the
Israelites in removing sinful people from the
world.
"Jesus is a man of war." Again - duh! Do
the teachings of Jesus Christ bring peace? No,
they challenged almost everything the
Israelites believed at the time!
Anyone who has seen Mel Gibson's The
Passion.ofthe Christ sees this. Revolution is
rarely accomplished in peace. Jesus came to
revolutionize the type of relationship that
humankind could have with God.
1

-AARON BRUECKMAN ·

- KEVIN O'GRATTAN

•

.,

.. J;he whole story

.

What does it reallv mean?

' I must respond to the letter "The Bible has'
In a recent letter, "The Bible has problems,''
problems" [March 1].
the writer claimed that "millions of Americans
should be put to death for working on the Sab· Each of these asstimptions about the Bible
bath."
·
., ~ a fairly simple explanation. The lcey to
~derstanding the Bible is reading verses in
I can't believe that this Writer feels this way!
~eir context, or reading the surrounding versHow could a person write to a newspaper and
.., es to get the full meaning of the passage. Also
claim that millions of his or her fellow Am.eri".'
thlce into account the cultural norms of the
. cans should be put to death? This person's
· time period.
activities need to be investigated thoroughly, as
: "Jesus says you must hate your farii.ily and i~ it seems that the author poses a grave threat to
.. against peace." The underlying principle of this our safety! .
But perhaps I'm misinterpreting this writer.
is that we must love Jesus more than anything
Perhaps if I look at the words surrounding
e,l se in life. Do you judge someone because
they exaggerate?
"The Bible has problems," paragraph four, sen._ : "The Lord God orders killing, even infants
tence one, I would see the real meaning of the
letter. Of course, the opening of this letter is an
and unborn children." God ordered these
example of how we can be misled when one ·
killings in each instance because people had
._ disobeyed him, and the penalty for disobeying
quotes a source out ofcontext. The scriptures
.God is death.
referenced in the aforementioned article are·
taken completely out of cont~, and because
"He also allows committing horrific abortions." The verse says "because they have
of this, the true meanings of the passages are
misrepresented.
• rebelled against their God." That is why the
Anyone can take a source and manipulate it
Samaritans were cursed by God.
"God makes people lie." God allowed a lying to mean ~omething that it does not mean.
spirit (a demon) to speak through the king's
Don't fall for it! Taking the whole context into
account, you may find that the meaning is
• prophets. God did not personally make them
lie.
something much different.
"God. orders stealing." God told the
However, there was also a second part to
that article that addressed the."absurdity" of
• Israelites to ask the Egyptians for clothing, sil·
ver, and gold; not steal it from them.
miracles. Why is a miracle absurd? If there is a
creator who made the universe and the physi"Jesus ord~s stealing." If Jesus' disciples
were stealirig the colt, don't you think the peo- cal laws that' govern it, can't he break the laws
.., ple that asked them, "Why are you untying the here and there when necessary? We can
colt?" would have tried to stop them?
assume there is a creator if we believe ·the laws
"Millions 6f Americans should be put to
of cause and effect (meaning that everything
death for working on the Sabbath." The laws
happens because of some other action or deci• regarding the Sabbath were specifically for the sion) and the idea that the universe has a finite
Israelites of the Old Testament. When Jesus
lifespan•(if it had been around forever, the seccame, he said, "I come to fulfill the law," and
ond law of thermodynamics says that we'd all
be heat energy by now).
• P~ul says in Romans 7 that we are no longer
If everything with a beginning has a cause,
under the law, buf under grace. This falls into
the idea of the "spirit of the law''. that we
. and .t he universe has a beginning, then someshould take a day of rest.
thing brought the universe into existence. The
•
"The Bible condones slavery." You have to
very existence of our universe contnJdicts the
laws of physics if we deny the existence of a
realize that slavery was a social norm durihg .
Biblical times. The verses alone in no way con- creator.
For an opposing point of view to the letter
d9ne slavery; they only address it in its present
mentioned, go to http://www.carm.org. ·
·
• societal state.
"God is a man of war." Um - duh! God
- BIG809@YAHOO.COM
. himself says, ''Vengeance is mine." God hates
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This way ·to ·yoUr·future •
·Optics Day 20.0 4
A CREOL open house, demonstrating optical
phenomena and education.
·
.
February 1B, 2004. 1O:OOam to 4:00pm
UCF CREOL Building
Contact: Brian Monacelli
407.823.2979
monacelli@creol.ucf.edu

UCF Graduate .Studies
Online Open House
An online chat with UCF graduate staff and faculty.
February 19, 2004. 6:00pm to 7:30pm
Log-in at www.graduate.ucf.edu
Contact: Wendy Bolyard
407.823.2766
graduate@mail.ucf.edu

Applying to Graduate School Workshop

vle'll take you to "The House"
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Strategies to gain admission info competitive graduate
programs.
February 23, 2004. 11 :30am to 12:30pm
SRC, CRC 185
Contact: Rachel Montgomery
407.823.2361
crc@mail.ucf.edu
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Engineering Expo 2004

12024 Royal Wulff lane
Orlando, Fl 32817

407-277-4007

, ON RLRFRYR

www.universityhouse.com
info@uhalafaya.com

A special event during the week-long Engineering Week
celebration.
February 26, 2004. 9:00am to 4:00 pm
UCF Eng II
Contact: Dean's Student Advisory Council
407.823.6222
dsaccecs@mail.ucf.edu

Graduate Research Forum
Tfre inaugural showcase of diverse studentresearch.
March 22-23, 2004
Student Union
Contact: Graduate Student Association
407.823.4373
gsa@mail.ucf.edu
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Business Center w/Fax, Computer &Copier • Game Room • 24 ritness Center • Billanls
tfigh Speed Ethernet • BasketbaU Court • Sand Volleyball Court • Two Spark&ng Swinming Pools
(cir Wash • 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance • Professionally Landscaped Grounds
U_CF Shuttle • Covered Parking • Wireless Internet at the Pool

major advantage

Visit our web site for more information.

www.graduate.ucf.edu

A

t-AR.:TMENT AMENrr:i:Es

Individual Alarm Systems • Berber Carpet' • Ceramic Tie Entries • Cab~ TV w/HBOs
Ce11ing Fans• Utihties lndudeCI • Washers/Dryers• Kitchen Pantries
Carpeting & Designer Colors • Wood Floors • White-on-White Kitchen Apphonces
Frost Free Refrigerators with Ice Makers Miaowaves • Dishwashers • Large Pa•ios • Mini Blinds

UNIVERSl'lY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
GRADUATE STUDIES

Millican Hall 230

I

407.823.2766

I

graduate@mail.ucf.edu
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ANY INK-JET REFILL
Not valid with any other offer. Offer expires 5/ 31/04.
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50% OFF
ANY INK-JET REFILL
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SAVE

It's not our fault.
We pay $180/month
Cash for you~ plasma.
Walk-Ins Welcome!

UPTO
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REFILLS FROM $4 19 •$19 19
ON·SITE REFILL SERVICE
for most·ink-jet printer cartridges
DROP & SHOP
most refills done in an hour

• l 00% satisfaction guarantee~ '
• Over l 00 regional·Shopping Center
locations across Canada, USA and Mexico
• l 000 locations scheduled to open in the
·U.S. by December 2005
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Orlando .Fashion Square Mall

DCI BIO'LOGICALS

.Lo~a~d Ne~r Sears .

·? .

_1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500

.(321) "235-9100
~~where it Pays to Care''

. '1
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2913 Einstein W~y
Orlando, PL 32826

407-384-7080
.
.

www. thevi Ilageatsci~ncedrive.com

THE

VILLAGE

AL~FAYA

AT

CLUB

3100 Alafaya Club Dr.
Orlando, FL .32817 ·

407-482-9990
www.thevillageatalafayaclub.com
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Times since joining
the A-Sun that UCF
men's basketball has
not made the A-Sun
tournament.

., '/

;~

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Forward Adrienne Billings will play in her final home game as a
Knight on Saturday. She is averaging 6.7 points this season.

·Ready to close

7

Consecutive
opening-round wins
for UCF's men's
basketball in the
A-Sun tournament.

·Women's basketball senlors
prepare for final home games

,,,

)

:i

20.2

MATT DUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writer

Points UCF's men's
basketball has won
by, on average, in its
last five games.

After coming off two key road wins last
weekend in the Peach State against Mercer and
Georgia State, the UCF women's basketball
team returns home for two games to close out
the regular season.
"I've been preaching this all year long,'' UCF
Coach Gail Striegler said. "It's not how you
start, it's 'how you finish. The kids are playing
really well right now, but there are still some
areas we need to improve on."
Forward Takira Allen was named A-Sun
"Player of the Week," scoring 20 points against
both Mercer and Georgia State. Currently Allen
is ninth in the league, averaging 12.8 points and
6.5 rebounds per game.
Not to be overshadowed, guard Celeste
Hudson continues to hit 31.1 percent of her
three-pointers on her way to 13.1 points per contest. Hudson is nQt afraid to get down and dirty
on the inside, pulling away 6.3 boards per game.
JU comes to the UCF Arena at 7 tonight,
while Stetson visits the Dungeon Saturday
afternoon for Senior Day. Tip-off is slated for 2
p.m. Forward Adrienne Billings will be honored
before the game.
"Playing well this weekend is the key.to it
all," Striegler said. "We have to play up to our
capability, and put our best ·foot forward every
night.''
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Games in a row the
Jacksonville Dolphins
have dropped
heading into today's
game against UCF.

Briefs
:+
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The UCF men's golf
teamfinished in
second place at the
Seminole
Intercollegiate ·
Tuesday, marking the
second-straight
tournament in which
the Knights have
finished seco~d. ASun rival Georgia
State won the
tournament,
finishing five strokes
ahead of UCF. Senior
Barry Rooffinished
'sixth overall with a
tournament score of
,218.

Scouting Jacksonville and Stetson
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Men's basketball
aims at Jacksonville
at 3:15 p.m. today as
the A-Sun tournament begins in
Nashville ...
Women's basketball
hosts Jacksonville at
'7 p.rn. tonight at.the
UCF Arena and welcomes Stetson at 2
p.m.Saturday ...
Softball cornp~tes In
the Rebel Games at
ihe Osceola Softball
Complex today ...
Baseball begins ASun play tomorrow
in Nashville against
Lipscomb.

With only one weekend left in the tightest
regular-season race in conference history, the
league office has been busy tabulating potential
tiebreakers. No team has been able to lock up a
specific seed. For the moment, Lipscomb and
Belmont are tied for the top spot with Georgia
· State and UCF clipping at their heels a halfgame behind. Troy State and Stetson are currently tied for the five hole with the Trojans taking the tiebreaker because they swept the
season series. On Monday the league office
announced that Florida Atlantic has punched
its ticket to the tournament~ There is only one
spot to'be filled, and Mercer can end the drama
going into the weekend with a victory over
Campbell tonight in Buies Creek. But one thing
that the Future has learned is that nothing is
,guaranteed in the A-Sun.

Quotables
"This is what we've
wanted all along.
We're going to give
it our all."
- GUARD DEXTER
LYON'S ON THE A-SUN
TOURNAMENT
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Around the Atlantic Sun
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The Dolphins come to East Orlando with :
their lone victory in the 2004 calendar year .
having come on Feb. 19 against Troy State.
"JU is a very dangerous team," Striegler said.
"They have the potential to come out and bite .
you. Every conference game counts the same in .
the standings, and you can't overlook anyone.''
Forward Yolisha Jackson leads JU and is tied ,
for 10th in the A-Sun, averaging 14.2 points per
contest, while guard Rebecca Montz hits 34 :
percent from beyond the three-point line.
UCF leads the all-time series against JU 5-4,
and has won the last three meetings.
On the other hand, Stetson comes in on a
high note fresh off a 65-50 upset win against .
conference-co-leader Lipscomb.
Forward Kristjr Brown is the Hatters go-to :
player. Brown posts double-double numbers :
night in and night out putting home 17 points,
and grabbing 10.1 rebounds per game.
SU is 4-4 on the road in A-Sun action, but has
lost three in a row to UCF including a 69-56 .
defeat last year at the UCF Arena.

"We've already
played them twice.
. It's going to be
tough to win three
games liketbat in·a
row."
- FORWARD JOSH
BODDENON FACING
JACKSONVILLEIN
THEFIRST ROUND

3

NCAA Tournament berth
at stake in this weekend's
-A-Sun Championship
FRITZ LORISTON
Senior Staff Writer

There's nothing like it in all of
sports.
March Madness, the 64-team
tournament that captures the attention of an entire nation for a month,
where underdogs exist only in a theoretical sense, is once ' again upon
the horizon.
There are a few ways to get there.
But for UCF, there is only one - win
three games in three days. It starts at
3:15 p.m. today in the first round of
the Atlantic Sun Championships
against Jacksonville at the Curb
Event Center in Nashville, Tenn.
"This is what we wanted all

"

'

along,'' said Dexter Lyons, who was
named First-Team All-Atlantic Sun
as well as being tabbed the conference's "Defensive Player of the
Year" after leading his 22-win squad
with 50 steals. 'We're going to give it
our all."
Winner of its last seven-consecu.tive opening rounds of the A-Sun
tournament, UCF brings the regular
season's No. 1 ranked defense into
the tournament and is looking to
make it to the conference final for
the second-consecutive season.
Last time out, the Knights (22-5,
17-3 A..:Sun), in their season finale,
exhibited what .coach Kirk Speraw
called "some of the best basketball"
he has seen during his tenure at
UCF. The Knights recorded their
·largest margin of victory in the Division I-A era, wiping Campbell 10656.
'
~·1 don't know if I've ever seen a
PLEASE SEE

MEN ON B4

Dothan rolls out red carpet

1

BRITT HART I CENTRALFWRIOAFUTURE

Guard Gary Johnson scored nine points.against Jacksonville last month.

Mayor Chester Sowell announced Monday
that the city of Dothan, Ala, has proclaimed the
month of March as "Atlantic Sun Women's Basketball Month." The proclamation urges all citizens of Dothan and throughout the Wrregrass
area to catch the fever of March Madness and
display the best in "Southern Hospitality" to the
players, coach~s and fans of the eight schools
who qualify for the event.
"This is quite an honor bestowed upon our
conference, and it shows the enthusiasm surrounding this tournament," A-Sun Commissioner Bill Bibb said. "We look forward to a
great tournament and to deciding the winner of
our NCAA automatic bid in front of the basketball fans in the Wrregrass area"
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Junior pitcher Matt
Fox, above left, was
one oftive players
nationally to receive
Louisville Slugger
"Player of the Week''
honors. Dee Brown,
above , was named
the A·Sun "Player of
the Week''.
Sophomore pitcher
Kyle Bono, right, has
made a successful
transition from tlie
relief role to starter,
as he has recorded a
1·0 record in three
starts. Bono has.
notched 23
strikeouts and is
second for UCF with
a 2.11 ERA.

Baseball heads to
Nashville for A-Sun
Knights' hot bats
begin conference
play at Lipscomb
FRANK KOSHEL
Staff Writer

· Friday's game against Lipscomb marks the Knights' first
.Atlantic Sun Conference game
of the year, but it will be business as usual for the 9-3
Knights.
"We t don't know much
at>out them [Lipscomb], we're
just trying to concern ourselves with ourselves and get
ourselves ready to play," UCF
Coach Jay Bergman said. "It
really doesn't make any difference who you play as long as
you play your game and you
pitch well and play good
defense. If we play the best we
can play, we'll win." ·
· UCF is riding hot bats into
this weekend's series, as the
Knights previously slaughtered
Monmouth 22-2 in three
games. Left fielder Dee Brown
has been the hottest bat for the
Knights and was named the ASun "Player of the Week."
"We try to stay even-keeled

the whole season, you don't
want to be too up or too down,"
Brown said He hit .500 with six
RBis . last weekend against
Monmouth. Brown is not the
only hot hitter, however, as
center fielder Clay Timpner
currently has a 10-game hit
streak and sophomore Ryan
Bono leads UCF with a .385
batting ayerage.
· Matt Fox, Kyle Bono and
Taylor Meier are the probable
starters this weekend for UCF
· against Lipscomb.
Fox was one of five ·
Louisville Slugger National
Players of the Week by Collegiate Baseball Newspaper on ·
Monday. Fox, who is sporting a
3-0 record, struck out fourteen
batters in seven innings in his
. last start against Monmouth.
"It's great, it's a privilege, I.
couldn't have won it without
my teammates," Fox said..
Kyle Bono has been a consistent starter this season,
unbeaten with a 1-0 record with
a 2.11 ERA. Bono has notched ,
23 strikeouts and only seven
walks in 211 innings pitched.
Taylor Meier had a spectacular debut against Monmouth,
giving up one run in five
innings to earn a spot in the
UCF starting staff.
One key player for the

Knights that might not play in
the entire series is right fielder
Drake Wade, who is the
:Knights' biggest power threat
in the lineup. Wade is questionable for the Lipscomb series
due to illness.
"Wade's sick. We're going to
have to wait and see how he's·
doing,'' Bergman said.
Bridger Hunt might start in
right field, but Coach Bergman
has a number of options With
his versatile team.
"We could move Dee Brown
to right, move David Mann to
left and DH (Dave) Lambert,
there's a lot ofthings we can do
depending on the situation,''
·
Bergman said.
UCF faces a ·Lipscomb
team; coached · by Wynn
Fletcher, that is 1-4 and is trying
to break a four-game losing
streak. Second baseman Russell N'ixon leads Lipscomb with
a .450 batting average. Lipscomb leads the all-time season series 3-2 over UCF after
last beating the Knights in 1977
9-7, but that should change
after this three game series.
Lipscomb' pitching probables
for this weekend's series
should be Seth Kuwik,
Matthew Griffith and Chandler
Ganick. Game time is set for 3
p.m. tomorrow.
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FROM THE SPORTS DESK
Lyons, Speraw finish second
in post-season awards

the Student Union from noon when she took home the glory
to 2 p.m. Among the athletes in the No. 3 spot by defeating
Despite leading the UCF up for auction are volleyball's Kristen Clary 6-4 and 6-3.
men's basketball team to its Jana Mitchell and Chaz .A:rah, The beatings continued when
best record in Division I-A his- football's Sean Gilhuly and Luczak wrapped up Kate
tory, and best overall record Dan Veenstra, men's soccer's Weightman 6-3 and 6-2 in the
since 1980, Coach Kirk Speraw. Jaime Planells, John Imran and fourth spot. Finally, Hunter
and senior guard Dexter Lyons Alejandro Gessen. In addition finished the onslaught when
were ignored for the top to these athletes will be over . she triumphed over TuchsherAtlantic Sun Conference hon- 20 others from men's and er in an epic 6-2, 3-6, and 6-2.
women's golf, women's soccer
The next women's tennis
ors.
match will take place ' on .
Lyons. finished the 2003-04 and track and field.
March 9 when Yale comes to '
regular season second in the
Orlando. The Knights will
A-Sun in scoring, with 18.4 Strong all-around plar
look to make it five in a row
points per game, only 0.6 continues for wQmen s tennis
.The UCF women's tennis when the match begins at 9:30
behind Belm1;:mt's Adam Mark.
Lyons led the A-Sun in scoring team claimed another victim am. at the UCF Tennis Comin conference games this sea- this past· Tuesday afternoon, plex.
son. Yet despite these statis- increasing their winning
tics, Troy State guard Greg streak to four in a row. This Women's rugby hits the road in
Davis was voted the A-Sun time it was the Xavier Muske- first, heads to Championships
Women's rugby is on top of
"Player of the Year." Davis fin- teers who fell 5-2 to the ladies
ished the season sixth in scor- in black and gold. The win, its. -game and its conference.
ing in the A-Sun, with 15.4 which came at home at the The ladies traveled to South
UCF Tennis Complex, pushed Carolina last weekend to play
points per game.
Speraw
coached
the the Knights' season record to University of South Carolina
and Georgia Southern UniverKnights to their best season · 5-3.
The Knights struck quickly, sity. The ladies won both
yet in his 10 years at UCF,
despite being tabbed to finish . downing two out of three games, leaving their season
fifth in the A-Sun pteseason matches in the doubles por- record at 4-0. The first game
polls. UCF finished ahead of tion of the match. Julie Pecas- against last-ranked USC was
Georgia State, FAU and Bel- taing and Ola Luczak com- played mainly by UCF's b-side
mont, which were all predict- bined to beat Xavier's Lauren girls who played an amazing
ed to top the Knights this sea- Clay and Stephanie Bauer 8-5 game and beat their hosts 29-0.
son. TSU Coach Don Maestri in the first position. It was the After only a two-hour break,
instead received A-Sun "Coach third position that also the ladies went another 80
of the Year" recognition for the claimed the doubles point for minutes against GSU and beat
the Knights when Megan them easily; 53-0. Those games
Trojans' first-place finish.
Regardless of the snub, Hunter and Arnita Samara concluded their season and
Lyons was named the A-Sun teamed to beat Emily Tuchsh- the ladies head to Myrtle
"Defensive .Player of the Year" er~r and Kate Lobner in a close Beach, S.C., to compete in the
Southeast Championships at
and became tlie first UCF one, 8-6.
Singles play also belonged the end of March. They are
player since 1998 to be named
to the A-Sun All-Conference to the Knights and clinched confident that. they will come
the match for them as four of out victorious and move on to
First Team.
the six Knights came away the next level, East Champiwinners. Anna Westin turned onships m Bowling Green,
Student-athletes gather
it around in the second spot Ohio.
for auction
The Student-Athlete Advi- when she beat Bauer 6-0 and
- COMPILED ~ROM STAFF AND WIREREPORTS
sory Committee will be hold- 6-2. Kristina Lohmos folBY
EY BURNS& NATHAN CURTIS
ing a fundraiser today outside lowe; in Westin's footsteps

~

Thursday,, Mareh 4th - 7 p.m. - Women's Basketball v. Jacksonville at the UCF
Arena • . Come out and cheer on your Golden
l<nigJ1ts as they take on Jacksonville .i n hoops
action.
Saturday. Mareh 6th - f p.m. - 3:30 p.m• •
- Track and Field. Come out and cheer on your
Golden Knights as they host the UCF
'.,Invitational Meet at the UCF Track. Admission
is FREE for everyone!
Saturilav. Mareh 6th - Z p.m. - Women's Basketball v. Stetson at the UCF
Arena. Come out and cheer on your Golden
Knights as they take on Stetson in their final
home game of the season.
Sunday. Mareh 7th - f f a.m~ - Men's Tennis v. Georgia State at the UCF Tennis
Complex. Admission is FREE for everyone!
Tuesdav. Mareh 9th - 9:30 a.m. - Women's Tennis v. Yale at the UCF Tennis
. Complex. Admission is FREE for everyone!
Wednesday,, Mareh ·I 0th - z p.m. - Men's Tennis v. UT- Chattanooga at the UCF
Tennis Complex. Admission is FREE for everyone!

•
Admission is FREE for all students with a valid UCF
l.D.! Alf, other fans, call 407-UCF·GOLD.

.
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A-Sun tournament predictions

THE BARBER ZONE '
FADES, FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS
BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!

MATT DUNAWAY &FRITZ LORISTON
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407-681-6715

(2) UCF vs. (7) Jacksonville

(1) Troy State vs.(8) Florida Atlantic
The lasttime a No.1 seed lost their first game ofthe Atlantic
Sun tournament was in 2000, when Mercer upsetTroy State.Troy
State comes in as the favorite and the hottest team in the conference, winners of 11-straight. The Trojans swept the season
series with FAU. The closer of the two meetings was in Boca
Raton when aMike Bell-less Owls squad hung tough the Men of
Troy before falling 73-68.TSU is the most talented team in the
tournament with "Player of the Year" Greg Davis, who leads the
nation in assists per game, and first-team all-conference performer Rob Lewin.
It will be Lewin providing the difference in this matchup.
FAU comes back to the tournament fdr the first time since winning the whole thing in 2002. Along with·Bell, the Owls have a
talented guard in Earnest Crumbley. In the end, Florida Atlantic
does not have a player that can guard Lewin one-on-one, and
that will open up the TSU three-point brigade to fire at will.
Matt says: Troy State 92, FAU 65

The opening-round bump has not tripped the Knights in their last seven trips
to the tournament, and although the Knights have swept the Dolphins in the regular season, this one will be decided down the stretch.
The Knights, who are guided defensively by A-Sun "Defensive Player of the
Year" Dexter Lyons, have agame plan that is simple yet effective,set up the offense
through its defense.The two teams know each other, and it will come down to execution and intensity on the defensive end.Jacksonville, which suffered two consecutive losses to end their regular season, has the youngest team in the tournament. But tournaments ar~ where young players make a name for themselves.
The Dtjhins' freshman forward Haminn Quaintance has established himself
as one of t~e country's best young.players, averaging 14.3 points per game en
route to being named the A-Sun Freshman of the Year. Junior Guard David Lee
averaged 17.6 points in the last 7 games.
Look for asolidgame from Roberto Morentin in the low post.The Dolphins will
try to weather the storm early, but their youth will eventually cost them.The
Knights' seniors will be the difference.
Fritz says: UCF 76,Jacksonville 69

"
(4) GSU vs. (5) Stetson

(3) Belmont vs. (6) Mercer

Alot offolks looking atthis matthup say thatthe Hatters have
no chance, and that Georgia State will roll to an easy win.To quote
ESPN'S Lee Corso,"Not so fast my friend." ·
The tournament is all about matchups,and this one shapes up
good for Stetson.The two squads won on each other's home floors
during the regular season.Most recently it was Stetson who took
a 66-65 overtime win at the GSU Sports Arena. Second team allconference guard EJ. Gordon paces the Hatters while first team
forward Nate Williams leads the Panthers.
Whatever team that can hold the other team's star in check
will winthis game. Georgia State has won six in a row coming into
the tournament however it was Stetson that had the chance to
make the biggest waves coming into Nashville. On Sunday, the
Hatters blew achance to upset Troy State at the Edmunds Center.
Stetson will control this game for 35 minutes, but GSU will find a
way to survive and advance.
Matt says: GSU 59, Stetson 56

As Belmont goes, so does Adam Mark,and this game sha11 be no different.
At the No. 3seed,the Bruins will be atough team to oust because of their
home-court advantage.This is the first year the Bruins moved into the brandnew Curb Event Center, a $52 million, three-building complex at the campus,
and what better way to cap off the facility's inaugural season than cutting
down the nets when it's all said and done.
Mercer is no fluke, however.The Bears split their regular-season meetings
with the Bruins and took the No.1-seededTroy State to the wire in afour-point
loss.
·
The Bears feature four players averaging in double figures, highlighted by
Scott Emerson'S 15.6 points per game. Wilson Delmar (13.3), James Odoms
(11.9) and Wesley Duke (10.7) round offthe list.
Forthe Bears to have a chance, they'll need all their-playmakers to show
up and some fortunate bounces.they'll have to overcome ahostile crowd,not
to mention a pair of Bruins - Mark, a first-team All A-Sun selection, and
Steve Drabyn,selected second-team all-conference.
Fritz says: Belmont 82, Mercer 75
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Semifinal
UCF vs. Belmont

Semifinal
GSU vs. Troy State
If the seeds hold up it will be a battle of the states in the
semifinals. Bot-h teams run ten deep on the roster, and will not
be fazed by playing a second game in as many days.
Troy State has a slight advantage because Georgia State
plays in the last quarterfinalthe day before. The question will
· be who will control the tempo of the game.
·
TSU likes to run and gun, turning the game into a track
meet. For GSU to succeed it will need a more half-court style of
game. Both teams protected their home floor against each
other, but Troy State had a larger margin of victory.
The Trojans come out for 40 minutes, and will wear down
Georgia State in the second half.
Matt says: Troy State 78, GSU 67

It's a

Since they split their regular season meetings, both teams know each
other and it'll come down to who wants it the most.
Belmont, playing in front ofits home crowd,obviously will have the edge.
But the Knights are led by three seniors who know what it takes to win and
willdo everything in their power to get it done.
I
Last time the two schools met, UCF found itselfon the short end in threepoint shooting, as Belmont shot 71 percent from the floor in the second half
and finished the game with 10 three-pointers. To avoid a similar ending, the
Knights will have to step their defensive pressure up another notch, challenging every shot. Aslow-paced game improves the Knights chances:The game ·
will come down the stretch and the the experience of Knights' Coach Kirk
Speraw should.give UCF an edge.
·
Fritz says: UCF 74, Belmont 71

CLICK AWAY

'·

Final
Troy State vs. UCF

I
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Offense sells tickets, but defense wins championships. The
end of every tournament culminates with the championship
game, and the ~tlantic Sun conference will be proud to showcase
its two best teams on Saturday.
Quality basketball will be played for fifty minutes in this backand-forth battle. Each move made in the chess match between ·
Don Maestri and Kirk Speraw will be magnified.For every basket
Greg Davis makes Qexter Lyons will have a response. Rob Lewin
and Roberto Morentin will battle for every board in the paint.
When the dust settles UCF will be dancing for the first time since
1996.
The one versus two match-up is what the league office, and
the majority of the casual fans are hoping to come out of the
Music City. But it's the Atlantic Sun, and anything can happen
especially in the tournament. So don't be surprised if a Stetson
and Mercer final is on the horizon.
Matt says: UCF 88,Troy State 87 (2 OT)
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Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition:"* It's that simple.
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LSAT: Classes B·e gin Sunday, ·March 7, 2004
GMAT: Classes Begin Sunday, March 14, 2004
GRE: Classes Begin Monday, March 22, 2004
MCAT: Classes Begin Tuesd~y, March 16, 2004
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Freshman Josh peppers is sixth in scoring for UCF with 4.2 points per game this season, but is averaging 8.1 points through the last seven.

Men swept regular-season
meetings against Dolphins
FROM

81

team pass the ball better than
we did in the first 10 minutes,"
Speraw said after the game
last Saturday. His team, lead by
its four seniors, dominated
from begi'nning to end.
That was a tune-up for the
eight-team tournament, which
crowns its champion with an
automatic berth to the Big .
Dance. Now, it's "do or die" soldier up or join the wind.
Every team talks about setting the tone and playing their
games. For the Knights that
means setting up their offense
off · their defense, good ball
rotation, sound interior pass-:
ing, and above all else converting from the foul line.
Tournament play is unlike
· any other. It's'win or go home.
Every possession counts, and
for the Knights to avoid an
early homecoming, all must be
in sync. That starts with the
floor leader Gary Johnson.
Johnson is the gel that
keeps it all together. This was
no more evident than last
Thursday when the 6-foot-2inch junior guard missed a
game to attend the funenµ of a
childhood friend. The Knights
.· struggled mightily and needed
·overtime along with a thencareer-high 28-point performance by Lyons to pull out a gutwrenching victory against a
sub-par Gardner-Webb squad
"He's our floor general. He
.directs the offense and set us
up defensively," Lyons said of
Johnson after an 87-79 over- .
time win at the Arena. "When
someone like that is not on the
floor, it's definitely going to
affect the flow of the game."
At the beginning of the season, it wasn't clear who would
shoulder the burden ,as ·the
Knights' go-to guy. Lyons, who
ended the regular. season ,by
setting consecutive career-·
highs in scoring and also creating havoc on the defensive
end of the court, has risen to
PHOTOS BY BRITT HART I CENTRAL FWRIOA FUTURE
that challenge.
Senior center Roberto Morentin, above, was named to the A-Sun All-Conference Second
The 6-foot-5-inch senior Team. Jacksonville forward Nolan McBride, below, scored 22 points against UCF in January.
forward has taken his game to
another level, finishing first in second-team all-conference
"We've already played
the conference with 19.8 member, accounted for 13.7 them twice. We know them
points per game against con- points per game en route to and they know us," Bo'dden
ference foes. He has improved shooting 54 percent from the said of the competition at the
every aspect · of hi~ game, floor - ranking as high as tournament. "We're going to
including his long:shot abili- sixth nationally in field-per- come out and bring the intensity. We're ·not trying to match
ties. Lyons finished second iil centage during the season.
the conference in three-point
The Knights defeated Jack- theirs. It's going to be tough to
shooting percentage, convert- sonville in both regular-sea- 'win three games like that in a
ing 44 percent from behind son meetings, including a 78_, row. We're going to bring it
69 win at the UCF Arena on everyday and see what we can
the arc.
"He just continues to get Feb. 12 when Lyons led three do."
·With a . win today, the
better each and every day, · Knights scoring in double figeven at this stage of his ures, matching a then-career- · Knights would advance into
the semifinal where they'll
career," Speraw said. "It goes high 25 points.
The Dolphins (13-14, 8-:U) face the winner of Belmont
to show you jti.st how hard he
are the youngest team in the (20-7, 17-3)/Mercer (12-17, 9-ll),
works."
In addition to Lyons, Josh tournament and practically which is scheduled immediBodden
and
Roberto stumbled their way there, los- ately following the Knights
Morentin must show up and ing their final two games. But matchup. The tournament is
provide the Knights with a they lost to two formidable being played at Belmont's
reliable presence in the paint. opponents - No. I-seeded home court.
The championship game is
Morentin, who was selected to Troy State and No. 3 Belmont,
the A-Sun All-Academic Team the only teams in the confer- scheduled for 3 p.m. on Saturday and
air on ESPN2.
' as well as being named as a enc~o defeat the Knights.
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ITlT!1 HELP WANTED:
~General

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
• Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

Roadhouse Grill
~

•

~

"i

Restaurant Hourly Interviews .
Interviewing for servers, bartenders,
hosts, cooks & bussers in the Downtown
Orlando area. Conducting on. the spot
interviews @Roadhouse Grill 2881 S.
Orange Ave. anytime Mon.-Thurs. 2-5pm
· (No Appl. Nee.). Ask for mgr. on duty.
Directions 407-481-2991.
Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
www.paidonlinesurveys.com.

"7ucF

Swim Instructors wanted to teach
summer swim.classes F!T, P!T
$10.00-$12.00/hr +bonuses. Come work
for Sharks and Minnows and change the
qualgy ofa child's life'. Call 407-699-1992.
www.sharksandminnows.net
PT position as shipping/receiving clerk.
Good health, able to lift 80 lb boxes and
use computer. Flexible hours but
demanding during book rush. Good
wage and benefits.dfox@nebook.com

Egg Donors Needed $3,000
Minimum comp. for healthy N/S females
' 20-30, info is confidential.
Email: info @ o'penarmsconsultants.com.
website: www.openarmsconsultants.com
941-377-3978

CAREER OPPORTUNITY: ENTRY
LEVEL POSITION IN A LAW FIRM Winter Park commercial law firm has an
entry level business/real estate litigation
legal assistant position available.
Excellent career opportunity for an
intelligent, motivated, independent,
organized and proactive individual.
Strong computer skills and work ethic
required. Competitive salary, benefits
and excellent working conditions. Please
e-mail1resume .in confidence to
MBLUCZAK@EARTHLINK.NET.

Actresses / l,IAodels
Attractive females wanted for video.
18+ Call 407-384-9313.
Ask for Ben'.

Avalon Park resident seeking
pit nanny paying $8/hr must have
references, exp. w/newborns, flex.
schedule, and reliable transportation.
Please call Nancy@ 407-736-1218
to set up an appt.
FIT, PIT help needed. Will work
around school schedule. Magic Suds
Car Wash. Apply within. 7050 Aloma
Av~. 407-681-9274.
FT/PT Data Prep Analyst. Florida Mall
area. Stror;ig knowledge of Access and
Data .Sorting. For more info about Action
Mail or to submit your info email:
sales@actionmailservices.com

Vista Lakes is·now hiring Pool Staff
attendants for our upcoming busy
summer season. Basic job description
consists of keeping a safe and fun
environment for all Vista Lake residents.
You must be able to swim! Wages: $8
non- certified/ $9 with current CPR, First
Aid, or.Lifeguard certifications. For more
information call (407) ~07-1241 .

WANTED:

Campus Wellness Center
NOW HIRING!

SUMMER JOBS: Recreation Camp
Counselors/Supervisors for summer
recreation program 6/14-8/6 for children
ages 5-13. WSl/Lifeguard & Maintenance
Aides (5/04-9/04). Exp. desirable. Apply
at City of Plantation (west of Ft.
Lauderdale) 400 NW 73 Ave., Plantation,
FL 33317aallen. Attn: Personnel or ·
email: lnipp@plantation.org.

. Students To Take .
Online Surveys For Money
'Get Paid for Your Opinion
.Work from Home I·Be Your Own Boss

Thi$ job is for YOU if you enjoy•••

Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250
All You.Need is aComputer aan Internet Connection
For More Info, Please Visit~

D
D

promoting health and fitness to fellow_UCF stude·n ts
working with a positive,dedicat~d and energetic
team of students and staff, and ·

D

participating in spring retreat and summer training
Mor~ information and ~pplication foq;ns are available

www.SurveysForStudents.com
Dia/America Marketing,

where opportunities and a fun
environment are all a art of the ·ob.

online a~ www.shs.ucf.edu/wellness:_employment.htm .
or at the Campus Wellness Center (on the first floor of thg
Recreation and Wellness Center" RWC 111 ).

Movie Extras/
Models Needed

· For stofewide productions.
Now seeking new talent
for vpr!ou.s auditions.
~o bp.".Req·~1

\

. -~~'!;looks

~-

-:;~:1/:~
CAMP TAKAJO for Boys. Naples, Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls Poland,
Maine. Noted for picturesque lakefront
.locations and exceptional facilities.
Mid-June thru mid-August. Over 100 ..
counselor positions in tennis, baseball,
basketball, soccer, lacrosse, golf, flag
football, roller hockey, field hockey,
.swimming, sailing, waterskiing,
gymnastics, dance, horseback riding,
archery, weight training, newspaper,
photography, video, woodworking,
ceramics/pottery, crafts, fine arts, silver
jewelry, copper enamel, nature study,
radio/electronics, theatre, costumer,
piano accompanist, music
instrumentalist, backpacking, rock
climbing, canoeing/kayaking, ropes
course, secret(!rial, nanny. Call Takajo at
800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake
800-997-4347. Or apply online@ www.takajo.com or www.tripplakecamp.co.m.
EARN UP TO $800/WK! AT HOME. NO
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!·PROCESS
HUD/GOVT REFUNDS
'1-800-322-1856.
Approx·3o hrs/wk as Textbook Assist.
Research & data 'entry, lots of details,
good typist. Able to work independently.
Flexible hours, comp. wage & benefits.
dfox@nebook.com

Great Summer Camp Jobs
Counselors, Lifeguards, Nurses, Boating
lnstruct'ors, Arts & Crafts Director;
and Equestrian Assistants
wanted for live-in positions 6/1 7/26. Salary+ meals and housing. Call
·
1-800-347-2688 or email
kkeene@girlscouts-g~teway.org. EOE
Appointment Setter for Insurance
. Agency. FT/PT. Must have reliable
transportation, flexibility, and great phone
voice.' Please call Jessica 407-829-2471
or fax 407-829-3306.

(407) 8'23--5841. Please return.your appJication aO'
I

schedule an interview with us by March 26th.

s 100 sign on bonus!

Call now and set up an
immediate interview @
E~ Orlando 407-243-9400 or
Winter Park 407-673-9700

Nanny for school-aged children. FT.
Flex schedule. Must be tree after 2 pm
daily. Must have reliable c;:ar. Live-out
only. Exp. only. $1600/mo. Must give 1
YR. commitment. Contact 407-925-5218
or swimpark@aol.com.
Summer Positions-Casting Call!
YMCA in Stuart is seeking camp
counselors for our themed.camp Lights,
Camp'. Action! This is going to be a blast!
Work for us & ensure that you have
some fun this summer! Up to 40 hrs/wk.
Interviewing begins March 20th. Some
exp working w/children is req'd.
Apply llaffler@ymca-t~fl.org,
fax: 772-220-4198 DFWP

•A worl<location near UCF?
." • A casual work environment?
·~ Flexible hours?
.·Great pay?

Then Trader Publishing
is for you!
Now hiring agents to set
photographer appoir:ttments
If you're up to the challlmge of a year-round outdoor adventu.re, being a Youth
Counselor at an Eckerd•Youth Alternatives wilderness camp may just be the
perfect job for you. Get paid to canoe, backpack and make friends that you'll
keep for life. If you have the patience and dedication to help turn an at-risk
kid's life ~round, we'd like to talk with you. Excellent salary and benefits plus
paid training. Free room and board. As a Youth Counselor, '.You'll make more
tMu a living. Youit make a difference. ARE YOU IWT!
I

.......

.

I

Earning Potential up to $20/hr. +

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961

or apply at
3451 Technological Ave., Ste 7, Orlando, FL.3~817.

$250 a day potential
Bartending Training Provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602

Summer Jobs
• Seven Weeks
• $2100
• Room & Board Included
• Co-Ed Camp

Get Paid to Play!
The Florido Elks Youth Comp
(FEYC) needs male and
female Summer Camp
Counselors ages 18 and up.
FEYC is an overnight comp
located off of Highway 450 in
Umatilla, Florido. The comp
runs June 7 - July 24. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 250
or 352-669-9443 ext. 250.

86
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NEED AN APARTMENT
FOR THE SUMMER?
Studio apartment avail. May 5 - Aug 15
off Goldenrod, btw Colonial and Lake
Underhill. 500 sq. ft., new dw, new W/D
in the unit, $549/mo., no short term lease
fees, $35 appl fee covered.
Call 407-414-541 4."

Smallpox
Vaccine
Study

•

The Orlando Clinical Research Center Is Testing An
lnvestigational Vaccine Against Smallpox.

.'

To participate in this research study the following must apply:
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
o No immune disorders.
o No contact with children one year old and younger
o Willing to make all study visits and complete a diary after
vaccination
Compensation is paid for time and travel
Call today for more information: ..
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 South Orange Avenue
www.ocrc.net

Telephone Pros Needed In our New
State of the Art Call Center. 4th largest
Direct TV Dealer looking for FT/PT
candidates wt great comm. skills in an
inbound/outbound.environment. Hourly
wages + huge comm. Benefits incl.
medical, dental, & vision, direct deposit,
weekly pay, & PAID TRAINING. Please
contact 407-331-3934 or email
eddie@directactivation.com.
Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential & commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have clean
. driving record, strong work ethic, &
excellent customer service skills. We
offer excellent wages + tips, & bonuses.
407-816-0915. We are located west of the airport at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

HELP WANTED:
lr;T.I Sales
& Marketing
~

Inside Sales
Person Needed
Part Time Sales (20-25
hrs/wk) needed for excit- .
irig non-profit association
near UCF. Sales of
associations products
and services by phone.
Fun atmosphere, great
experience!
Fax resume to:

407.380.5588

•

_4

Laser Institute

(J&li of America

www.laserinstitute.org

TCBY Treats, the country's best
yogurt, is hiring for PT position. Cake
decorating exp. preferred. Flex. hrs.
Apply within at 1945 Aloma Ave.
407-671-2888 ask for Bob.

Room available NOW mins from UCF '
Female needed for Sublease in 3/3 apt.
NO SEC. DEP. OR MOVE-IN FEE REQ.
All utils included/fully furn. Only $485/mo.
or negotiable rent. 561-676-5073.

Young Christian family in Sandlake Point
is looking for a reliable p/t nanny for 2
young children. Own transportation and
exp req, NS, able to work reg weekly°
schedule. 407-355-3998 or 407-312-0073

UCF AREA CONDO FOR RENT
212 condo in Hunter's Reserve
Close to UCF. $780/mo. Trash, water
and sewer incl., W/D, scrn porch and
lake view. Call 407-310-6583.

Phone Sales.
M - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) .Easily
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses. Very ·
relaxed environment. Call for interview or
leave msg. 407-677-4560.

Spacious fully furn . 1 BR in Oviedo,
Queen w/ desk, book shelves,
dresser,' walk-in closet. LR/kitchenette w/
refrig, toaster oven, electric coffee pot,
MW, dining area, couch , recliner, &
2nd walk-in closet. Large bath with linen
closet. New carpet & hardwood. Rent
incl. water, trash, & electric. Prefer NS,
no pets, no children. $650/month
+ sec. dep. & 6 mo. min. lease.
Call Linda 407-366-2650.

BROKE?
Don't get a Job, get a Life! Work for
yourself and make $600 to $1,000
weekly from home, just part-time!
Listen to this: 1-800-366-1375
x7608.
Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
pGsitions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971-9131.
AQUATICS POSITIONS
(PIT, Seasonal) Lifeguard ($7.25/hr),
Must have current CPR for the
professional rescuer, first aid and
lifeguard training. Senior Guard
($8.50/hr), the above+ water safety.
Instructor Head Guard ($9.25/hr), the
above + exp. leading. Water Aerobics
lnstructor ($14.00/hr), Current CPR, first
aid certif. and Aquatic Exercise Assoc. or
equiv. App. materials may be picked up
at City of Oviedo, Human Resources,
400 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo, FL 32765 . .
EOE-M/F/DN-Drug-Free Workplace

Summer Sales Reps Needed·
Make $20,000 to $75",ooo in 4 months
no-sales experience needed. Corporate
housing provided in Atlanta, Georgia.
Relocate and have a summer
experience to remember. Make enough
t9 pay for school and don't worry about
money for the rest of the year.
Call ·us at 1-888-333-Bravo
leave a message if interested.
Environmental Company seeks
motivated ambitious individuals to
expand product awareness in local
market area.· Excellent compensation,
flexible hours. Please call 800-853-0027

(tntral :flotiba ~utnrt

Advertising
Sales Rep.
'15 - 20 hours .per week.

Commission
Tuition Reimbursement
(Prior sales exp. a plus)

E-mail sales@UCFnews.com
w/resume.

FREE RENT
" 1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

6j;,Central
unive Tsit y of

Florida

•'
to UCF. Large backyard, hot tub,
W/D, lawn care. Phone, digital cable,
high-speed wireless internet &
storage incl. $400/i:no. + 1/4 util.
Call for info. 321-230-0658.
· Room for rent: The Fountains at
Waterford Lakes, private bathroom &
walk-in closet, 5 minutes from UCF
Available for summer, 5/1. Contact:
(954)682-3858 or Mav784@aol.com
Room for rent in 2/2 townhouse. 5 min
from UCF, 17x 13 bdrm & bath. M/F no
pref. Fully furn. except bdrm. ·
.$385/mo. + 1/2 util. Avail. now.
Call Brad @ 407-808-8039
Dean and University Area. 1 room for
·rent in a 412 pool home w/ 2 car garage
on corner lot. W/D. $325/mo. + 1/4 util.
Move in today!!! Call Shannon at
407-405-7854 or email rmrent2@aol.com
Female roommate wanted to share
3bd house in Alafaya Woods. 1O
mins. from UCF. Own bath, W/D,
prem. cable, wireless high speed
internet, yard, grill & garage. $375 +
1/2 elec. No Dep. 407-421-2397.
2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in new
3 bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF, $475/mo incl. util, n/s,
no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 239-461-5101 or
239-633-9400.
2 roommates needed for a 4/3 house.
Incl. ;ill util + hot tub & ethemet. Brand
new home less than 1 min.
from UCF in Carillon. $450/mo.
Call 239-841-6600.
F roommate wanted. 4/bd house. 10 min.
frol'T) UCF. Alafaya Woods area.
$460/mo. util. incl., ethernet, W/D, cable
& phone. Furn. if needed. Call
407-824-7883 daytime or 407- 298-1263
after 6 p.m .
2 clean, quiet and NS roommates
wanted. 3/2 home in UCF/Suncrest
area. Unfurn. bds. $525/mo. Incl.
utll., W/D, cable, phone, and scrnd
porch. HS Internet separate. Avail.
NOW!!! Email: klelnst_42@yahoo.com
with name and number.
4/2 House 2 mi. behind UCF. $350/mo.
+1/4 util. Furn. common area, pool table,
dart board, high speed Internet, cable
and movie channels. Call 407-365-2470.
Roommate needed to share large quiet
home near downtown. Mins from UCF,
Valencia, public transportation.
$370-400/mo. Util incld. Lrg yard, quiet
·neighborhood. No pets, no children.
Call 407-658-9190.
ROOMMATE NEEDED:
1 YR lease, beg May 1st, 4 Miles from
UCF. 2/2, 2nd floor, screened patio,
vaulted ceilings. $395/mo + 1/2
elec/cable. Dog OK, no cats. Please call
Kristen. for more info @ 407-657-757 4
Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659 . .

No Place Like Home
2 great rooms avail. Aug., near UCF,
pool, clubhouse, tennis courts, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease.
Call S~erry I Todd @ 954-753-22~.
F roommate needed in house 15 min
from UCF. House furn, bdrm not. Flex.
lease $200 dep. $475/mo. incls util,
cable, phoni4, DSL internet. NO PETS!
Call Jennifer 407-677-4782/407 -492-6541
, 3 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share
utils. Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din.
room, kitchen, W/ D, garage, sun room,
lg. yard. lndiv lease. Near UCF off Dean.
$400/ mo. Call Jen 561-351-8906.

Largest Room -in Furn. '-414 Apt. at
Boardwalk. 1st floor. All util. incl. Phone,
W/D, cable, ettiernet and private bath. F
only. Beg. 5/1/04. Call 386-295-4285 or
email: natrellt@hotmail.com.

LOOK AT THIS PRICE!
$395/mo. ($100 off!) All Util. Incl. Village
@ Science Dr. Sublease a clean room
w/priv. bath. Lots of amenities! Avail.
Immediately! Call 407-721-4550.
WANT TO SUBLET YOUR APT THIS
SUMMER? UF law student needs
furnished sublet in O rlando
May 8-Aug 23; prefers downtown
but UCF OK; 352-219-9943
,envoyez_moi_du_courrier@yahoo.ca
REDUCED RENT! 1/1 avail. in 3/3 apt. at
Pegasus Landing. Fully furn ., incl. all
util., cable, and W/D. $425/mo. Avail.
lmmediately!'Call 407-362-3625 or
407-694-2535.
1/1 apt. at University House. 5 mins from
UCF. $450 incls. all utils, cable, &
ethernet. Very clean apartment.
Avail. immediately! 561-477-6650.
Ladies looking for a place to stay this
summer? Well you've found it @ College
Station. $460/mo incl all util, shuttle
access•. private bath, comm pool , cable,
& gym. Contact Aisha @407-313-2476

Looking For Summer Housing??
1bd/1 ba in 4/4 (jf/ Peg. Landing. All util.
incl. Great roommates-Avail. ASAP!
MUST SELL! - Lease ends 7/31/04.
$480/mo. Call Angela 407-362-4258.
1/.1 apt. in Village at Alafaya Club for
Sublease. Available May 1st. $479/mo .
includes all amenities. 321.-287-3540.
2ni:l floor bd w/ loft in a 4/2 in Jeff lofts.
$500/mo for May - Aug 3, incl. -all
util. with ethernet, tanning and extras.
BRAND NEW, clean, furn ., great F
roommates. Rent neg., 321-698-4591 .
Sublease now in Boardwalk Apts. for M.
1ST MONTH FREE!!!
Min. to UCF!!! $495/mo. Fully furn., water,
electric and cable incl. Shuttle service.
Call 407-737-2732.
1/ 1 Furnished in 4/4 Apt in Village
at Alafaya Club. $479/mo. Incl. all
utilities, cable, & shuttle. M only.
Avail. May 1st for 3 months
Call Adam (407) 313 - 8121

Great opportunity .with a local moving
company looking for customer service
representative. Wages commensurate
with experience. Fax resume ASAP to
407-852-1133 or call 407-852-1777.

Large bedroom, huge walk in closet,
private bathroom, utilities, cable,
water and trash included in rent.
UCF shuttle bus. Lots of .amenities.
Call 407-384-7080.

1bd/1ba in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
Old Renewal rate only $485/mo.! All util.
incl., 3rd floor, tennis ct. view. Free
shuttle to UCF. Beautiful pool. Call
Anthony at 954-461-6939.

Accounting manager. Must have degree
in accounting or 2 yrs. exp. in acct. field.
Must have exp. with Excel. Excellent
wage and benefits. Typical hours 12 to
. 9pm. dfox@nebook.com

1bd/1bath in 3/3 avail. ASAP. Lease
ends July 31st. Mins from UCF.
$300/mo. includes all utilities, kitchen,
and W/D. Please c.all (727) 809-3!J62.

Pegasus Landing
2/2 avail. ASAP thru July
All util., ethernet, 3 HBO's, & much
more!! No move-in fees!
Call Jenn 321-213-0205

MODEL HOME FURNITURE
computer armoire $250, sofa bed/love
,,
seat $895, Beige sectional $695, Dining ' "
glass table w/4 beige chairs $695, rattan ,
kitchen set $350, JVC 200 home CD changer $75, Cocktail table/ matching
end tables $100. Visa/MC accepted
407-435-1753

~

Ii>

BEST ONLINE SHOPPING MALLS
www.jrfigueroa.biz
www.compelectro.CO'iJ
,.::
_ _ _ _ _B_E_D_R_O_O_M_S-ET
----~n~!:·
6 pieces, new in boxes. $450
407-275-0612
BED - Brand new double-sided queen
pillow-tcip set, w ith warranty, can deliver, '"
.
$110. 407-275-0935
Beautiful Wedding Dress for Sale
Want to save $ on your wedding?
Like-new dress & accessories
Only $500 Call 407-595-7945 for
photo via email or to see In person.

. '96 Cadillac Seville STS Excellent
condition. Runs great, well maintained.
Asking $6,995.
Please call 407-435-1753 FOR SALE: Volvo 240 GL, white, 1983,
110,000 miles.leather, sunroof,
.excellent condition outside, inside and
under the hood.$2,500. Call
407-423-9028
SCOOTERS
Lot's of fun and great gas saver. Easy
to park around cam.pus or apt.
complex. No motorcycle insurance or
helmet req. (but recommended).
Prices start from $650.00+ Call
321-663-6359 or E-mail
salepblc01@msn.com.

2Bd/2Ba Condo For Sale
Beautiful lake view located 2 min. from
• UCF. Tile floors & Berber carpet; Screen
porch. Hurry it won't last long!
$107,900 Call 407-310-6583
Casselberry 2/1 condo for sale.
Completely renovated in community w/
lake access. Easy access to major roads
· & transportation. $78,900. Please call
Melissa w/ Legacy@ 407-q41 -0330

Private 1 bd/1 ba in 4/4 apt.
$479/mo. including all utll, cable,
free shuttle. Avail. mid-April, 1st mo.
free. F only. Only mlns to UCF.
Call Arianne @ 407-313-7688.

Phone Sales
Ex'perienced, Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.-Fri.
$350 base + comm. Gas & med
lnsurance. Call Nick 407-296-0430.

Room avail in 4/2, private bed, share
bath w/one other person. $440/mo
includes all util. F only. Mins from UCF.
Call (941) 720-1886

•
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UCF ~rea 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $695 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.
ACROSS FROM WATERFORD LAKES
TOWN CENTER
3bd/2 1/2ba, fully !urn., except room to
be rented. W/D. Gated: $450+util. Ava.ii.
Now! Call 301-526-0829 ask for Kobla.
1 room avail. in 3/2 house behind UCF.
10 min from UCF. M/F. $450/mth.
All util. incl. plus cable modem. ·
Call Lee 772-528-6347.

412 near UCF with pool and lawn service
provided by owner. Avail April 1st. No
pets, responsible students welcome.
$1290/mo. Nice neighborhood. LM @
407-678-9893.
House for Rent. 3/2. 2 miles from UCF.
On University Blvd. close to 417.
Move-in spec;ial. Incl. W/D. Can rent by
room! Lake view. Rent very negotiable.
Call 407-677-0056.

FOR RENT:
l~
~ Apartments
2 bed/2 bath across from UCF. Excellent
cond. All appliances_incl. $650/mo.
Call 407-658-2403.
www.collegerentals.com
UCF's best apartment search
for coll.ege students!
Stunning 2/2 apt. Wood floors, new
appliances, W/D, vaulted ceilings,
pool, and tennis. Hunter's Reserve
$875/mo. Must see! 3 mos. free rent
Call 305-775-2063.
1 and 2 bedroom apartments available
starting at $450 a month.
1\
Call 321.-229-1426.

Huge one bed/bath of 4/4 at Jefferson
Lofts. All utilities and w/d incl. Avail.
Immediately! 580/m 1st mon paid. call
321-626-2238".
1/1 in 4/4 apt. avail. now! Lease ends
July 31st. $480/mo. incl. util., fully furn.,
cable, Internet, phone, UCF Shuttle, lots
of amenities. F only. Mins. from UCF will
discount. Call 321-754-1930.

Gibson SG Deluxe electric gtr ·
Black w/ wood fretboard;2 dual
humbucker pickups;Sam Goody
logo 2000;barely used $250 OBO
Must Sell Matt 407-256-0500
Bowflex ? Price Sale
New $1399, will sacrifice for $695
·
Model: Power Pro XTL
321-385-3486
leave message
HP iPaq 1190
bought laptop ... don't need it! My loss is
your gain. Good condition. Paid $300.
Sacrifice for $150/0BO. Please call
321-544-5225.
COUGH & l.:OVESEAT
All new matching Italian leather set.
Can deliver, $895.
407-275-7626

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, & •
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $1 0-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. - •
2 a.m. Must be 21+, outgoing, have a
great smile, & car! Fun job, come join our
team. 407-977-0569 or 407-701-7432.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

8" subwoofer, 5 speakers & 4 stands,
$150. Big blue w/beige border rug,
$25. Must sell! Call Sam at
407-709-5098.

Term Paper Help 24/7
Paperexperts.comwill help you with
writing, editing or college applications.
All subjects/all levels.
Toll free 1-888-774-9994 or
paperexperts.com to place your order.

King size waterbed, great looking
headboard, plenty of storage
underneath, excellent for air mattress.
Asking $250.
Please call 407·3J.;-8?08

TENNIS LESSONS
USPTA certified professional:
Jeff Goorland. Flexible hours.
Please call for more Information:
(81 ~503-5484.

500 Watt Sony Receiver,
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L THIS SUMMER

NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral SeNice
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5542. .

n

FAiRBANLA1rs

Prices include:

This ain't your parents' travel agency .. . it's yours.

Round·lrip luxury cruise with food: Accommodations
on the island at one of ten resorts (your choice).
IPPalldlll Trlllll

1-800-861-5018

www.BahamaSuli.com
We'll bear an11 Package Price!

www.isheaven4real.com
24 lesson bible prophecy course.
Jesus is coming soon! Be ready.
www.bibleuniverse.com

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 In
earnings fo.r your group. Call TODAY
for a $450 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundralser, (888) 923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundralse~.com.

CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester
Located at: Holiday Inn Select - UCF
Sunday Worship Service @ 11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study @ 7 p.m.
www.bishoplc.com
" IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL"

UCF Student Union
Pegasus Circle Bldg. 52

(407) 541.2000

. ·******** ***
·'***********·*
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·GOMPLETE HOME FURNISHING
CALL FOR PRICING
'MATTRESS SOLO IN SETS

lWIN

''<'

FULL

QUEEN

KING

s35EA.PC s39£A.PC s4·gEA.PC $g·g~cSET

Need funds for spring break
"'

1914 NORTH ORANGE BlOJSOAf TR~ll
ORLANDO, fl. 31834 ·
(401) BZZ-7188

Backpacks? Hostels?
3 Citi.es in 4 Days?

GET$$$$
www.CreditFN.com
• Credit Cards
• Debt Consolidation
•Loans
Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting , Quant Tools, and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harer (407) 362-2726"

Plt·llft DIS f
.ww@ !ft•

Take classes in ALASKA! ·
www.uaf.e du/summe r/cool
Toll free 8 66-4 04-7021

travel? We buy textbooks and nonfiction
books. Book Treasures, 7616 University
Blvd. in Winn Dixie plaza. Mention UCF.
Please call-407-677-9092

Mattresses sold separately at simflar saving

Crossword
Ae ROSS
1 Barbecue tool
6 Texas shrine
11 Way cool I
14 In the know
15 Cheech of "Nash
Bridges"
16 Self-image
17 Home
,
improvements
19 Mystery writer
Grafton
20 Bullets with trails
21 More frightening
23 Before, before
24 Followed
obediently as a
dog
25 Hair clasp ,
29 In a reasonable
manner
32 Comply
33 Leander's love
35 Blakley of "A
Nightmare on
Elm Street"
36 Certain mil. base
37 Hogwas,h!
39 Inmate ·
40 Aromatic
compound
42 ln _ of
43 Twisted
44 "_ Company"
46 Merry-go-round
48 Modifies
50 Hockey legend
Bobby
51 Hindu deity
53 Triggered
57 Charged atom
58 Rules
.60 Parking area
61 Bargain model:
pref.
62 Of a people:
pref.
63 Approves
64 Sportscaster
Jim
65 Shoe bottoms
DOWN
1 Fruit pastry
2 One in debt
3 Anna Sten role
4 Comestibles
store
5 Unsparing

..

@ 2004 Tribune Media Se rvices, Inc.
All rlghl9 reeerved.

Qtys.
Chou En-_
Got out of bed
Chops up
1O Not paid by the
hour
11 Abodes
12 Chills and
fever
13 Active person
18 Singer Franklin
22 Nevada city
24 Melodramatic
behavior
25 Cosby kid Lisa
26 Make ashamed
27 Limitations
28 Relate
30 Director Sergio
31 Streisand film
34 Draft
classification
37 Fellow church
members
38 Satellite of
Jupiter
41 Conger and
moray
6
7
8
9
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43 Meal in a tortilla
45 Finger Lake
47 Speechifies
49 Tease
51 Metric wt.
52 Castling piece
53·_ gin fizz

Please see solutions in next issue -
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54 First chancellor
of reunified
.Germany
55 Gender-biased
suffix
56 Brit. decorations
59 Chapel Hill inst.

Mon. 3/15

You'll notice the difference in your lawn.
Not in your wallet.

SURF COSTA RICA FREE!
A
J.'.

J

Waves-Parties-A.dventures-Friends
Set up 3 Vacations - Get 1 FREE
Get your friends. on board NOW
lnfo@CostaRicaSurfAdventure.com
Spring break timeshare avail. for any
where in the world for one week! $350
per person min. 2 people, place will
sleep up to 4 people. Call 407-823-2789

REWARD: To the AWESOME Girl that
gave us a ride on Feb. 12th to Daytona
Speedway from Williamson Rd. We left
digital camera in black and yellow case
in back seat of your car. P,lease contact
Gary at 407-760-7682

'

-Fu111 FurniSlled 1,2,3&4/~

• Ulililies Included In Rent • ·
Bet1r1em .1111nme1ta
·.Free Ethernet
As·kabout·
-lnlllvidlal'leaies
24 Haur Com ter lab &·....;...--s:~ our great
-Pdvlle Baths:
fibless c 111lr .
1
...............m::::.::_
. · .~ ove in specials!.
-Besen StVlePeel & Slia--~- free Tanni uBed
-Cevered Basllelball Pavillan
· Tennis uns
,

.

. "'"'

l·

&Full Size court

-S•d VoHev all court

-enerell Parking Available *

- BBQ/ Picnic Pavlli8n

•MoVie theatre & Conference 80011
*Some Restrictions Apply
•'

'
EOUAl !ICUSING

OPPORTUNITY

I

·Free cable /3 HBO's

on Commons Cir.
Orlan , FL. 32826

407 382-4114
www.coUe eparkweb.com

\',

..
'I

I

*Some Jestliictions apply._ Am.emttes. may v ary by

community~

1

"'UCF

Affiliated Housing

Pegasus Landing
... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 12440 Golden Knight Circle

: $2QQ Qff : ·
I

I
1

E

.

.

Move-In Fees

I

I
1

I Must;resent coupon to recieve discount I

I
~ires 7 p.m. 3/31104
I
L----~--~---------~

Orlando, FL 3281 7 ·
. 407.380.5807

Pegasus Pointe

••

.2635 Colleg e Kn ight Court

tf.611~·~ \I:K

1
(···c--1
• J .rl--.~r'.. " ' ...

'\t ··~

Orlando. FL 32826
i

;

. 4 07.384.6800

!¥""

vvvvvv.collegepark.org/ ucf '
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.very February, ·a swarm
· of people descends on
Ocala ,National Forest.
They come armed only
, with
smiles,
and,
.
instead of pestilence,
they spread peace and love. The
Rainbow Gathering, a sort of roving commune that travels the
United States and the world,
winters in the South. It is a meeting ground for hippies, punks,
hobos, convicts, Hare Krishnas,
gypsies and anyone else who
refuses to -conform to society's
imposed limitations.
"It's the largest collection qf
non-organized people," said
Flickerfeather, who has been

with the Rainbow Gathering for
10 years.
· There are no leaders. They
consider themselves "brothers
and sisters of the common.
human tribe."
The participants forego the
concrete . jungle, choosing.
instead io live their life devoid of
most material possessions. Some
merely dip their feet in the water,
experiencing the .Gathering for a .
weekend · as though it were a
theme park instead of a lifestyle.
But for others, it is a steppingstone to a life of · travel and
adventure. These devout followers live without electricity, running water or any of the other

social niceties others are accustomed to for months at a time.
Many spend weeks traveling,
never kriowing where or when
they're going to get their next
ride or meal.
Gadget, who had already
spent over .a month at the Rainbow Gathering at the time of this
interview, spends most of his
time hitchhiking and riding
freight trains. He said, ...Home is
wherever I decide to sleep." He
frequents Gatherings because
"they got some pretty good
drugs."
"I ain't no f***ing hippie," he
PLEASE SEE

'

FOLLOWERS ON i 2

Katie makes her home in Maryland, but
travels frequently. Back in Baltimore,
she likes to "get high, go to shows, piss
a lot of people off."·

PHOTOS BY ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ I the iodie·

Filrri festival
-.

Two theaters, 10
days and 135 films.
Go broke, it's worth
it.

.

SEE MOVIES, PG. 6

Final Friends

Fiction formulas

We love sfeing
Joey go solo.
Everybody loved ·
Ed, right?

Science fiction
formulas that
won't make you
shrink or turn evil.
Plus robots!

SEE MISCELLANEOUS, PG. 9

SEE RAMBLINGS, PG. 11

~our Thursday SQtn1Ce for arts & entertainment -
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EUZAMTH FERllANDEZf the Ind le

passing strangers10 empty their pockets for items to trade. Moneywon't get you far at the Gathering.

•
ad
elbare been trave · ig or
ost of ltheir lives. .Me, for
example, says She was bom in
as'hingto state but can't lbe
sare. e grew up n the r.oad
.and has been trav.e1ing for six
years straight. She was taking a
v w of • ence ~t the time of
this terview.
"'Just got tired ..of wor.ds in an
forms," she wrote in her color-

noteboc>k.
er serene siri:ile .emanated
warm .as she .sat at the ttade
<:itcle.displaying her wares. She
-0ffet.ed leather, c'lothi:ng, trinets, tea, jeweley mid more.
Ho.warer, it wasn't money she
desired. Everythiitg was .availa ile for an interesting trade.
Hand-,made necklaces -can be
urc'hased for a handful of
beads. One gentleman. offered
candy tor any garbage passers. ha in tbe.ir pockets.
night, the traCie circle
ecomes the main ·f ire. Hundreds gather by the bonfire to
play 1flutes, tambourines, hand.drums and guitars in all-riight
jam sessions. Others dance by
'the firelight. Women.dance and
twirl in the flickering glow,
their loose skirts and esses
spinning around them. It is
reminiscent of primitive tribes,
~ visceral ceremony in worship
of ev.ecything .anli nothing in
particul . There is something
v.ery natural and spontaneous
4:1.bOut it.

•

•
At night,the trade
drde becomes the
main fire, above.
Hundi:eds.Qather
around the bonfire to
play musitand dance.
Hand drums, flutes,
tambourines and
guitars.sing tonginto
the nightas jam
sessions last until
dawn.

·~

At left,slgns lead the

way to welmming

camps.Strangers are
usually welmme to
stopbynrtalkOl'tell
stortes. Cameras,on the
other hand,rlon't
always rea!ive sl!ch a
wann wekome.
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'/'be fndie is lhe Thursday arts and entertainment sedlol! of the Centri.i//l/()rida Pullirr! the froo indepoodmt
OllllplS newspaper seIVlog 1he llnive!Slty of Cmtral Florida; Opinions in the tndlo are 8i<ise of the lodlvidual
~and 'nOt~those of
'llditorial Slldf tlr 1he C8ritralFforidal'lltlJre. AU contmt Is property
Qf the #idle arid may not be rcprin!OO in part ot in Miiile wilhout penni..,,.,ilm tmm the publisher.

407:447.:'.455
FAX: 4.07J.i47-4556
eaitor@thetndie,com
EDmn ...........................,............John Th<>m:ison
Assr. l:oiro11 •.-.............,~.........- •.. .Searl Hunring
Am. Enm>R ., ............................. 'llnmdon llardin
l'llllro lmmm ..................,. Eliliilicth l'ern:mdez
CclPY l:ol\"OJI ,, ....... ........................ K:is"!' Cfl"J..;;ule
SAU!s MA-.Go.............................. Mar~ Umarl.
STAIT "WRITl!M: 11reu Ryan 'llonowlcz 1Dana

DeLllpi, Jill1Jlbelh Pernwidel Michael l.auTencc,
Mike Ril!!lel. jemid Rockhlll
lu.tSTIIAT{)~: 'Ben Henderson
PlK>DliMlO ~

Amher Plank, Jemid Rookhlll

S'w: Jll!;l!pn Reid, Adam Vcrcummcn

Ifthere's:anything the indie staff ~_good
at besides_cracling WISe,it'Sbeing unableto
rome up with cover stories.Wealways
manaye to pi.fit off some preny.entettaining
cover material,.but tobeii'ank,our story
ideas usually <1!5i'tall thatgreat ltdoesn't
help thatthere-are rall'ly cover-worthy
.events goir.g on in Orlantlo.
But this week,we were overwnelmed
-we had to choose.between@
Rainbow Gathenng,ttre Aeriela Rim festival
net MegaCon.Daim theschfdulinggods
for makirrg these three joumaUsm
goJdmines happen the same weekend.
Because we had to narrow it down to one
for the cover,we knew we couldn't please
hippies,cinephilesand comtgeeks.Wire
devotirig om nextrover to-a MegaCoo
wra!H'Pi hoWeve~so we aren't too woniea
abotrt that That just leaves the~inllow
Gathering and thefitm Jtstival.
Then again,the hippie fest and the iilm
fest are actually pr~ny alike.Both are iilled
with anti-social, probably unwasht'tllJOOple,
arid you often haveto be au1 mind-.altering
sUbstance to fully appreciate both- try to
oo;:iy Ndise with.a right mmaoo you'll
know what we're talkn;faboot
By the way,we won'tpilbliSh oo March
11.tleaiuse-0ffpingBreak.Yotfllfirxlus

.again on Mardl 1'8.
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Finally, a weekend for the geeks
Annual MegaCon
n.ot just for comic
aficionados
MICHAEL LAWRENCE
StaffWriter

Having trouble finding entertainment ever since they cancelled Invad_, _ er Zim and Batman Beyond? Have no
fear - MegaCon is coming to Orlando. And don't worry; it's not a new
Transformers villain, it's the biggest
comic convention in Florida. Geeks,
dor~ and nerds of all ages are welcome to let their parents drop
them off at the Orange County
Convention Center during
March 5, 6, and 7. For $40,
about the size of _Mark
Hamill's last three paychecks combined, you can
get a weekend pass and
meander around for all
three days. Not too shabby for 72 hours of entertainment.
In addition to all the
dealers selling their
sweet, sweet swag,
many activities will be ·
~ available

once the bank account runs dry from
There also will be many seminars
scooping up one too many original for the aspiring artists and ·writers
She-Hulk sketches. For starters, many who want to learn from pros like for"celebrities,'' such as the cast of Lost mer Batman scribe Chuck Dixon.
In Space (the show, not that abortion They'll teach you everything about
of a movie), J'roma Films impresario breaking into comics, from organizLloyd Kaufman and L.o rd of the Rings ing your portfolios to dealing with ·
cast member Brad Dourif will be publishers. James O' Barr will also be
available to sign au~ographs and , on hand to celebrate the 10th anniverlament their current situations. And sary of the cult movie classic The ·
just think of all the fun you can have Crow, based on his groundbreaking
with your fellow fanboys (and girls) series. Just don't bring up The Crow:
while in line, discussing important City ofAngels, for his sake or yours.
topics such as who would win a ·pieIf you like big-breasted women
eating contest between the Blob, with facial expressions that defy any
set notiont of anatomy or physics,
Galactus and Rosie O'Donnell.
then you can spend all day in the
anime screening rooms. If you always
wanted to be a wizard but realized
you weren't that magical, there are
role-playing competitions as
well. There's even a Marvel
Versus Capcom showdown for
the twitchy fingers crowd
Finally, the socially inadequate have their own place to
feel special. So for one
weekend, turn off the
Clerks DVD, put up an
away message, slip
into your Kang the
Conqueror costume,
memorize your Knights of
Nee dialogue and come on
, down to MegaCon. For additional information go to the
official MegaCon Web site
at http://www.mega
conventioncom.

AFI, Thursday, Coheed and Cambria (punk) • :;

George Thorogood and The Destroyers,
Los Lonely Boys (blues)

March 8, 6:30 p.m., $19
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

March 4, 7 p.m., $250.;.$27.50
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
. 407-934-2583
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March 8, 7:30 p.m., $36.50
TD Waterhouse Center
600 W. Amelia Ave.
407-849-2020 .
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Sam Rivers Trio, Fluid Motion ijazz)
Milka, Amy Steinberg (rock)

~J

J"'

Barenaked Ladies, Butterfly Boucher,
Howie Day (pop)
·

March 4, 8 p.m., $25
Carr Performing Arts Center
401 W. Livingston St.
407-849-2020

p~

....

.

407-246~1419

· Lovin' Spoonful for
"11th Annual Hearts of Gold"

;;

..

March 8, 8 p.m., $22.50
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.

March 4, 10 p.m., $8, $10
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.·
407-898-5070

C"

. -~
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G. Love and Special Sauce

Kow(rock)

.

~i
~
~·

March 8, 9 p.m., $6-$8 .
Back Booth, 37 W. Pine St.
407-999-2570

March 5, 9 p.m., $5
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

·:
•,
•:

..:

Mad lib, Peanut Butter Wolf (hip-hop)
The Unicorns (indie)

Mar~h 9, 10 p.m., $12-$15
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

March 5, 6:30 p.m., $8
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

·_:

Ludacris, Chingy, David Banner,
Nocturnal {rap}
·

After It's Over (rock)
March 5, 9 p.m., $3
Underground Bluz UCF
12261 University Blvd.
407-482-4141

March 10, 7 p.m., $37.50.-$79
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Luke-Bailey and his Ukulele (rock)

The Red Letter,Anathallo, Those
Transatlantics, Forever Changed (indie)

March 5, 8 p.m., no cover
Austin Coffee and Film
· 929 W. Fairbanks Ave.
407-975-3364

Linda Nunez Band (rock)

-·
'1
•I

March 10, 7 p.ni., $6
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-)070

·Stephanie Kababe {pop)

March 5, 10 p.m., no cover
Maui Jack's, 100 E. Pine St.
407-447-5225

March 10, 10 p.m., $3
AKA Lounge, 68 E. Pine St.
407-839-3707

The Greater Grey, Vertoren, Telephone (rock)
March 5, 10 p.m., $3-$5
Bodhisattva Social Club
23 S. Court Ave.
407-872-3136

Southern Culture on the.Skids (rock)
March 6, 9 p.m., $13
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

-'

ARI
Artists Paintin_g in the Garden
(artists reception)

Denali, Murder by Death, Laguardia (indie)

March 5, 5 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Harry P. Leu Gardens
1920 N. Forest Ave.
407-246-2620

March 6, 8 p.m., $8-10
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070
COURTESY FOX

Chaka Khan, Baja Men (pop)

March 5 to March 15
VISit Web site for schedule
Enzian Theater
1300 S. Orlando Ave.
Maitland
http://floridafilmfestival.com

Lloyd Kaufman Q&A
March 5, 8 p.m., free
Stardust Video & Coffee
1842 E. Winter Park Road
407-623-3393

Free drinks until midnight

Louie, Louie

..,

Louie Anderson is one of the
greatest comedians of our time.
OK, maybe that is an exaggeration.
How about: Louie Anderson
starred in many of the great movies
of the past two ·decades. Hmm ...
"Security Guard #1" in Bebe's Kids,
and "Flower Delivery man" in Ferris
Bueller's Day Offe I guess that isn't
totally accurate either.
Well, at least he is good on Family Feud right? ·
OK, so maybe this isn't the definition of high entertainment, but he
has starred in his own cartoon, a
short-lived television show and
iniiumerable comedy specials.
Anderson is performing at the
Improv Comedy Club March 5-7.
His show is generally pretty funny
even if it lacks the prestige of an act
by, say, Seinfeld or Chris Rocle. In
other words, ifs well worth the $25
ticket price.
Wait ... 25 bucks? Who does this
guy think he is, Gallagher? He isn't
even as good as Richard Dawson on
the Feud

Bike Week 2004
March 4 to March 7 .
Call for times and pricing
Downtown Day,tona Beach
North and Bay streets, Daytona
386-255-0981

Central Florida Fair
March 4 and March 5
3 p.m. to Midnight, free-$7
Central Florida Fairgrounds
4603 W. Colonial Drive
407-295-3247

/

March 4, 9 p.m. to close
21+ guys, 18+ girls
Dragon Room
Downtown Church Street
407-383.:.6050

CAMPUS
March 4 to March 7
Call for times and pricing
TheatreUCF
407-823-1500

March·6, 4 p.m., no cover
Harley-Davidson of Orlan~o
3770 37th St.
407-423-0346

Ten New Toes, Ask Me Later,
KNUP, Study Hall Regulars (punk)

The Vagina Monologues
March 7, 2 p.m., $20
SAK Comedy Lab
380 W. Amelia St.
407-648-0001

UPCO.MING
March 12, 7:30 p.m., $17.50-$39
House of Blues
Powntown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Eyedea and The Abilities (hip-hop)
March 6, 9 p.m., $10
.Back Booth, 37 W. Pine St.
407-999-2570 ,

Primed for Primus
It's been seven years since the
original line-up of Primus graced the
stage, but as their "Tour de Fromage"
approaches Florida this weekend,
faithful fans will surely agree it's been
worth the wait After all, they're playing an opening set that varies nightly
followed by the full performance of
199l's unforgettable Sailing the Seas
of Cheese.
The multimedia show will feature
Les Claypool's trademark nasal narrative over his thick bass runs, Larry
LaLonde's ferocious guitar riffs and
Tun ''Herb" Alexander's drumming
that seems to create as much space as
it fills. Of course, the band's eccentric
humor will be overflowing as well.
The road trip will make a pit stop
at at 7 p.m. on Saturday at Hard Rock
Live Orlando. Tickets are $29
through Ticketmaster. For all other
dates and venues visit http:/ I
Www.primussucks.com.·

Erykah Badu, Floetry (R&B)
-

Primus (rock)
March 6, 7 p.m., $30
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407..:351_5433

Starflyer59~The Party People,The Kick {rod<)
March 7, 7 p.m., $7
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Riverbottom Nightmare
Band (Americana)
March 7, 6 p.m., $3-$5
Copper Rocket, 106 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

·~

March 14, 6 p.m., $35-$75
House of Blues
•
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Cannibal Corpse, Exhumed,
Vile, Hypocrisy (metal)
March 14, 7 p.m., $16-$18
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Willie Nelson (country)
March 7, 6:30 p.ni., $35-$37
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

-.·''
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Jim Breuer, Pete Coreale

March 6, 6 p.m., $5
Baclc Booth, 37 W. Pine St.
407-999-2570

March 5 and March 6
8 p.m., $12 - $15
Theatre Downtown
2ll3 N. Orange Ave.
407-841-0083

March 7, 11:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., free
Barnett Park
·4801 W. Colonial Drive
407-702-5474

,

March 9, 4:30 p.m. to 8 p.m., free . ~ ;
Southeast Museum of
Photography
Daytona Beach Comm. College
1200 W. Intl Speedway Blvd
386-245-3080

March 6, 10 p.m., no cover
Maui Jack's, 100 E. Pine St.
407-447-5225
March 6 & 7, 12 p.m. to 12 am.
$35 ($55 for both days)
Pinellas Expo Center
10601 US Highway 19 North
Pinellas Park
727-898-2100

Sylvia .

Holi Festival 2004

.'

Magna Brava {opening reception)

Joseph.Martens (acoustic)

March 5 and March 6
8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m., $25
March 7, 7 p.m., $25
Imprpv Comedy Club
129 W. Church St. ,
321-281-8000

March 6, 7 p.m., free-$7
\
Temenos Ensemble Theater
300 W. Church St.
407-246-4590

"J

Sun and Steel Metalfest

Louie Anderson

Tales from the (rapper screening

·.

March 6, 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., free
Arts on Douglas
123 Douglas St.
New Smyrna Beach
386-428-ll33

John Kay and Steppenwolf (rock)

•

.·.

The Corazzina Chapel
(opening reception)

March 6, 9 p.m., $3
Underground Bluz UCF
12261 Univ:ersity Blvd.
407-482-4141

Dr. Cornel West
March 4, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom
407-832-0935

March 5, 8 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Crealde School of VISual Art
600 St. Andrews Blvd
407-671-1866 .

Animal Jackson, Osiris (rock)

Once on.This Island

I

Figures: Stable and in Motion
(opening reception)

March 6, 6:45 p.m.
$53.95 ($39.95 after 5 p.m.)
Universal Studios
Universal Orlando
407-363-8000

Florida Film Festival

'

1

The Strokes, The Sounds (rock)
March 15, 7 p.m., $25-$27.50
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

CAB Comedy Committee
Amateur Knight Tryouts
March 15 and March 16
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Student Union Rm. 208
407-823-6471
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Billboard top five albums •••
1. Norah Jones, Feels Like Home
2. Kanye West, The College Dropout
3. Evanescence, Fallen
4. Out Kast, Speakerboxxx!The Love Below
S. Kenny Chesney, When the Sun Goes Down

Bill
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LOcal band spotlight

Local band makes hits in more than one way

JERROD ROCKHILL

Libyan Hit Squad refreshing .in both ·sound and fashion

NO-FIDELITY

PATRICK ALCINE

Mixtapes give
you cancer

StaffWriter

Strangely enough, the indie scene
has its own loosely enforced dress
code (we're such elitists) that act really, to quote everyone in Pirates of the
Caribbean, "more like guidelines." But
even so, you don't want to be the guy
wearing tlie Thrice T-shirt at the
Thrice show.
But an even worse fashion faux pas
would be to wear your own band's
shirt at your band's show. Best-case
scenario, your band is the subject of a
few derogatory comments uttered
from pierced lip to pierced ear. Maybe
your band gets booed off the stage and
you're ignored the rest of the night,

If you're like me, a nice night
spent at home or a quaint hang
out chain smoking or binge
drinking is much more enjoyable
than going out on a date. Of
course, if you're a spineless
romantic, you're falling victim to
wacky love antics. There's no real
way to escape them, and you
could even by chance fall victim
to "surprise" love. However, don't
fret - there are plenty of solutions to make or break the relationship.
First, there's the issue of the
sappy, contrived ideas called
mixtapes. I think they've been
around since music was recorded
in it's first medium, wax. Now,
people make mixtapes with all
sorts of mediums.
If you're feeling '80s, there are
tapes. If the '90s are more your
taste, there are CDs. If you're
feeling a little retro, you can pick
up a nice vinyl recorder down at
a thrift store and make your own
records. Or if you've got a lot of
love, you could always burn a
DVD in MP3 format. That's what,
about 500 songs?
But if you're tired of all this
ridiculous love crap and emo
-mixtapes, you could express your
emotions in a mixtape medium
other than love. Take hate for
instance. There's got to be hundreds of ·songs about hate C;!nough to make a mixtape about
hating · mixtapes. Or songs to
express how much exactly you
hate someone, an~ if you're like
me, you got about ten MP3 DVDs
to hand out to notable exes and
people who are just overall bastards. ·
Shoot, you could just make
one mixtape, copy it multiple
times and hand it out over and
over again.
Then again, mixtapes make
me sick.
Seriously, why in a crack
head's chance in jail would you
obligate yourself to such useless,
mundane tasks about trying to
swoon your sweetie with sappy,
·
whiny BS music?
Ridiculous.
However, you should really
consider making a mixtape that's
worth it. And by worth it, I mean
filled to them brim with sexual
innuendo. Also, you should probably avoid being a pansy with it.
Leave out the Postal Service,
Dashboard, Connor Oberst or
anything on Saddlecreek Records
for that matter. And if you don't
know what Saddlecreek is, it
mak~s you just that better of a
person for still having your testicles. Or at least one of them.
Really sad, whiney emo-slashpop-nuwave has no place on a
mixtape when you're actually
trying to impress so~eone.
Would you cry on a first date?
No. Unless of course you · hit
Bambi on the drive home.
But I suggest you shrug the 80pound beast off as a large squirrel
and keep driving even if the
corpse is dragging from · the
frame of your car. It'll fall off,
eventually. If, like me, you've hit a
few bums ... err, large peopleshaped squirrels, on the interstate, I'm sure you've run into the
proper way to handle it.
Also, put away those band
lists. No one really cares. It's
great that you have music in common, but it's no way to start a
relationship.
A relationship is built on a fair
balance of pure, unadi.Ilterated,
almost-pornographic lust and the
ability to stay calm for 15 minutes
no matter how annoying the person you make out with is. Not
mixtapes.
Yes, that's the real truth about
relationships. So cheer up, emo
· kid; and I swear on the grave of
the Cure that if you make one
more mix tape ... I'll cut your face.

aside from a few icy stares and rolled in 2000 and began ~s a pop-punk
eyes from the diehard indie kids. band, noting Iggy Pop and The ·
Worst case, you go outside after your Stooges, The Beatles and The
show to find "poser" spray-painted on Ramones as influences. Maturity and
your van. So when did wearing your some psychedelic and melodic influown band's shirt become cool?
ences have shaped their now-eclectic
Well, never, but Libyan Hit Squad · sound, characterized by bouncing
opts to forego the pretense and col- bass lines and vocals that warrant
lectively wear their logo on black T- comparison to The Dead Kennedys.
shirts as their uniforms for every They classify their sound as "psycheshow. Way-to stkk it to the man. Then delic garage punk."
again, what else would you expect
LHS recently finished their first
from a band that took its name from a east coast tour, which started in
fictitious militia that was falsely Orlando and culminated in a performreported to have attempted an assassi- ance at the famed CBGB's in New
nation on the president in the '80s. York. They've gotten radio play in
Libyan Hit Squad (Craig Englund, Gainesville, Tampa and Orlando, and
bass/vocals; Nick Thompson, guitar, despite their abstract sound, they've
and George Donosso, drums) foim~d played with local ska/punk heroes

Spitvalves, Unsung Zeros, and the
Supervillains. "We get along pretty •
well with the punk and ska s_cene," ~
says Englund (aka Chachy). ''We just . want to show some variety anQ. never .
stay one type of music; we'll be a part • - >
of any scene that will have us, and "
we'll piay for anyone who'll listen." They have a show at Hard Rock . ·
live March 5 and an EP coming out '
entitled A 1Hp to the 13th Floor. The ; ·
three-piece group is constantly look- - '.
ing to reinvent itself, but don't expect • f"
any additions to the line-up. "We do as ; ·
much as we can with as little as we · :
can," says the band. And you know •
what they say - if it ain't broke, put a : · r..
uniform on it and give it a weird _:
name.
'
••

New s/Jins
:L

The living ·End •
Modern Artillery

Sondre Lerche •

Two Way Monologue
nnnnn

Genre: Emo
Release date: March 2
Record label: Nettwerk

ELIZABETH PAUK
Staff Writer

Genre: Pop-punk
Release date: Oct. 28 I March 2 re-release
Record label: Reprise

RICKY SURILLO
Staff Writer

On the surface,the new Living End CD seems like ii catchy
album with pop hooks, and that's exactly what it is. The simple punk
chords pull you in at the start ofthe CD, but it quickly deteriorates as
the entire album sounds the same. After awhile it becomes boring
and redundant
Modem Artillery does try to change toward the end, but trying
too hard just causes them to sound wor5e."Putting You Down"
sounds like it should be aGreen Day song,and"Short Notice"sounds'
likethey're trying to cash in on the retro trend."So What" has an alt. country feel to it, and that's about as far from the traditional power
pop/punk sound this CD gets. Maybe next time The Living End will
try to be more original and not just rip off Green Day again. '

Measles Mumps
Rubella • Fountain of
YouthEP

I think I've fallen in love.
Barely 21 years old, the pretty
boy hailing from Norway has captured our hearts when we weren't
looking, squishing them to a pulp
an'd leaving us sighing with love for
the young charmer's beautiful
music. What is it about Sondre
Lerche's raw vocals and angsty' yet
tender lyrics that touches us so
much? Somewhat folksy with just a
smidgen of pop, Sondre Lerche's
new album 1Wo Way Monologue is
beauty in itself.
In today's /world, ·where male
musicians have striven sd hard to
be the manliest of the manly, it's so
very refreshing to see the honesty
and sincerity simply spill off
. Lerche's earnest singing. Often
compared to the great Paul
McCartney and Nick Drake, the
shy Norwegian singer still hasn't
let fame get to his head He started
his musical. career at age 13, performing with his older sister and
her two girlfriends in a band called
The Side Effects until he was 17.
Wise beyond his years, the teenager dared to hang out with girls and
actually started a band with them!
His deep blue eyes, chiseled features, intense sensitivity, shy honesty and of course, that lovely voice
only makes this Norwegian import
the latest heartthrob for women
everywhere, young and old If you
guys out there want to knpw what
a real man should be, take a hint
from Sondre Lerche. It's about time
people realized that women don't
always go for the biggest and
strongest guy; what really matters

'

R EA L LI F E F O R ·
hoy! i heard your
hool""t 1T"Gnsp lon't

Genre: lndie rock
Release date: March 2
Record label: Trbubleman Unlimited

JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

Measles Mumps Rubella have one of the most unattractive
band names sinceThrobbing Gristle, so it'sno surprise their music is
the sonic equivalent of askin disease.Their sound is as inaccessible
as a Swiss bank vault, teasing us with catchy synth beats before
bludgeoning uswith chaotic noise and mu2dled, mostly unintelligible vocals.
· ·
.
It's hard to tell what obscure niche market MMR is going for.
Fountoin ofYouth isamixture of art-rock, stoner-rock, electroclash
and devo, with singer Brett Lyman screaming incoherent noise-core
rants that sound woefully misplaced over thejust-OK rhythm section.
Still,someof Robert Austin's wicked bass lines are irrepressible,
and singlenote repetitionsare balanced out by creative pertussion
that knowsno bounds.The genresdon't always mesh and"Fear No
Water" is frighteningly overlong, but thiscurious record could have
been much, much worse. Decidedly not for all tastes.

E-mail Jerrod Rockhill at
jerrod@theindie.com
I'.

~\

is what's in his heart and in his genius to be able to convey this
mind
feeling of miracle and hope.
Lerche's music reminds us of
The title ttack is an intelligent,
the world's bitterness in his song catchy song about a life that could
"Track You Down."
have been for his parents, about
"Down came the sky I to.whack dreams that have faded away' and
us to attack I While we cried in- expectations that have failed to
betWeen our cheeks I I was red and materialize:
bleak."
"We were chasing rabbits on the •
But o<;idly enough, with such sad hill I And that prairie-life was
and haunting lyrics, there's some- great, but never real I 'Cause we
,,
.thing inherently comforting in the never saw no rabbits out there, •
song. Perhaps it's Lerche's voice, ever, no, not once."
all-knowing and all-seeing, as if
Oh, such sadness and such
he's been to the end of the world beauty. Sondre Lerche sings our
and back to tell us that although it's life and our hearts; it will be imposscary, it's .not as bad as we thought sible to ignore this prodigious
It surely takes a musician of great young musician.

was o success!

ho ho! i g~ess
you •II bo craving

lo'fs of bananas!

i love joking
around!

robbio roboM1
yeo h ! and 'thiCI!
donor was o
real gorilla!

.,

hehe , yeah! o.--d

i" II also be
crovih9 gorilla
sox!
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Meet ot 1he.:Unlon.ot6:0D,:am ,. Leove.Tallahassee~·at 6:30 pm
Free Food & Bevemges:at;Sloppy:'Joeis ·

·speakers will include:
Miss America ·and Se.nator ·ConstOntine

RSVP: strain.o .@moil.ucf.edu•
or 407-82~219..3
by Match 5 2004
1
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. ·107-49 E. ColoniafD·rive, Orlando, FL 32817 ·
•

I

2 5 ¢ wings··- $1 Pints

9 p.m. "'.Midnight

$5 Domestic Pitchers_

'

•

·
lt,'o

I

Billiards

•

.

·2 for l Well Drinks

•

•

. . 9 p.m. -11 p.m.

~zza, P~s &Pitcher

· 2 hours.bowling, up to 5 per lane,
shoes included. One-topping pizza,
w/pitcher of Soda $27.95 w/beer $30.95

I

•

LADIES NIGHT

· 9 p.m. -M1drught

$1 Well Drinks, House

2 for 1 Shot Specials

Wines and Draft Beer

$1.50 Domestic Bottles

'

•

Big Screen TV

~onday/\Vednesday

,..

.
•

Located in the Entrance of ·

rfm11~ .

Entertainment Complex
(407) 384-0003
www.alomabowlingcenters.com
&

Tuesday/Thursday
9 p.m. -Close

~how Your ~tudent ID
Get One Game FREE
With One Paid Game

.

l

for the week of March 4-10
At last year's Florida Film Festival,
it was the little guys who proved to
be some of the most memorable.
Zero Day, EvenHand, Alma Mater
and Grill Point were some of the
scure highlights, most not even
receiving distribution after their
festival dates. Other small fihns, such
as Greg Pak's documentary Robot

Stories, are currently in theaters
throughout the country. Meanwhile,
larger spotlights, such as l.aurel
Canyon and Spun, turned out to be
utter disappointments.
Once again, the 2004 festival is
boasting plenty of well-hyped
pictures (Cannes 2003 competitor
Dogville, Michael Winterbottom's

Code 46, Campbell Scott's Offthe
, bushy-tailed aspiring filmmakers.
Map, Academy Award nominee Evil)
We've covered several
as well as scrumptious retro
competition features in both the
screenings (Fe~erico Fellini's I
narrative features
and documentary .
'
Vitelloni, From Here to Eternity,
categories, with our thoughts ranging
Italian horror classic Zombi 2) and, from 'pure dreck' to.'masterpiece.'
of course, the competition features
We couldn't possibly print a
- the traditional load of
comprehensive guide to the festival,
undistributed films from bright-eyed, but consider this your starter kit.

Whole is a·festiv'I must-st&:·:·
Eye-opening film
documents wannabe
amputees

nn
Whole (unrated)
Documentary

...

JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

One of the great functions of a documentary filmmaker is to make audiences aware of something they didn't
know existed Another great function
of a documentarian is to use her film to
. incite social change. Melody Gilbert
accomplishes both of these with
. Whole, her incredible film about
· 'Jwannabe" amputees.
Though there is no known medication to help this problem and the most
important medical guides don't even
have a name for the syndrome, some
people are simply obsessed with
becoming amputees. Ironically, they
believe that with all four limbs, they are
incomplete and can only achieve a
wholeness of self through amputation.
Gilbert's research led her across the
globe, visiting men
from London,
_;,:
France and
/!'..
even

Orlando to name just three. The syndrome affects their marriages, leaving
some wannabes' wives to desert them,
while the trwy faithful spouses stand
by their men, two legs or one. Some
men, like a Central Florida native, have
even mutilated themselves in the
absence of an "unnecessary" surgical
pi;ocedure.
Gilbert is clearly passionate about
this criminally under-researched syndrome. Whole attests that the real
problem here is not the otherwise-normal, caring people who suffer from it
but t4e lack of attention paid to it by
the medial field. Hopefully this documentary, if seen by the right people,
will be~ eye-opening to them as it was
for us.
I had a chance to speak with Gilbert
about her film and the future for ·
wannabe amputees:
JT: What attracted you to the idea
of documenting wannabe amputees?
MG: Well, let me start out by saying
that I am not a ''wannabe" (that's what
people who are seeking an amputation
call themselves). In fact, when a friend
of mine mentioned that she had heard
about physically healthy people who
seek amputations, I didn't believe her.
But I've always been fascinated with
body image issues, so I began looking
into this strange· obsession. I simply
had to find out if it was true. The·psychiatrists and surgeons I talked to convinced me .that this was not a joke but a serious medical and psychological problem. I also attended a meeting
in New York City for wannabes from
around the world who meet once a
year to discuss their
~...--..-.._
condition.
One of
the
1

things they focused on was the~ck of
medication or therapy to help people
with this problem. So far, the only
"cure" appears to be amputation.
That's when I became convinced I
should make this documentary.
JT: Your research on the subject '
took you across the globe ... explain the
process of how and why you chose
these particular meO:
MG: As you can imagine, it wasn't
·easy finding people who would talk to
me. In fact, one woman (And yes, there
are women with this disorder too!)
agreed to be in the documentary and
twice I flew to the west coast to interview her and both times - just as I
started the camera rolling - she decided she didn't want to be in the movie.
So for the most part, I interviewed people who would let me! I didn't care
where they were located If there was
someone who said yes, then I was
there. One of the most reluctant was
the college professor who had the surgery. I had to visit him in England two
times before he agreed. It was a matter
of gaining his trust. Eventually, I
showed him a 10-minute clip of what I
had edited so far and he liked that I
wasn't sensationalizing the subje,ct
matter. Only then did he agree to be in
the documentary. ,
JT: This seems like a fairly expen. sive project, with all the travel involved
... how did you get the funding for it?
MG: Thanks to grants from the
Jerome Foundation and the.Minnesota
State Arts Board, I traveled to New
jYork, Florida, France, Holland, England
and Scotland to interview medical professionals and wannabes. Also, I have
my own camera, and I do the cinematography, directing and producing
myself. That keeps the cost down, of
course, because I didn't have to pay a
crew. But it's not easy (especially when
it comes to getting good audio!) So I
don't recommend this for everyone!
JT: What does your documentary hope to accomplish for
viewers?
MG: I hope this documentary makes people ponder issues about body
image, identity, secrets,
beauty, psychiatry, cosmetic surgery, the Hippocratic oath, individual
rights and love.
Whole be will shown
at 4:45 p.m. Sunday at
Enzian and at 7 p.m.
Wednesday at Regal Cin- ,
emas Winter Park.
.

acter from The Waterboy),
critics might have written it
off much faster then this supposed quirky comedy.
A film ostensibly about tak- opeg
ing advantage of people, Mil- is AI
waukee, Minnesota does just e
that to its audience. Selling 1,Ife•s
itself as a "quirky Fargo-like low
dark comedy", Milwaukee is am.as
neither funny nor Fargo-like. , h,is
While the latter film had fully - Am
drawn characters and humor · sm
Milwaukee, Minnesota (unrated) that stei'nmed from well-plot- . the P.
ted writing, Milwaukee mean- _• ~
Drama
ders its way through the run- · ~not a
ning time with flat characters · ..ribl
BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ
and weak story structure. The . ~prise
Staff Writer
script's apparent humor is · se ·
masked by half-handed direc- that
Pitch for Milwaukee, Min- tion (courtesy of Allan Min- De
nesota: An autistic ice fisher- del) and'tonal shifts that ·a re as -Vi~~
man is taken advantage of by a blatant and obvious as a schiz- that'!
man who might be his long- ophrenic mouse trying to lie _ buri
lost father and a couple, one of his way out of a cheese-steal- neve1
whom might be a reporter and ing tribunal.
,
.
_ , eif.~
Though the film doesn't - .
one whom might have "ball"
'cancer.
:Uways. go for t~e ch~ap joke, be p
If Milwaukee, Minnesota its entire setup 1s vmd of any day 1
had starred Adam Sandler in original thought. Its character 1'ark
its title role (playing his char- quirks, i.e. the "ball" cancer ..11 at

Few laughs and
poor development
in Milwaukee,·
Minnesota

nn.

You'll laugh, you'll cry,:
Nosey Parker is
wonderful is its
scenic simplicity

band-held camera work, gorgeuu
shots of scenic Vermont. and a,
timelessly endearing story . ol
friendship that will bring a·teai" to
the eye of the niost bitter cynic.
Writer-director John O'Brien' 1
affection for Vermont is reflecte
in his filmography, and NQSe'JJ
Parker is the final installment ·
his Vermont trilogy. Going th
way of great auteurs like John Cas
savetes and Henry Jaglom, o•a}ie
merges cinema verite with story
telling, improvisation with narra
tive elements and reality with fie
tion. The only main actors pla '
roles are Natalie Picoe an
Richard Snee, portraying a subur
ban couple.who move to as
Vermont town and instantly caus
a quiet uproar with the townsfo
all of whom are played by them
selves.
_
But it is the performance ufth
late George Lyford, O'Brien's long
time friend, that elevates the fi

1

nnnnn
Nosey Parker (unrated)
Comedy I documentary
j

JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

If the lifeblood of American
independent cinema is its ability
to tell realistic stories about real
people in real situations, without
the bells and whistles of glossy
studio effects or manipulative
scores, then Nosey Parker is cinema's heart. It's nothing but gritty,

"'

Basquiat would be proud of this guy

Board gaming has

Graffiti and rebellion
rule iri Bomb the

Word Wars details
quirky Scrabble
scribes

System

Bomb the System (unrated)
Action I drama

BRETT RYAN BONOWla
Staff Writer

On a first look, Bomb the
System might appear to be
the small-time imitation
Goodfellas, but beneath its
stylistic tendencies of freezeframe voice-overs and flashy

jump cuts lays a tragic gem
of a story. Bomb the System
follows Blest (Mark Webber;
Storytelling), as he "bombs"
New York City with graffiti
Without much drive, Blest's
days are comprised of stealing, "bombing" (painting
graffiti aroµnd town) and
getting high. The only problems he ever faces are the
cops who apparently have
nothing better to do than go
after graffiti artists.
Blest is all at once a character to root for (he's against
the system), a character to
repel (he has no focus in life)
and a character to sympathize with (his brother died
when he was young.) It's
dam Bhola Lough's excellent screenplay and Mark
Webber's solid performance

that make the character feel
so genuinely three-dimensional.
Bomb the System takes a
subject one might not expect
to be ripe for film and turns
it into something living,
something breathing, and
with a heart beating behind
it. The average New.Yorker
sees more than 50 pieces of ·
graffiti a day and never stops
to think of the story behind
it. In Bomb the System,
writer-director Bhola Lough
does just that. There is a
story behind the "tags" each
of the characters leaves,
sometimes
compelling,
always sincere. The audience is given new eyes to
something one might usually,
write off as teenage pranks.
Lough's energetic camera

and spot-on musical choices,
coupled with an editing style
that strengthens the narrative instead of hindering it,
brings ·graffiti from vandalism to a form of high art.
Even though I still might
not understand the appeal of
bombing, I do understand
the appeal of rebelling
against the system. ~veryone
experiences it at some point,
and by that turn there's
always a point where one
must decide whether to
relent and join the system or
to fight it to the end of the
line. For Blest, the choice is
clear.
Bomb the System will be
shown at 3:15 p.m. Saturday at
Regal Cinemas Winter Park
and at 9:30 p.m. Wednesday
atEnzian.

nnnn
Word War.5 (unrated)
Documentary

JOHN THOMASON
indieEditor

Perhaps 2002's successful,
suspenseful Spellbound has
jump-started a qew trend in
documentary filnl - the tournament movie. I:iike S
bound, Word WarJ follows a
group of competitors (this

time, four of them) around for
most of the film, and it culminates in a national tournament .
in San Diego. If you thought wi
spending 97 minutes with pint- pr l
sized spelling champs wasn't ,p
geeky enough, get this: Word M
Wars is about the National les
Scrabble Tournament.
pi
Scrabble is typically one of· ~o
the slowest board games, but bu ·
Eric Chaiken and Julien Petrillo's fast-paced' direction keeps
every round hip and exciting.
With too much voice-over narration in the opening 10 minutes, Word Wars tends to
resemble a documentary on
the Discovery Channel (who
sponsored the film), but it
soon loses the TV-doc aesthetic n e history of Scrabble
has een established.
Th• film really picks up

)

Some of the hits
and misses at this year' ·fest
.) •

•n't..needed and detract
i:s· from staying true to
!haracters. In fact, the
h:!tract'er ~that's develast the first dimension ·
• , the autistic ice fishp,layed by Troy Garity.
~eet, good-natured fel' just·happens to have
kl a good fortune from
sh¥1g skills. And in
ca today, if you have a
iort-une, you're ripe for
.eking.
aukee, Minnesota is
ad film, it's just so hor!Verage that it's a sur·was ·made. With no
· bint beyond the fact
mdy Quaid and Bruce
ake appearances, Mil?, .~innesota is a film
nost likely be forgotten,
nder a pile of snow,
o be found by the hook ,
t:.-S ice fishing po1e. .
vaukee, Minnesota. will
"ng at 5:30 p.m. Satur'{l:~$al Cinemas Winter
OC\-at 9:30 p.m. on March
~an.

Mil~

+Honey is a

Milk + Honey does little to sepa-

rate itself from countless others.
That is, until its fmal 30 minutes.
The film follows Nick (Clint
Jordan) and Joyce (Kristen Russell) on the night their apparently crumbling 10-year marriage
finally collapses at a cocktail
party. Rick, off his medication,
drunkenly re-proposes in orie of
the film's more uncomfortable
moments. Rejected (they're
Milk+ Honey (unrated)
already married, after all), he
Drama·
takes off with the $50,000 ring to
look for someone to assist him in
JOHN THOMASON
suicide. Joyce deals with the
indie Editor
stress by looking for a friend at
· another party, but instead she
Milk+ Honey, the sophomore finds the look-a-like of a dead
effort from writer-director Joe lover with whom she once
Maggio, never ceases to be inter- cheated on Rick. This look-a-like
esting despite its missteps. also happens to be a flaky streakThat's why, though the adven- er.
ture of watching it is filled with .
The acting is good, with Jorrough patches, the film's excel- dan's well-groomed sliminess
lent firial act makes it ultimately reminiscent of Aaron Eckhart.
Even better is Russell, who
rewarding.
Intertwining lonely, disparate eclectic performance encapsupeople together over the course lates her character's difficult
of a single night is a common mood swings, from angry to vultheme in independent film, and - nerable to seductive.

script doctor away
from being great

nnn

Renowned indie filmmaker
Hal Hartley composed the excellent score, and it's not hard to
spot his influence on Maggio's ,
writing. But that's part of the
problem. Maggio wants to create
' a Hartley-esque universe where
fate brings characters together in
the most offbecft: ways, but his
stilted, theatrical dialogue is a far
cry from Hartley's witty provocations. Furthermore, since his
documentary:style · direction
attempts to capture John Cassavetes-like realism, an awkward
dynaµllc between pen and camera is a nagging drawback in an
otherwise engaging story.
In the final act, Maggio's spotty ideas come together fluently,
d each spouse learns universal
niths. The appropriately inconlusive . last shot is risky and
commendable. It may be a disapointing journey getting there,
ut please, folks ...stay for the
nd.
Milk +Honey will be playing at
:30 p.m Sunday at Enzian and at
p.m. on March 11 at Regal Cineas Winter Park.

•

.ou'll.nlove to Vermont
I

from 'excellent' to 'must-see.'·
Lyf01;d, playing himself as the couple'~ elderly farmhand· neighbor,
forms a bond with Pico~ and provides· the attention and care her
:workaholic husband won't. The
moments of improvised dialogue
between the two are cinem,atic
gold, with enough subtle acting
ouches to make James Lipton's
ead explode. And the best part of
· delightfully Capra-esque slice
of Americana is that every frame
f-it is completely believablet
Th.ere's no earth-shattering
oment of domestic strife, no
eart-tugging death scene, no
ver-the-top histrionics, no dialqgue that feels tacked on. Nosey
rparker is simply a beautifully told,
unique story, a meditative film
:at ·gradually eases its way into
heart. It may be more notable
for what it doesn't have than what
't does, but its simplicity is pure
liss.

Nosey Parker will
be playing at 1 p.m
Saturday at Regal
Winter Park and at
7 p.m Tuesday at
Regal Cinemas
Winter Park.

•

•

Mute .this Noise.

Fate helps lonely New orkers

•

•

. New Ally Sheedy fihn ain't high art

n ~.
Noise (unrated)
Thriller

BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

It's a concept rich for empathy: The new divorcee
finding the perfect apartment. The neighbor who
makes too much noise. The trouble that ensues.
Though its concept may be rich, the film is cheap and
trite. Noise takes Joyce Chandler (played with muted
· emotion by nish Goff) on an emotional odyssey pulled
straight from a Polanski film. And while this film wishes it we:i;e in a league with some of Polanski's best,
namely Repµlsion and The Tenant, it never reaches the
level of terror or suspense Polanski achieved.
The film plays like a cheaper version of Duplex,
minus Ben Stiller and pll,\S Ally Sheedy. Noise is actually tamer and less offensive then the dreck of Duplex , as
it is so thin in terms of dimension that the film almost
ceases to exist at all.
While the.actors make due with the poorly vyrltten
roles they're given, the direction of the film actually
pulls the script even further down. Tony Spiridakis,
directing his first film in seven years, seems to have forgotten how to construct a cohesive narrative. Noise is
built upon a weak bridge, chronicling the evolution of a
semi-relationship developed between the noise erupting from Sheedy's upstairs apartment and the gimmicks
and tricks nish Goff attempts to make the noise stop.
Borrowing some riffs from Requiem for a Dream and
Donnie Darko, the score to Noise attell].pts to place you
inside of the main character's head; on this front, yet
again, the film fails. The borrowed elements in the
sc9re only further accentuate the muddled, sloppy
puddle of derivative drivel the film becomes at its end.
Noise is a film that traps itselfinside of the confines
of its own lack of imagination. At the end of its 84
. minutes, you'll feel void, as what you've watched
hasn't been anyth.ipg but an exercise in how to
construct a sub-par independent filin.
Noise will be playing at 5:30 p.m Sunday
at Regal Cinemas Wmter Park and at 6:30
p.m on March 11 at Regal Cinemas Winter
Park.
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1·been this cool
Mre peek into the private for us. Arguably more interestf the· players: Joel Sher- ·ing than the actual tournajpbless, penniless geek ments are the interludes about
intense gastrointestinal Scrabble parameters: Should
ms. Matt Graham is a dirty words be allowed, even if
ss stand-up comic. they don't have an alternative . .
Hill is a jobless, penni- meaning? Does the British dicot smoker. Getting the tionary apply as well as the
e here? Sure, the guys American one? What if you
abble for the sport ofit, make up a phony word and
y literally have no skills your opponent challenges?
e of turning ELOCEMW
These are the questions
LCOME. They have Scrabble players must think
e in admitting they're about at all times, because this
this for the money.
little game your grandma
directors use plenty of taught you where you were a
· ual effects to keep the kid is their entire lives. Think
t repetition in the sub- about that next time you make
tter interesting. They QUIXOTIC on a triple-word
tters around in thin air score square.
omly join them
Word Wars will b~ playing
r. They even highlight • at S p.m.. ·Saturday at Enzian
high-scoring words and at 9-.30 p.m Wednesday at
M>omn and define them Regal Cinemas Wmter Park.

UK suspense llm is dazzling but empty
Hypnotic has a
great premise, but ·
loses itself in flash

logical · er Hypnotic is this
ye'"ar's xample of streamlined,
-style fluff: While that
on itse is not criticism, the
loads o genre contrivances and
over-th top plot twists in Hypnotic c ainly are.
The convoluted story goes
some
like this: In London,
police officer Janet Losey's
(Shirle Henderson) daughter
Hypnotic (R)
was ki pped and tattooed with
Crime I thriller
Satani .like symbols, and while
she
lrescued with virtually no
physic harm, the experience
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor
render her unable to speak. We
first se Janet being hypnotized
While most film-festival by D Michael Strother, an
entries are quiet character Stu- inso
c and family man who
dents, offbeat comedies, sociopo- thinks 's responsible for a death
back in the states.
litical treatises or deep, probing of a
dr~-there ate ~ways one .or Stroth IS revealed to have mindtwo pieces of ~m entertain--~w·lll po~ dedu
Janet's
ment The labyrinthine, psycho- <laugh r's i£hility to speak after

a

nn

r

Like Mystic River, it tries ha1tl
a successful anti-smoking hypnotization. From then on, the movie to tie together all it9'disparate
is a mysterious quest to find the loose ends in its final act, · erdaughter's kidnapper, and what cutting flashbacks, fant.~z~~~
do you know ... our two already- reality into a whole. But
oversttessed leads get way more flash just distracts from a contrived, thin narrative. Hypnotic's
than they bargained for.
There are plenty ofshocks and crutches are its images, disturbchills in Hypnotic, but as a whole ing as they are, which leave an
the film is cartoo~ over-the- indelible imprint on the viewer's
top. Every time they get an cranium It's easy to get lost in and
intriguing idea, they overkill it numbed by all the needles and
with gruesome gore and cheap blood Willing spills onto the celscare tactics right out of a teeny- luloid, but even these sequences
bopper horror movie. Director aren't particularly unique. HypNick Wtlling's use of wide-angle notic fails on many accounts;
lenses in the more disorienting don't let Wtlling's sleight of hand
sequences is interesting, but in - his bracing images and dark
the end, this film is just too for- narrative - sucker you in.
Hypnotic will be playing at 7
mulaic. The vague, open-ended
fmal shot leaves room for a p.m March 13 at Regal Ci~as
seque~ a lazy technique that's Winter Park and at 7 p.m.. on
ap~tly not restricted to Hol- March14 at Regal CD1emas \lllllter
lywood money-mongers.
Park.
1

I
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PHOTOS ANO ILLUSTRATION BY AMBERPLANK I the indie '
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Top five indie tips for Spring Break •••
5.Jellyfish stings cured best by urine*
4.Your dad might watch Girls Gone Wild; be good
3. Kissing your best friend is not gay this week
2.The buddy system is extra important during orgies
1. Beads= boobies
*indie medial/ advice should not befvll<Med

for the week of March 4-1 O
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Mona Lisa Smile naints pretty dull pidure
/

DANADELAPI

MIKE RIEGEL
Staff Writer

NOT JUST SEX

Mona Usa Smile (PG-13)

Cunning linguists
In my last few columns, I
really haven't gotten too deep
into sex. But today I am going to·
get down and ditfy. You see I
have a problem with people who
are selfish in the sack. You know
the kind who believe sex is
about them and don't . care if
their partner has an orgasm or
not. Sex is not all about receiving, it is about giving too. And
what is the beSt: thirig to give or
receive? Oral sex.
Think about it ... all the fun of
sex without the fear of getting
pregnant. Of course there are .
STDs to worry about, but I
should hope you're not just picking a random hottie off the
street, stripping them down and
going to town. I'm talking about
sensual foreplay that puts you in
the mood. The fun stuff you do
before you slide into home plate.
But as much fun as ·oral sex
can be, is it really a fair trade-off?
Ten bucks says it won't be.
Someone always gets more out
of the oral pleasure and they end
up putting the breaks on the rest
of your sexual escapade. No
offense, but it is usually the guy.
Why you ask? First, girls are
much harder to please - it takes
a lot oflong, hard work to get us
to the point of no return, no pun
intended. And quite frankly, any
guy will tell you bad oral sex is
better than no oral sex. Believe
me ladies, unless you're taking a
bite during the act, you can't be
bad at it. ·That being said, of
course a guy is going ·to fmd it
difficult to hold back.
Which leads me back to my
original thought about being
selfish. Is oral sex really a selfish
act? Iftwo people are in the heat
of the moment, then how come
only one of them gets to sit back
and enjoy?
The first argument I encountered was that oral sex doesn't
have to be one person pleasing
the other. There is a position
where both can give and receive
at the same time. Hey, I like the
idea as much as the next person,
but the fact is, your concentration gets thrown off and your
oral skills are not at their peak
performance. Tell me what good .
is that? Just a waste of a perfectly good kinky sexual encounter.
But let's just say that oral sex
is not a selfish act, but rather a
selfless one. As in one person is
willing to sacrifice their own
sexual gratification for that of
their partner. I have to say I feel
bad for these 'people. It just goe's
to show that nice people get ·
walked all over. While your partner sits there, all satisfied and
euphoric, you have to get up and .
take a long, cold shower. I'm
sorry, but be honest, the satisfaction of knowing you blew your
. partner's mind is nothing compared to getting your own mind
blown.
And oral sex is never truly
selfless. Deep down, you were
hoping your partner would roll
over and take care of business,
instead of rolling over and going
to sleep. Then it is up to you to
decide whether or not you hide
that twinge of anger or make it
known.
. Oh and here is some food for
thought: If you're being selfless
by spending some quality time
downtown, then what is your
partner being? Are they being
selfish or just ,enj<;>ying your
undying generosity? I guess the
answer is really yours.
My thoughts? It's a give and
take situation - ifyou give it, they
will take without a second
thought. Either get yours before
they get theirs or be prepared go
to sleep unfulfilled and aching
down below.

an

E-mail Dana Delapi at
dana@theindie.com

The.atrical release:Dec. 19,2003
Box office gross: $63.7 million

The title of Julia Roberts'
latest film, Mona L'isa Smilft,' is
an obvious reference to the
actress' superhuman ability to
smile. It's also a misnomer that
might give some the wrong
idea about the film.
The painting of the Mona
Lisa is a seminal piece of work
and a testament to the versatile
nature of art. The "smile" has
sparked hundreds of different
interpretations.
I believe that I can safely say
· that future sc.Q.olars will not
hold Mona Lisa Smile in such
high artistic regard. Despite its
amb~tion to "teach" people
about society's oppression of
women, the film comes off as a
on'e-trick pony. The only profound realization is that
women were oppressed and it
was bad.
· Set at a prestigious college
during the 1953-54 school year,
Roberts plays an art history
teacher who moonlights as a
feminist. As the film's
spokesperson and ostensible
conscience, Roberts does a
very fine job. She controls the
screen like few can.
Instead of teaching too
much about art, Roberts tries
to open the minds of her husband-hunting pupij.s. The class
is filled with talented actresses, but.the Mark Rosenthal and

<

Lawrence. Konner (Planet of
the Apes) script leaves little
room for the stereotyped characters· to make a lasting
impression.
The uptight snob is pl11yed
by Kirsten Dunst, Maggie Gyllenhall is the smart-mouthed
romantic, and Julia Stiles is the
· smart girl who wouldn't hesi, tate to give up her education
and career for a husband.
There's even an "ugly" girl,
played by Ginnifer Goodwin, '
who is pretty far from ugly.
As one might expect,
Roberts starts filling the girl's
heads with crazy ideas about
the rights of women and the
higher-ups take umbrage with
the radical ideas. The fore~ of
oppression and the ideais of
the oppressed then meet in the
middle of the ring, ready to
fight for supremacy.
Then, both fighters return
'to their · corners without
· throwing a punch, and the real
revolution is · postponed for
another decade or two.
There are plenty of conI can think of an audience have to hop in a time machine time machine to put right what
flicts and problems for the who would find this film edgy and travel back to 1956 to find once went wrong, I might even
characters in Mona Lisa Smile, and provocative, but I would it. IfI weren't already using my consider such a trip.
but little happens as a result.
There was no uprising or
upheaval of the system, fictitious or otherwise. Over and
over, the film concludes that
You loved him as the adorable Kevin in the Home Alone series. You
Party Monster (R)
people were very closed·enjoyed his childish antics in The Good Son. Now see Macaulay
Theatrical release:Jan.18,200.3
minded during that era.
Culkin as'the club-kid promoter who rose to the top of the club scene
Box office gross: $728,000
in New York and then fell all the way to the bottom.
This didn't come as any
great surprise to me, and I
don't think most people would
Join Dennis Quaid, Sharon Stone, Stephen Dorff and Juliette Lewis
Cold Creek Manor (R)
be taken aback by how society
take a ride through a haunted house. Quaid and Stone buy a house. It
Theatrical release:Sept.17,2003
used to be. It's fairly common
turns out to have secrets. Dorff, the home's previous owner, wants the
·
Box office gross: $21.4 million
knowledge that most women
house back. The end
were treated unfairly in 1953.

· WI

Now available on DVD
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Sjlring Break tijls

This just in: Balcqny jumping no.longer hip
10 tips for a
safe and fun
Spring Break
BRIAR ALEKSUN
Staff Writer

Packed and ready ·to go
next ;week? Don't forget to
bring common sense too.
, Plans for a terrific Spring
Break can often go awry due
to stude:Q.tS ·getting carried
away and forgetting .t he basics.
So here's a list of tips you may

want to take into .con~idera
tion before commencing tht
annual week of stupor.
I. Slather on sunscreen
You can't have too much of i,
especiaJly when you're in, ol
or near the water. The Amercan Academy of Dermatolow
recommends at least an SIF
15. Put it everywhere, incluting feet and the tops of ears places that tend to be forgqten and painful if sunburnei
If you do· get burned, tale
aspirin or ibuprofen. Aloe ~l
will help cool the skin.
2. Drink water frequertly. You're going to be in d.e
sun. You're going to drink tto

mu~ booze. You're going .t o
dance too· much. In other
words, you're going to become
dehydrated quickly. Keep bottle water nearby, because you
can never trust the murky liquid flowing from a faucet.
3. Watch out for traffic.
The streets around the bars,
clubs and hotels in the crowdeq hot-spot destinations are
always busy. Some of these
drivers are drunk. Some' are
doped-up, and others are just
stupid.
4. Don't rub a jellyfish
sting~ That will ohly make it .
worse. Put some meat tenderizer on it, or go to a w:,tlk-in

clinic. Or. ride it out, tough
guy, if you want a nasty infection.
5. Avoid balcony jumping. If you hang from balconies while drunk, chances
are you will fall. A:nd chances
are you will die.
,6. Obey the law. Before
traveling abroad, obtain information on countries' laws and
regulations: Staying in the
homeland? You know what
you can and can't do, so don't .
push your luck.
7. Travel in groups. Don't
let your friends wander off
with strangers. Just because
it's Spring Break doesn't mean

the predators take the month
off.
8. Watch out for rip currents. TJiey're narrow sections of current in the ocean,
too strong to swim against and
capable of pulling you quickly
offshore. Swim parallel to
shore until you are out of the
rip current, then swim toward
the beach. Or drown.
9. Watch , your · drink.
There are scumbags waiting
to spike your drink and then
you. Don't give them the
chance.
·
10. Pack condoms. Put
them in your bag now, so you
won't have any excuses. later.

Fashion file
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Spring forward in your wardrobe
.

or light green shade has bit
everything from the runvay
to your local mall. Ade:. a
touch of it to your wardrobe
by purchasing the mini hobo
bag from GAP for only $2L.50
. or opt for a soft miniskirt furn
Abercrombie & Fitch for
1
$29.50, which would look perNICOLE SCHAUB
feet over any sWimsuit. G.lys
StaffWriter
· can sport the new Noommrk
Ah, Spring Break. What a striped button-down fnm
glorious week of irresponsi- Abercrombie in green for
• bility ~d pure alcoholic bliss. $59.50 when hitting the islmd
But Spnng Break also means a clubs. Or go casual before getgreat excuse to buy fun, new ting a tan with the "Hungo.rer
spring clothes for just one Again" island tee from Urban
week you probably won't Outfitters for only $28.
remember much of. However, · Fun and flirty floral prhts
a brand-new line can be are a must for this Sprng
expensive when it first comes Break's wardrobe. They adl a
out, so here are some tips for feminine touch to jean shcrts
shopping for less and making or skirts .and. complement
your Spring Break both fash- freshly tanned skin. ;ry
ionable and unpredictable.
Arden B's Ruftle Wrap torffor
First, let's begin with this $54 and pair it up with that
season's hippest hue, which is jean mini you've been dyhg
sµre to make your Spring to wear again for a night cut.
Break sizzle. A crisp emerald Ors end a day sightseeingin

Fashion tips for
Spring Break
festivities

'

Hollister's Palm Canyon Floral Mini for $34.50. Guys may
not be into floral prints, but
stores like Banana Republic
and Nordstrom are carrying
'small floral patterns for dress
shirts or striped dress shirts
with floral patterns on the
inside of the collar - and
sleeves. The shirts range from
$39.50 to $75.
Comfortable shoes are
essential for all Spring Breakers. One too many cocktails
can cause a lack of balance,
especially if you're sporting
platforms or high heels.
Instead of packing your cutest
stilettos, opt for a stylish, colorful pair of Dr. Scholl's
wooden slides for $35 or a pair
of the new wedge heel flipflops from GAP that come in a
variety of colors for $14.50. If
you feel like dressing up your
outfit, try Steve Madden's.
"Geoffrey" Ballet Slipperstyle shoe for $59.95. When
going out, jusf remember to

stay small, ladies - we've all
had that embarrassing drunken or even sober fall that can
ruin a night. Durillg Spring
Break, there is no time to
waste. Guys can try Reef flipflops, available at Urban Outfitters for $30 or any surf shop.
The "Rascal" sneaker by Steve
Madden, priced at $59.95, are
also perfect for a long night of
barhopping.
Accessorizing is perhaps .
the most important thing to
remember ori Spring Break. A
casual tank and jean miniskirt
can be transformed by accessorizing with a funky necklace, watch, bracelet, earrings
or all four. 'fry Urban Outfitters' beaded ribbon necklace
for $18, as well as their bamboo bangles and shell cluster
earrings for a fun beachy
·theme, each priced at $12.
Check
out
Nordstrom,
upstairs in the junior department, to find great fas·hion
watches' in a variepr of colors

for only $18. Sunglasses can
also be found in the same
d~partment for $10. Guys can
still accessorize too. A leather
cuff watch by Fossil from .
Pacific Sunwear for $50 or the
Lakefront choker from American Eagle for $9.50 can make
any ordinary T-shirt ·and
board shorts look hot. Sunglasses also can be found
there for only $19.50.
Beach bags are must for
carrying your sunscreen,
towel and a six-pack to the
beach or by the pool. Try
Isacc Mizrahi's Canvas Cutout
Tote in Pink from Target for
just $19.9s,>. Nordstrom also
has the jelly Kelly knockoff in
every color for only $25.
Whether you're hanging by
your pool or cruising the
Caribbean, everyone should
know the wardrobe essentials
for a fabulous Spring Break
getaway. I hope yours is both
fashionable and irresponsible.
Enjoy!
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NBC only has one Frie11d left
Network takes
risk with Matt
LeBlanc ·spin-of{

and trying to make it on your
own can sometimes be a disastrous career move.
Case in point: Matt LeBlanc,
better known as Joey nibbiani
from Friends. That's right, just
when you thought the hit show
was finally over, NBC . has
announced a spin-off. The new
·show, airing this fall, will be
titled Joey. The show's focus
will be on nibbiani pursuing
his acting career in Los Angeles. In theory, it doesn't .s ound
so bad. Our beloved friend will
probably find himself in all
sorts of funny situations as he
adjusts to life in L.A However,
some fans may feel that without the entire group by his side,.
Joey simply cannot m!'lke it.
"It's just a bad idea,'' says
Friends fan Lindsay Sponaugle.
"The show is so funny because
of all of them together. I just
don't think that Joey's humor
will work without the rest of
theni."
'· SpinjOffs are risky by pature,
Fraiser Crane from Cheers
seemed to be able to do it without breaking a.sweat, creating a

MARIANNE HAY~S
Staff Writer

.

While flipping through the
channels last week, some of
you may have noticed JC
Chasez on TRL. Promoting his
embarrassing new solo act to
no end, Chasez seems to be
everywhere lately, insisting
that there's more to him than
just *NSYNC. But can this former teen heartthrob really
make it, or is he just in denial
that his boy band went bye, bye,
bye (along with his· music
career)?
Pulling off a solo act is definitely a tricky nianeuver.
You've all seen it. Musicians do
it. Actors do it. However, the
success rate isn't usually in the
celebrity's favor. Ditching the
group that made you famous

show that is just as popular as
the original. Justin Timberlake
had no problem pulling away
from his famous group, now
shining as an incredible solo
act. But for every Fraiser or
Timberlake, there's a performer who just can't seem to
get it together. Julia LouisDreyfus is a perfect example.
Playing the infamous Elaine on
Seinfeld, Dreyfus, along with
her three famous castmates,
were everywhere. After the
show peaked, Jerry decided to
pull the plug on the hit sitcom.
Soon after, Dreyfus announced
that her own series would be
making its way onto NBC.
Watching Elly was not necessarily a spin-off, but it did feature Louis-Dreyfus' characte.r
in a different city, witl;l different
supporting characters. The
show quickly fldpped.
Without question, NBC is
definitely rolling the dice with
Joey. The.network has assigned
the spin-off to 'a ir during. the
present Friends tiI;neslot, 8 pJil.
Thursday nights. Perhaps this
will mak~ the audience feel

Chicken Rice Soup
or
Chicken Spring Roll
or
Small Mixed Salad
863 N. Alafava Trail
Waterford Lakes Town Center

·~

Remember how I talked
about EA pumping out a torrent
of Bond games? Since Everything or N9thing turned out
respectably well, they've
reopened the floodgates for
even ·more. In the 1·ust· announced Goldeneye 2, players will be an MI6 agent ttirned
bad in a quest to take over the
world or whatever cliched
thing villains like to do in their
spare time. ff he's smart, his ·
first order of evil business will
be to .take a few minutes and
come up with a better name
than Goldeneye 2.

.. _-:-' i'

Stewed beef cube in Thai Mt1S¥,lf1Ult1 ct1rry
cream sattce with onion, diced
potato and peanut .

or

ic Shrim Bamboo-shoot

ttr- led shrlm , bell p epper, bambooshoot, sweet basil with garlic chill sauce.

more comfortable with the
change. However, the biggest
change of all will be the introduction of new characters.
How will America respond to
Joey making new friends? Only
time will tell, but until then,
LeBlanc has taken a huge pay
cut for this role. Looks like the
$1 million-an-episode deal will
be staying at the Central Perk.

...
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- Scott Joseph; Orlando Sentinel
Foodie Award 2003
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103 OFF
w/UCF ID

OPEN 7 DAYS
MON • THURS ·11 am • 1Opm
FRI 11 am • 1 lpm

~

Dine In • Take Out • Delivery • Catering

~~1 ~~":.'-- 9~°:.~

7 Alafaya Woods, Ste 1000, Oviedo ~

407-706-021 7tax 407-706-0256
2 LARGE :2 MEDIUM:

lunch menu available
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1 LARGE CHEESE
I
J>IZZA w/ONE
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Here's another amazing (ollow-up ·story: Microsoft is still
courting the Japanese market.
In this episode, they've set up
an affiliate program for owners
of Japanese Xbox fan sites to
gain· endorsements, support
and free games. If you're one of
the three Xbox owners in Japan,
put dpwn your Kasumi blow-up
doll and rush over to Geocities
to set up a passable site right
away. Who can say no to free
games? Of course, if you're one
of the three Xbox owners in ·
Japan, then you're not reading
thi~ newspaper, so my advice
doesn't matter anyway.
Back on our side of the
globe,
there's
terrorism.

According to the Houston
Chronicle, some kid tore the
innards out of his GameBoy
and filled it with gunpowder.
Naturally, his next step was to .
bring it to his middle school
· and tell all his friends. Police
successfully rushed the campus
and arrested the · boy as he
camped in a school bus. Thanks
to a defuse kit they'd bought
before heading out, officers.
managed to pour out the gunpowder and erupt in laughter at
this guy who just ruined his life
for a "bo111b" with the explosive
power of a Snap N' Pop.
Counter-terrorists win.
Meanwhile, Sony went
ahead and told CNN Money ·

CHEESE PIZZAS

I

I

CHEESE PIZZAS

TOPPING & 10

I

: $15 99 : $1 3 99 :
I

•

1

I
Topp ings $ 1 .50
I
I additio nal each pizza I

•

Add $1 . 25 for each
topping - each pizza

I

WINGS(orKNOTS)
1
& 2 LITER SODA

:

I
I

I
I

$1 5 95
•

I
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about their new plans to delay
the PlayStation Portable j,ii
America until early 2005. Officially, this will allow developers
sufficient time to make games
so the system can launch with
more than just the 15th rehash
of Tomb Raider. The Japanese
launch
forecast
remains
unchanged at Christmas 2004
with 35 percent chance of
showers. 'I'heoretically, this
would be good news for Nintendo, who could launch the
NDS unopposed. However, it's
more likely that they'll simply
follow up with a delay of their
own, stating, "Oh thank goodness, we were just blUfrmg anyway!"
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Web site finger
on pulse of
Orlando nightlife
SHARON PARE
Contributing Writer

Wonder why sometimes
you end up on a mass e-mail
list from some group called
•• "Whatshott.com?" How did
we get on the list? Should we
feel like a part of the VIP? The
answer: Unknown.
The ·web site (http://
~hatshott.com) is dedicated to the three hot spots in
, Florida: Tampa, Miami,
(which are .still under construction) and, of course, 0town. The site mainly focuses
on our local bars, clubs, music
scenes, events, restaurants
and college student favorite,
liquor.
Upon entering the Orlando
site, there is flash animation
everywhere, hence the name
",WhatsHott.''
Then you will
•
hear this incessant beat that
goes on like the Energizer
Bunny. Then you will fmd an
advertisement for Pharb (also
featured in this issue), which
will come in handy for those
days you don't recall you have
class the next morning. Or
not. Pharb contains acetaminophen and caffeine. Let's stick
to our basic Tylenol and Red
Bulls just to be safe and assure
ourselves that we won't have
mutilated body parts growing
out of unknown places.
·
Local bands are also featured on the site, such as Still
Na.lve, who were recently
signed
with
Maverick
Records. Another local act
featured is cover band Never
the Hero, who play the greatest hits from the '70s, '80s and
·'90s.
The Hott Pass instantly lets
you, an<,i I quote, "party like a
fOCk star, and ~.pe tons of
money.'' Unfomlnately, the
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or MORE:

-------------------------------~----·
NO CHECKS PLEASE• NOT VAUD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER ~
~

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED •

.

informing us of sp~cial events,
drink specials and shows happening around Orlando (or
grand re-openings of Roxy,
again), everyone will find
some sort of benefit from this

"hott pass" has specials equivalent to what you already get
when going out for a night on
the town. It does not give you
access to the VIP, nor do you
show up to the clubs and bars
in a Hummer limo. For $55, you
will get the advantage of enjoying Orlando nightlife to the
fullest by having your "nizame"
put on this flaming VIP pass.
Yay.
But if that doesn't interest
you, maybe this will. If you are
cut short on time, this is of
complete convenience for you.
A VIP reservation for any club
you choose, ~e limo ride there
and the purchase of your.
favorite bottle of Cristat well,
your favorite alcoholic bottle at
least, are all at the ease of your
fmgertips. Looking for your 15
minutes of fame? There are
· photographs of the night owls
club-hopping
throughout
Orlando. Also, you will find a
few "free admission" coupons
to save you door entrance fees,
so you can spend the extra
money for drinks!
· Whatever the primary Eurpose of "WhatsHott" is, either

site. Whether you find an
incriminating picture of yourself or find the VIP reservations of great use, it will be
most useful to the typical party
animal.

(lndudes,32oz Orin~)
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Bored? Find out What's Hott
.
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Thai BeeH\l'ussaman' Curry

Critic's Choice
BEST THAI RESTAURANT

COURTESY NBC

Bond, bombs, PSPand fan sites
Staff Writer

Salmon with Black Bean

Golden brown Salmonfllet served with
• House black bean sauce. · '

407-382-8201

~leejJs .qnd bloops .
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ

CHOICE OF ONE ENTREE:

CHOICE OF ONE:

·\

•

SOUP OR
APPETIZER
&ENTREE

SPECIAL
LUNCH
MENU
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·Slang at t4e Rainbow Gathering: 'a smoke, a toke, or a joke'
1

~'
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ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ I the indie

Familiar twists Me's dreads, far left, as they sit in the main
trade circle. Me has taken a vow
of silence-and will only
communicate through written
words and gestures.
Psychedelic school buses like
the one above line the main
road, forming bus village.They
are sometimes owned by
religious groups and usually
offer rides at little to no cost. _
Ferrets like Dweezil, left, make
good road pets_. Dogs are also
very popular and can often be
seen running free, mating,
fighting and causing mischief.
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ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ I the indie

FROM i2

It is definitely a different world out
here in the forest. They have their
own laws; rules and vocabulary. Code
words alert fellow Rainbows to danger. Shantisena, for example, means
help, and shouting it will draw everyone within earshot. Shouting "6-up,"
on the other hand, alerts everyone of
- police presence. Kitchens offer free
food for anyone who's hungry. The
followers watch over each other.
Problems are brought up in round
council discussions.
There is even a sort of stratification within the gathering. Near the
main forest road, and this varies by
year and location, is welcome home,
the first sign of things to come. Calls

of "welcome home!" and "loving ya!" different society for a while. Living greet strangers as they make their _ there made me realize it is possible to
way into the camp. Psychedelic live as naturally as you can."
school buses and vans line bus vilArellano believes technology· ·
lage. In A-town, the only place alco- keeps people separated. Traveling
hol is·officially sanctioned by fellow with very little money- showed her
Gatherers, people ask for money to how kind people really are.
,
She said that it was the Gathering
chip in for "the keg." ·
"It's really like a little society," said that inspired her to go to college.
UCF seruor Crystal Arellano.
.
'.'Once I got there, I realized how
She should know. From 1996 to great it is to be helped, but it made me
2001, she followed the Gathering. She want to help others," she explained.
said the Gathering taught her a lot
Arellano admits that it can be easy
about life and helped her understand to lose your. ",Nay. With so many peowhat peace and love is all about.
ple from such diverse backgrounds, it
"You get a sense of what it is like to can be hard to know who to trust. provide for yourself instead of need"Know why you're there,'' she said.
ing money to provide for yourself,'' "You can really be distracted by drugs
she said, adding "It gave me an oppor- or alc'o hol or just get conned into
tunity to live minimally and live in a · _doing things you do~'t want to."

"If you're not street smart, I'm sure
a lot of them can trick you," she
warned.
Despite the possible dangers, Arellano recommends the experience. "I
think that everyone should have an
opportunity to go out to a Gathering,
especially if you_want to experience
the free-est (sic) place in the world."
The Ocala Gathering is only one
small regional event, though it
attracts people from all over the
country. There are Gatherings all
over the world, including Africa and
South America. Information can be
found on the Internet. However, specific directions to Gatherings can be
very hard to find. More information is
available at http://www.welcome
here.corn.

The Law Firm of

Victoria C. Spetter, P.L.

·RANDY'S PARTY -sTORE

CRIMINAL1DEFENSE
• All Felo,ny, JuveniJe, Misdemeanor and Traffic Cases
• DUI's • Driving w~th Suspended License
• Drug Charges • Tbeft and Fn.m d
• Domestjc Violence • Domestic Injunctions
• Criminal Investigations • Pre-arrests • Arrests
• Bond Reduction and VOP's
• Sealing of Criminal Records and Expungements

~~ 4831 E. COtoNIAL DR.~~

--

NEXT TO SOUND ADVICEiiiiiiii

407·894·2424
fax: 407-895-0436

MARITAL & FAMILY LAW
Divorce • Child Support • Custody • Visitation

9:30am-8pm

Rainbow Gathering tenns
Welcome home! - common greeting to strangers. . ....!..
6-up - warning to watch out for police or f~rest
rangers.

__~, '"'

Loving ya!- term ofaffection often said in passing.
Bus village - near the main road, psychedelic buses
and vans form a small town. They frequently offer rides
and have kitchens offering fi'eefood. Some of them are
n; ~
owned by religious organizations.
-~ ~ •
1 Asmoke, a toke, or a joke - small circles will often .
block converging trails. They ask for a cigarette, a hit'of - u a
' marijuana, or an amusing joke in return for passage.
.~
Shantisena -a·cau for help. Everyone within earshot
will come to help.
Rainbows- devotees ofthe rainbow gathering. Also • - I
known as 'Kids:

**·**********
**********·**

*·B.IG SALE*
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHING
C.ALL FOR-PRICING

TWIN

- J11

MATTRESS SOLO IN SETS
FULL
QUEEN
KING

..,

s35~. s39~ s49~. s99~

•JD from University of Pennsylvania - School of Law ('95)

SAT

~BA from Colgate University, Cum Laude ('89)
• Admitted in FL, NY and NJ
.

9:30am-6pm

SUN

407-629.,.9290 • After Hours & Weekends 407-421-7262 243 1 Lee Rd., Winter Park (b_e tween 1-4 & 17-92)

\\cckcnd & Evening Appts. • Pa) mcnt Plans• Credit Canis .\cn•pted

•

FloS~!~~!?!,~ark
~
.Waterford Lakes
"A Full Service Florist"

I

I

,.,
15% Discount with UCF
Student or Faculty ID!

14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
5689 Red Bug Lake Rd.
Winter Springs, FL 32708
Phone 407-740-0018
Fax 407-740-0096
1-888-548-7484

10069 University Blvc.
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407·679·5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery''
Wire service or Delivery available
over phone with major Credit Card

Stop by, call, or visit us online! www.allinbloom.com

(wire and delivery service excludes discount)

Smallpox
Vacci-ne .
_Study·

0

l )

,,

The Orlando Clinical Research Center Is Testing An
lnvestigational Vaccine Against Smallpox. _

Waterford Lakes Town Center
86S N. Alafaya Trail
407-207-2002

www.planetbeach.com

3 FREE
SESSIONS
Must present coupon. First-time guest.
One per customer. Local residents only.

·---------------------

State-of-the-Art ETS 10. 15 & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds
sunless Express Spa • Facial/Shoulder Tanners
Free Skin 1\me Analusis • All 1 s Air Condilioned with CD/Radio

To participate in this research study the following must apply:
-o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
o No immune disorders.
o No contact with children one year old _and younger
o Willing to make all study visits and complete a diary after
vaccination
Compensation is paid for time and travel
Call today for more information: '
' (407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 South Orange Avenue
www.ocrg..__n_e_
t _ __ ____,~---~
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Top five indie conspiracy theories •••
all

5.lndie staff are members of the Illuminati
4. Chick-Fil-A invented mad-cow disease
3.Tony Danza issecretly president of world
2.5crabble documentary ~ontains communist codes
1.GigIi true winner of Best Picture Oscar

..

for the -week of March 4-1 O
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WEB LESS.TRAVELED

This just in! Toby ·Keith really an alien spy! ·
MICHAEL LAWRENCE

THE GEEK LIFE
Now written by

• NEAR-LIFE
EXPERIENCE

'·Picket ofChrist
,..,

If I ever make a film I'm going to
make it anti-Semitic. Nothing personal
,a gainst the Jews. In fact I happen to be
half Jewish and am proud of that 50 per' cent of my hei;itage. It's just that it's an
easy way to promote a picture. Why
·spend all of that unnecessary money on
marketing and publicity when I can get
• some irate group to do, it for me? It
worked for Mr. Bird on a Wire, who's
looking at the profits for his The Passion
... of the Christ to stay forever young. If
·you've turned on a televis_ion 9r opened
up a newspaper, y;ou've probably witnessed the media saturation of this film.
• Couritless specials and debates coming
from all sides of the field have popped
up, and Gibson hasn't had to pay a cent.
Is it not genius? What could have easily
.:. been a limited release With eventual
massive play on TBN has now become
the movie event of the season.
The Passion ofthe Christ was not sur~ prj.5ingly the No. l movie in America thls
weekend. It will probably go on to rake
in several hundred million dollars more
: and rival the summer blockbusters. It
already crushed all records for a Febru-·
ary release. And let's not even talk DVD
sales predictions. Not too shabby for a
~ filrri that cost roughly $30 million to
finance, with the Frequency guy and the '
Merovingian's wife in the The Matrix:
. Reloaded as its only "stars.",
.For some strange reason, people still
don't realize that protesting something
o!f'grounds of indecency or offensive• ness is an 'easy way to promote it. Tell
EIVis not to swing his hips and people

will want,.to~~e Wm §hak~ th~.,ro...,again_
an\'.f agairi. Cry out against.lce-T for Cop-

~· Ki{~er

and you're ~ving free advertising
to ran album that initially showed lackluSter sales':' I,t seems so .common sense
to me that rm bafiled by all the morons .
Olli~ there toting picket-signs and crying
blOOdy murder. lf you don't want some-·
thing to get attention, don't give it any!
1 .... I'-ve said it before and I'll say it a'gain:
Qµit the protesting already and get back
to y our lives.
· '~When you buy a book and burn it,
., tfuit money is still going to the same
people you're against. Marilyn Manson
. an\i Eminem's popularity both reached
their ap exes when groups formed
•Ji- against them. Do you think Larry Flynt
would have reached his iconic status if
not for Jerry Falwell getting in an outrage
4 about some mindless ad? How many
more· people attended Barbershop after
Jesse Jackson denounced it? Sure, there
were blac~ there agreeing with Jesse
4 but a lot more with laughing with Cedric
the Entertainer.
And since when do people go out and
protest a movie? I saw people rallying
I"> outside of the theater for The Passion of
th.e Christ on opening night in unison as
if it were Montgomery, Ala Except the
t Civil Rights movem ent was a righteous
cause. Those were people fighting for
their own freedom. This just seems frivolous. Is our unemployment rate so high
· that people can afford to gather 'round a
lobby for hours on end and act as if
they're making a difference? There are
Judge Judy reruns for these people if they
can't find som ething productive to do.
How pompous and uptight must we as
Americans look to impoverished countries when we waste our right to assemble on a movie? We're using our freedom
of speech to stop the freedom of speech.
There are many worthy causes out there
that deserve to be fought. Save the environment, create new jobs, feed the hungry, but please leave the theater and let
people enjoy the show. If you see indi~ vidual acts of anti-Semitism, feel free to
stop them. But don't stamp out flames
when there isn't even a fire. If anything,
it ' just gives som e lunatic incentive to
start one.
In the aftermath of the success from
The Passion of the Christ, expect to see
siinuar films that cause similar stirs and
will generate similar financial results.
See the fruits of your arbitrary labors? If
it's any consolation, I hope Mel Gibson
personally thanks each and every protester and gives them some of the P:rc>ceeds from the film. They gave the public more incentive than any trailer ever
could
E-mail Michael Lawrence at
michael@theindie.com
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ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ

Man never landed on the moon!
George W. Bush knew about the
attacks on Sept. 11 before they
occurred!
Canada is lulling us into a false
sense of security! They Will soon
invade the United States, plant
·maple trees everywhere and have
us call soccer football!
Ah, I love a · good conspiracy
theory. Well, those are all conspiracy theories except for the last
one. I think those Canada geese
and the Canadian tourists are simply doing recon for the Mounties.
Soon it will be nothing but socialized medicine and French-Canadian radicals as far as the eye can see,
eh? I mean, right?
At any rate, conspiracy theories
abound Some of them are rather
entertaining, like the man-neverlanded-on-the-moo!l one. The invasi~n. Nothing but slack-jawed
whole. "lunar landing" was filmed yokels everywhere.
out near Area-51 and fooled all but
Well, I've convinced myself.
the sharpest (or most witless, . Help prevent an alien invasion.
depending on your point of vie~) Love your fellow man. And save
Americans into thinking Neil Arm- the planet - do~'t buy Toby Keith
. strong and his ·c rew traipsed all CDs.
Now that I know all that; l know
over the lunar surface. Theorists ·
maintain NASA simply ·u sed their I'm not sleeping. And I assume you
fantastic photo-manipulation skills won't be, either. So here are some
to trick us.
· conspiracy and UFO related lipks
I've already heard theories that wiii hopefully entertain, eduabout how the photos from Mars cate and protect you durfrig your
have been retouched- i can't wait to insomnia
see what conspiracy theorists cook
up over the next few months. http://www.buttafly.com/bush
Maybe this time NASA discovered
Ladies and alien spies, I present
to you the George W. Bush ConMarti~s that acted exactly like
country bump~. explaining why spiracy generator. Why waste your
UFOs always seem to · abduct time reading publications like the
inbred yokels - the aliens simply Orlando Sentinel or The New York
mistake the yokels for their own Times for your news when this litkind. Or maybe the ·so-called tle beauty can craft any conspiracy
abductees really are alien spies. you n·e ed? It' lets you gener ate a
The abductions just take place so random conspiracy or create one
they can report back to their home with specific parameters. Observe
this gem, sure to create political
world!
You heard it here first, ·people: waves:
George w. Bush h ad Michael
Hicks are really alien spies. By_logical extension, then, they commu- Jackson arrested so that Ann Coulnicate on a national level by bad ter ~ould oppress liberals.
Ah, yes. It's all coming together
country music. Toby Keith is simply a mouthpiece for alien commu- now ...
nication! ·
Htnm. This is niaking more and http://www.zapatopi.net
Where qo I even begin with tlµs
more sense. This also explains his
pro-war album Shock -'Tl Ya'll. It's huge, sprawling site? Odds are you
simple invasion tactics. Get the .have seen one part of it already people of Earth to _fight amongst the aluminum foil deflector beanie.
, themselves, weakening them as a Creating an impen etrable seal
unit. Then, when Earth's people around your brain waves, the
have divided, barn! A full-on alien AFDB se rves the aU:.important

What could Q.e more exciting then
killer robots, tentacled aliens, shiny sil.ver ships, vast space empires and epic
battles? Nothing. And that is why Star
Wars is so popular. And Star Trek, Alien
and Dune. Well, in .Dµne they weren't
really aliens, just genetically-bred
humans transformed by generations of
addiction to the geriatric spice Melange,
but you get the idea Throw in a government conspiracy or two, a couple of
wisecraCking partners, rriix thoroughl.y,
and you get Men in Black and ~ X-

COURTESY ZAPATOPl.NET

purpose of keeping the government from reading your thougti.ts.
And that's a good· thiµg. Without
my AFDB I would have been
arrested for my thoughts about the
underage Olsen twins long ago.
But the AFDB is a small part of
the site. Poke around and read
about how Belgium doesn't really
exist. Or peruse the relevant article
"Geriatrics and Time Dilation,"
which explains why old people
m ove to Florida

http://www.conspiracyarchive.com
Prepare yourself - this site is a
w ee bit disorganized. There are
randomly placed column5 of links
and news posts everywhere. I
think this site is for real. Some of it
seems to be a valid resource, linking to articles posted on ABC.com
and the like. However, I am instantly leery of any site that has a piece
called "The Intelligent Student's
Guide to the New World Order."

http://www.stargods.com
Inept Web site design must b e a
p lague among conspiracy theorists. The apocalypse is here - and
iii HTML·format. This, is the kind
of site I pray is not real, but I can't
prove otherwise. I think I've got
their message figured out.
Long story short: Aliens are
demons that will rule over us for
seven years until Jesus arrives.
I can't wait.
E-mail Brandon Hardin at
brandon@theindie.com

The Will ofthe people isn't necessarily the best law

And so it begins.
it takes time for my Metamucil to
kick in. Slowly this column is inching toward where it's supposed to
be. The first rant I received simply
bashes me, but that's OK - you
.can't make my wife Agnes' homemade pineapple upside-down cake
without breaking a few eggs. You
people are on the right track. Here's
, the first outside beef - a beef
about Angus.
Okay, I have something to rant
about. Yot.(r stup id column. I mean, it
reminds me of that movie Go where
the guy is talking about the "Family
Circus" (which also sucks). I'm reading the paper, enjoying it, and there
at the bottom, after I just read the
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ANGUS' BEEF

It takes time to change. Just like

"I

Robo-Fernandez

BRANDON HARDIN

ANGUS McWITHERSPOON

'

>l

nice ''Web Less '!raveled" is your stu- whine, like this persqn did in the
p id column. I tell myself to look second beef I received
away, but my eyes are just draw n to
it. They should print it ort the back
Ive got beef with professors who
with the ads so I don't have to see it. use nothing but PowerPoint slides. I
You're not an old man! You don't can see why this is done in large lecsound like one, you're just .an idiot. ture classes, but in small classes?
You don't even have anything to say,. Come on. Let me interact w ith som eI mean. you're pleading w ith people one - like that hot girl who sits next
to write to you, so I guess this will to m e.
- STEVE
make you happy, getting this. I don't
expect that you'll actually run it, but
And the beef goes on ...
I couldn't take another w eek of your
crap.
- WILL
I've got beef w ith the people who
did Unplug 2004. Wasn't that thing
See? Now, was that so hard, supposed to be about reconnecting
Will? The more people that write fu w ith nature? How many trees did
with beefs, the more this space will they kill making up fliers for their
be filled by people other than event? I hope they at least used recymyself. I'm not really pleading with cled paper. ·
- J.D.
people to write to me - I'm asking
peop le to write in and use this
That wraps up this week. I hope
space. Vent a little and have some
fun. So if you readers want to hear you en joyed reading this, Will. I
me shut up, and you could use an must say·thank you for the "Family
ego boost and want to pretend that Circu s" complement (I'll assume
someone w ill actually read your it's a complement since l won't see
inane babble, write in. We know we a movie made after 1974, and those
h ave at least one regular reader young hipsters at the indie tell me
now, and his name is Will, who Go was made in the '90s). rm a big
complains that I suck. Yet he still fan of Bil Keane as well as his proreads my column and wastes valu- tege Billy. r ll see you next week.
able minutes of his life writing to
me. Get on the trolley, W ill! AnyE-mail Angus McWrtherspoon at
way, complain and moan and
angus@theindie.com

Does anyone see the pattern here? ,
Most sci-fl, and that includes movies
and books and comics, follows several
tried-and-true formats. In fact, if you
know them, you can write your own scifi video game, 20-volume book series or
television show. Soon you will be raking
in the lucrative royalties and living the
luxurious life of a writer.
All you need to know are a few of the
epic sci-Ji conventions! These include
those great scientific illogicies that sci-fl
fans, many of whom know a bit about
real science themselves, choose to
· ignore. There's the whole gravity in
deep space without any rational expla:.
nation for starters. Few writers have the
chutzpah to even attempt to inch.~de
gravity defianc~ in their plots. Arthur C.
Clarke is one of the few who come .to
mind
Then there's the idea of communication in space. According to the Star Trek
and Star Wars universes, communication between objects light-years apart is '
a relatively easy and quick procedure.
Sure, sometimes ships will get lost out
of subspace radio frequency range, but
· did you realize how I just strung· a~
bunch of "scientific" sounding words '
together in an effort to distract you?
Suddenly illogical things seem practical
and common sense. Half of the work of
creating a sci-fl universe is in the details,
and by details I mean the babble of new
wordS that must be created to slip the
comfortable veil of suspension of disbelief over the reader's eyes.
Other conventions are more then
just qµick explanations for why things ,
work in the future. There are just some
things that the average science-fiction
fan_expects. For example, science fiction
almost always involves robots. It's true.
Even the very near-future sci-fl stories
normally include robots. And if there
isn't a robot to be seen for niiles.. there
better be an explanation.
Take Dune, a once-excellent series
that is doomed to spawn sequels, prequels, movies etc. until the end of time,
long after Frank Herbert has rolled over
in his grave and turned to dust. To .
explain the-lack ofrobots, Herbert came
up with a crazy explanation that took
place millennia before the first novel r
involving a robot takeover and subsequ ent religfous jihad to cleanse the
world of all robotic technology. In fact,
his son Brian Herbert went back
through his notes and wrote an entire
prequel telling the story of said jihad
·Writers can't just cut robots out of the
picture with no explanation, even ·
though you'd think by now people·
would realize that all robots are doomed
to go crazy and murder their human
overlords in an orgy of blood and death.
I know I'm not gonna be the first in
line to buy the · new Honda robot
ASIMO. That thing just looks evil. It's
got a little backpack and it can climb
stairs. There'd be no place to hide.
Now, I don't want to make it seem
like I am disparaging sci-ft. Far from it.
In fact, I understand why conventions
are sometimes necessary. In the first
hard sci-fl books and stories, the science
was the main character. It took a little
while for sci-fl to move past that stage,
but I think it is far better for it. When
science fiction m oves beyond hard facts
and starts pondering the human mind
and asking questions about the nature
of man's place in the universe, it
becomes mu ch more then · mere
escapism. Science fiction becomes a
window into the imaginary future that
can teach us about the past as well as the
present. Conventions help that happen
by giving the writer the freedom to
focus on things besides flying saucer
construction and subspace radio frequencies.
E-mail Elizabeth Fernandez at
elizabeth@theindie.com
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24-hour high speed Internet
Service in all 4 bedrooms.
Na other Internet service needed.

Less lllR 1111111
trom Ull!
FltmllrSlafft

Cable TV Programming
with 68 channels plus HBO.
Unlimited local phone service
(4 private lines); electricity, water,
sewer & pest .control included
(no utility deposits}
Free shuttle service to
and from UCF

area1 Mbbors!
www.boardwalkapts.net
tnfo@boardwalkapts.net
fax 407-384-8094
located 8/10 of a mile from UC~

can 107-381. .

clubhouse with big-screen TV &
computers with Fust Internet
brand new fitness center

Why leave
campus?*

Running late. There's just

enough time before class to stop
by Einstein Bm. Bagels for a
warm bagel and a cup oftreshlv·

UPCOMING MARKETPLACE EVENTS
March 15 ·

March4

Visit one of.seven greai UCF Dining

Services locations campus-wide:

brewed gourmet coffee.

Spring Break Bon
Voyage Party
4-Bpm

Chick-Iii-A®
in the John T. Washington Center
Monday-Thursday 8 am-5 pm
Friday 8 am-3pm

Einstein Bros. Bagels®

April2

in the Education Complex
Monday-Thursday 1 am-5 pm
Friday 7 am-2:30 pm ·

PB&J Day
11 am-8 pm

"Crunch &
Munch"
11 am-8pm

March 17

March25

St Patrick's
Day lunch
11 am-2:30 pm

"Nuts About
Waffles Day•
8am-8pm

April 21

· April 7

Administrative
Assistants Day
11 am-2:30 pm

Island Grill .
in the John T. Washington Center
Monday-Thursday 10:30 am·3 pm
Friday 10:30 am-2 pm

JavaC~

ought

in the Business Admin. Bldg.·1st Floor
Monday-Thursday 7 am·6 pm
Friday 7 am-2 pm

Weekend phms. A cravj11g for a

Chicken Caesar Wrap Jeads me

to Chick-fil·A, wh&re I meet a

Knightstop Convenience Store

few friends to find outwhal's..on
the week.end's socia1 oalendar,

in the Student Union
Monday-Thursday 7:30 am-9 pm
Friday 7:30 am-6 pm
Satllrday CLOSED
Sunday CLOSED
Marketpla~e

Island Grill has some ·Kickin' Shrimp!' .

featuring RFoC

Homesick.. The Marketplace

at the Student Resource Center

teaturinQ Real Food on Campus9
has the perfect cure: meals like
mom would make. Meatloaf,·
mashed potatoe$ and a crisp
salad htt the spot.

Mon.-lhurs. 7 a.m.-Midnight
Fri. 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat & Sun. 10:30 a.m.-8 p.m.

The Island Grill has added another delicious - and nutritious - item to its
menu. "Kickin' Shrimp" satay is a 10-shrimp skewer served with yellow rice,
hot the grill. For less than the typical fast food meal· only $4.29 ·try our
latest taste of the Caribbean. Combo it! Add a 20 oz. drink for only$1 morel

off

Reflections
the outdoor kiosk near Millican Hall
Mon~ay-Thursday 10 am-6 pm
Friday 8 am-4 Pm

1

Reflections is a ·smoothie Operator'?

vplace. ny taste.
Early morning or late night, dine-in or grab 'n' go, four-c,ourse or chips and

You're running late, but your stomach doesn't care. Dining Services lias the
answer: Reflections and its delicious Freshens fruit smoothies. Choose from
r a wide assortment offresh yogurt, fruit and orange smoothies. Add a MET-Rx
nutritional boosters.
·

a drink. UCF Dining Ser-.

Gift Express: Surprise .someone special!

vices is all about choice, and with a variety of locations campus-wide there's certainly an option
that fits your schedule, location or appetite. As the university's official food service operator, we're

S~ow someone you care with a gift basket from "Gift Express." Baskets are
easy to order, filled with tons of delicious goodJes and ar!l only $13.99 each.
· Say "thanks,"."cong~atulations," "happy birthday" or "good luck on your
exams" - just log on to www.UCFDining.com
·

committed to providing uncompromised quality and service, in addition to always looking for better
ways to serve your dining needs. Let us now how we're doing, Contact us by phone 407-1123-2651. ·
online www.ucldining.com or visit us
in person ~t the Dining Services Office.
located in the Marketplace.

Crispers Present:s ...

"1ucF=CBS

ColSfeos
FRESH

SALADS

AND

MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

,
'!•
}/>

MON-THU. 10:3.0AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM
SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

Find out about Crispers restaurants, our growth and career
~!'1 at www.crispers.com
~1•
opportuniti.u.
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Bring in this coupon and enjoy one of
our outrageous desserts FREE with
your purchase of any garden-fresh
gourmet salad over $4.00 or hearty
stacked sandwich.
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. ONE FREE DESSERT PER COUPON. ONE COUPON PER VISIT.
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• \!\Tho .V\Tants
: FREE ice cream~

ALAFAYA

Ill

>
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436·

-
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: Free S"1ee-ts!

WATERFORD THEATRES

l!t+ll

ONE FREE SOUP PER COUPON. ONE COUPON PER VISIT.

Iii. -

REGAL 20

Use the coupons. Come t:o Crisper s .
Get: free food.

ph (407) 482-4727

(or $2.99 off chowders and gwmbos)
purchase of any garden~fresh gourmet
salad over $4.00 or hearty stacked sandwich.

I
I

If you're a sweet freak, you'll love our creamy cheesecakes. rich layer cakes, cookies, and brownies.
And th~n there are all the sundaes and milkshakes made with delicious Publix Premium Ice Cream.

ph (407) 673-4100

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

College isn't all fatburgers, pizza and substandard subs. Not when Crispers·is so close to UCF.
Crispers is yo_u r quick, delicious alternative to fast food, where you can stoke up on garden-fresh
gourmet salads, hearty stacked sandwiches, and a dozen tempting soups, all made fresh every
single day

LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO

For~

-.

~Nitti

Of course, your college career will be a wonderful voyage of discovery..
You'll have new learning experiences, expand your consciousness with
new courses, meet new people from just about all over the world. But one
of the most important things to learn is how to stay healthy and how to get
free food. You're in luck There's a Cripsers restaurant right near the UCF campus ...
and that's where you get the free food. See? You learned sofuething already

WATE~FORD

---------Free Soup
I

Everything You Need
to ~o-w About: College.

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
WINTER PARK

*Sony, we accept cash and a-cash only; credit and debit cards are not accepted.
Hours and evems are subject to change withqut notice.

\c~
SEMORAN BLVD.
,J-.~.
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? .....__________________~......----------------------------------------~------------~
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Purchase any fresh gourmet salad over $4.00
or hearty stacked sandwich and we'll give
you a FREE shake, cone, or sundae made with
delicious Publix Premium Ice Cream.

~G.~~~f~~~
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- -----------------ONE FREE ICE J

e::M PER COUPON. 0-;;;couf:bN PER VISJT.
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